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Abstract 

The field of payment behavior is important in the context of parking, yet little is known about the 

topic. Many scholars have contributed with research regarding payment solutions in general, but for 

the context of parking, it is lacking. This thesis investigates what factors are important for 

consumers, when choosing payment solution, in the specific context of parking. Through a 

theoretical framework utilizing constructs from theories on consumption values, service 

convenience, and technology acceptance, the thesis, being a deductive study, proposes hypotheses 

to be empirically scrutinized. Qualitative research in the form of three parking expert interviews 

serves as an introduction to the context. To get qualitative empirical data, a survey inquiry with 95 

respondents was carried out, focusing on the use behavior of existing payment solutions, as well as 

the behavioral intentions towards a new payment solution, Simplyture. The results of the survey 

analysis indicate that the functional value is a significant determinant for how people pay in the 

context of parking. This is the case for both the use of existing payment solutions, as well as the 

intentions to use Simplyture. Furthermore, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and service 

convenience, are all found to be significant determinants of intentions to use Simplyture. However, 

this is not the case for the use behavior of the existing payment solutions, as these three constructs 

are not found to be significant determinants. 

The findings of the thesis tell the story that price, ease of use, as well as the time and effort spent 

using a payment solution, are the most important factors for consumers, when choosing their 

payment solution, in the context of parking. 

Further research could try to apply the theoretical framework and the methodological approach to 

an investigation, where the empirical data should be collected through user tests with the new 

payment solution being side by side with the existing ones. Additionally, researchers could try and 

apply a similar theoretical framework, to the one used in this thesis, to investigations looking into 

payment behavior in other contexts.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

In recent years, mobile payment has become a bigger and bigger part of society with players such 

as MobilePay having huge success in the Danish market with around 2 million users already in 

20141. It is a clear indicator that consumers are increasingly changing their payment behavior. The 

parking industry has also been moving in the direction of including more mobile payment in their 

solutions, for example the likes of EasyPark2 has helped the use of mobile payment tremendously 

in recent years, with an increase of 110 % from 2011-2015 in public parking in Copenhagen 

(Appendix 9). With the increased consumer focus on mobile payment, I wonder what underlying 

factors determine people’s choice of payment solution, in the specific context of parking.   

1.1 Problem area 

There is plenty of research that focuses on payment solutions, payment methods, and also why 

people choose among these the way they do. The area is well documented, but when looking at 

very specific industries where payment solutions are very important, such as the parking industry, 

the amount of research is more lacking. 

The parking industry is very big ($100 billion worldwide) and according to reports, there will be 

heavy investments into innovation in this area in the coming years ($200-$250 million over the 

next 3-5 years)3. It is an industry that in many ways has been very slow to develop technically, 

including payment solutions (Appendix 4: 1, B), but with new innovation it looks to move more 

into an era of digitalization4.  

Parking solutions offer plenty of different ways of paying for parking, both when it comes to 

public5 and private parking (Appendix 4: 4, M). I wonder why so little research has been done, 

specifically in terms of parking and payment solutions, since the industry is so big. This type of 

research can help create valuable insights that can be used, when innovating within the area. 

In my thesis I will, on the basis of expert interviews, examine consumers of parking through a 

survey inquiry that will help me confirm or reject hypotheses set up on the basis of my theoretical 

framework. 

                                                           
1 http://finanswatch.dk/Finansnyt/Pengeinstitutter/article6922901.ece  
2 https://easypark.dk/  
3 http://blog.parkwhiz.com/barbarians-gate-100-billion-parking-industry-will-disrupted/ 
4 http://www.parking-net.com/parking-news/evopark/future-parking-germany  
5 http://www.kk.dk/indhold/betaling-parkering-i-k%C3%B8benhavn  

http://finanswatch.dk/Finansnyt/Pengeinstitutter/article6922901.ece
https://easypark.dk/
http://blog.parkwhiz.com/barbarians-gate-100-billion-parking-industry-will-disrupted/
http://www.parking-net.com/parking-news/evopark/future-parking-germany
http://www.kk.dk/indhold/betaling-parkering-i-k%C3%B8benhavn
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To sum up, there exist extensive knowledge and theories on payment behavior, but for the specific 

context of payment for parking, the knowledge is lacking, which begs for more research to be done 

on the topic. 

My curiosity and wondering about payment solutions within the specific context of parking, has led 

to the following research question. 

1.2 Research Question 

Why do people pay the way they do when it comes to a specific context? 

1.3 Delimitation 

Theoretically, methodically, and empirically, there are a number of topics and areas that I will not 

examine in this thesis. In the following, I will highlight the most important topics and perspectives 

that I delimit myself from. 

My focus of the thesis is looking into payment behavior with regard to specific contexts. In order to 

be able to come up with significant findings, I have chosen to focus on one specific context, which 

is the parking context. 

As stated in the introduction, the thesis focuses heavily on consumers, and why they pay the way 

they do. Therefore, I will not be putting effort into considering the perspective of the businesses, 

whether it is private or public parking companies. There will be parts of the interviews and other 

minor sections concerning the businesses, but the overall focus will be on the consumers. 

As I will later discuss, I choose to delimitate myself from researching the consumers’ use behavior, 

specifically when it comes to actual user tests, since one of the payment solutions is not running 

live in the market yet. Therefore, I will only research the consumers’ behavioral intentions towards 

new payment solutions and their attitudes towards the use of existing payment solutions. 

1.4 Presentation of empirical data  

In the following section I will present the empirical data of the thesis. 

1.4.1 Qualitative interviews 

The thesis builds on qualitative interviews with: 
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 Jonas Ørting, CEO at Simplyture6 

 Per Moesgaard, CEO at Onepark7 

 Jes Øksnebjerg, head of Center for Parkering at Københavns Kommune8 

1.4.2 Surveys 

The thesis also builds on a survey done with Danish consumers of paid parking from different age 

groups. The survey inquiry was carried out using surveyXact9. 

1.5 Chapter introduction 

In the following section, the other chapters of the thesis are presented. 

Chapter 2: Literature review and introduction to theoretical framework 

In chapter 2 I first delve into the concept of digitalization and what it means and has meant for our 

society in recent years.  

In the next section of the chapter, I introduce the theoretical areas, from which I will construct my 

theoretical framework; theories on consumption values, service convenience, technology 

acceptance, use context, and payment solutions are introduced and related to the topic of the thesis. 

Finally, the theoretical framework of the thesis is constructed from different concepts of the 

aforementioned topics, before hypotheses are created for empirical testing. 

Chapter 3: Methodology 

In this chapter, I present the methodological approach of the thesis. Through a deductive approach, 

the chapter introduces how both qualitative and quantitative research methods will be used in order 

to collect empirical data to answer the research question of the thesis. 

Chapter 4: Analysis  

The analysis of the thesis is structured into three parts. The first part serves to analyze the expert 

interviews. The second part is the analysis of the survey results, including principal component as 

well as linear regression analyses. Finally, the third part delves into other important aspects deemed 

relevant for analysis.  

                                                           
6 http://simplyture.com/en/private/  
7 http://onepark.dk/  
8 http://www.kk.dk/institution/center-parkering  
9 https://www.survey-xact.dk/  

http://simplyture.com/en/private/
http://onepark.dk/
http://www.kk.dk/institution/center-parkering
https://www.survey-xact.dk/
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

In this chapter, I discuss the results of the analysis, as well as critically look into the collected 

empirical data and the theories used. 

Chapter 6: Methodology reflection 

In this chapter, I reflect on the methodological approach of the thesis and uncover conditions for 

the validity, reliability, and generalizability of the interview and survey inquiries. 

Chapter 7: Conclusion 

This chapter concludes on the answers to the research question, and I reiterate the main findings of 

the investigation. 

Chapter 8: Other perspectives and further research  

In this chapter, I quickly introduce other interesting aspects that were not included in the thesis, due 

to time and writing space constraints. Furthermore, I reflect on avenues for further research.    

1.6 Reference methods 

When there in the thesis is referred to printed literature, I refer like this: (Author, release year: page 

number). Internet references are done through footnotes. 

The pages in the appendices of the thesis are numbered, where each appendix starts with page 1, 

and quotes from interviews are referenced with appendix number, page number, and placement on 

the page. For example (Appendix 2: 7, B), where 2 is the appendix number, 7 is the page number of 

the specific appendix, and B describes that the quote can be found at the bottom of the page. If the 

quote is instead found in the top or in the middle of the page, it is referenced with a T or an M 

respectively. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review and introduction to theoretical framework 

2.1 Digitalization and the parking industry 

As the focus of this thesis is why people choose to pay the way they do when it comes to parking, I 

will first quickly introduce the parking industry. Furthermore, introducing the notion of 

digitalization is relevant, since more and more parking and payment solutions have become digital 

(MobilePay10, Swipp11, EasyPark12, etc.). Digitalization as a whole will be explored, before looking 

more into digitalization within payment solutions. Finally, I will be looking into the most 

innovative parking solutions and how they handle payments. 

2.1.1 The parking industry 

The parking industry is very big; around $100 billion worldwide13. When it comes to private 

parking, there are several players involved; owners of the parking area or facility typically hire a 

parking operator to manage and operate the parking facility, and finally there is the day to day staff 

(Appendix 4: 2, M). For public parking, the municipalities typically have their own staff to do 

maintenance on the parking systems as well as parking guards to check people’s tickets (Appendix 

5: 3, B – 4, T). 

Parking spaces are typically divided into on-street (parking spaces on the streets) and off-street 

parking (e.g. parking garages or closed off parking areas). For the off-street parking, there are two 

big players when it comes to the parking technical solutions (barriers, payment machines, etc.); 

SKIDATA and Scheidt & Bachmann (Appendix 4: 2, M), which are very reluctant to help push the 

technological development through (Appendix 4: 2, B). When it comes to on-street parking, at least 

in the Danish parking industry, it is usually municipalities that take care of these. Since the 

municipalities are not there to make money, they can be much more pragmatic in their approach to 

which solutions they choose, e.g. Copenhagen chooses the solution that will make the parking 

experience as simple and easy as possible for the consumers (Appendix 5: 5, T). As for the size of 

the Danish parking market, Per Moesgaard estimates it to be around 1.5 billion Danish kroner per 

year (Appendix 6: 2, M), so it is still a relatively large industry in terms of the size of the country. 

 

                                                           
10 http://www.mobilepay.dk/  
11 https://swipp.dk/  
12 https://easypark.dk/  
13 http://blog.parkwhiz.com/barbarians-gate-100-billion-parking-industry-will-disrupted/ 

http://www.mobilepay.dk/
https://swipp.dk/
https://easypark.dk/
http://blog.parkwhiz.com/barbarians-gate-100-billion-parking-industry-will-disrupted/
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2.1.2 The digital age 

The age of digitalization is now, and a lot of that is connected to the continuous proliferation of the 

internet and smart phones. In their book The New Digital Age: Reshaping the future of people, 

nations and business Schmidt & Cohen (2013) takes you on an interesting journey through the 

world of digitalization, mainly related to the internet. They see the internet as an unprecedented 

example of anarchy in human history: 

"The Internet is the largest experiment involving anarchy in history. Hundreds of millions of people 

are, each minute, creating and consuming an untold amount of digital content in an online world 

that is not truly bound by terrestrial laws. This new capacity for free expression and free movement 

of information has generated the rich virtual landscape we know today." (Schmidt & Cohen, 2013: 

3) 

Although this level of anarchy might seem potentially scary, the internet and new technologies are 

also helping to break down old barriers of human interaction, including language and geography. 

This is paving the way for creativity and technological development. The speed of which the digital 

age has come upon us is incredible! By 2025, almost all the people on Earth will have, in one 

generation, gone from having very limited access to information, to having all the information in 

the world at their fingertips (Schmidt & Cohen, 2013: 4). The demand for new technologies is 

evident and as global connectivity rises even further, many old players will have to adapt or risk 

becoming obsolete in our digital society (Schmidt & Cohen, 2013: 6). This observation is highly 

relevant to the parking industry, as there are a few big players in the market that are very reluctant 

to change and to embrace new technologies, both with regard to the parking systems as well as the 

payment solutions (Appendix 4: 2, M-B).  

The global connectivity will help increase the performance of a lot of elements of our physical 

world, including health, education, quality of life, etc. (Schmidt & Cohen, 2013: 13). The time and 

effort you have to put into parking and paying for parking are very much related to the quality of 

life. If the parking experience is effortless, it increases your quality of life, and vice versa, if the 

experience is complicated. 

The digitalization is undoubtedly a big part of our society, and in the Danish context, the public 

players are very motivated to take advantage of the digitalization in more and more areas. 

Digitalization has been a part of communication technologies for many years, but Danske Regioner 

encourages the use of IT and digitalization in production and services in both the private as well as 
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the public sector. Furthermore, they appeal to the legislators to accommodate this development 

even more, by making laws that will make it easier to handle data and in general just help bring 

digitalization to more industries14. 

Digitalization is then a world phenomenon and how it relates to payment and parking solutions, I 

will look more into in the next section. 

2.1.3 Parking and payment digitalization 

When it comes to payment solutions, the analog ways of two parties exchanging goods for bills and 

coins have been the prevalent payment solution for decades and even centuries. Today, however, 

the digitalization has meant that an increasing amount of transactions are being done with a digital 

representation of money, in a global system that include many different parties, such as payers, 

payment service providers, banks, etc. The development is that the digital payment infrastructure 

eventually will take over from the manual physical payments. The introduction of innovative digital 

payment solutions has caused a stir in the payment ecosystems, introducing new arenas for 

competition and collaboration (Hedman & Henningsson, 2012: 1). Hedman & Henningsson (2012) 

introduce a framework to explain and illustrate how new technologies are introduced to an 

ecosystem, mainly through collaboration between new actors (Hedman & Henningsson, 2012: 7). 

In the case of the parking industry it seems that in order for new technologies to gain a bigger 

presence, there needs to be collaboration between the players in the industry, for example through 

commonly agreed upon standards (Appendix 4: 3, M). 

When it comes to parking then, the industry has been very slow to adapt to new technologies. There 

are several reasons for this, but mainly the interests of the big producers of parking solutions have 

been to keep the status quo (Appendix 4: 2, M-B, Appendix 6: 2, B). When it comes to public 

parking, the development has been slow as well. It is not until very recently that e.g. the 

Copenhagen municipality has embraced a more digital way of handling parking. As of early 2016, 

most of the public parking spots in the municipality have moved away from the traditional system 

with parking tickets, to instead using the license plate in paying for parking. With this new solution, 

the municipality also introduces a higher focus on digital payments through your mobile phone, 

                                                           
14 http://www.regioner.dk/aktuelt/nyheder/2014/januar/den+digitale+tidsalder+er+nu  

http://www.regioner.dk/aktuelt/nyheder/2014/januar/den+digitale+tidsalder+er+nu
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making the experience way better for the consumers, because now you only have to pay for the 

amount of parking you actually use15. 

So the tendencies towards a more digitalized parking and paying experience have been prevalent in 

the public sector, as well as in the private sector. In general, there are more and more innovative 

solutions gaining ground, as I will introduce in the following section. 

EasyPark16 

EasyPark is a smartphone app that lets you pay for parking in many different areas of Denmark, 

including on- and off-street parking. It works like so; after you parked your vehicle, you enter the 

area that you are in, you choose the amount of time you would like to be parked. You can then stop, 

end, or prolong the parking as you want. Finally, you pay for the parking through the app. You pay 

the normal amount for the parking, but also a small fee to EasyPark for using their service. This can 

be either a monthly subscription or a percentage fee on each parking session. EasyPark justifies the 

fee with the amount you possibly save by being able to pay only for the parking time you use. 

EasyPark is getting quite popular in Denmark and especially in Copenhagen, where there is a 

steady increase in the amount of users (Appendix 4: 4, B – 5, T). 

ParkPark17 

ParkPark is very similar to EasyPark. It is a smartphone app that lets you search for parking spots 

in the area, pay for parking by entering the desired end time, and also lets you change the parking 

time as you go. Paying for parking is done through the app, either by paying a small fee for using 

ParkPark on top of the parking amount, or by paying a monthly subscription that will give you 

parking units that can be used to pay for parking. 

ParkMan18 

ParkMan is also a smart phone app that lets you search for parking spots in your area, but also lets 

you see when other ParkMan users are leaving a particular area, making it possible to get an idea of 

the availability. You pay with one click and only for the time you were parked. The price for 

                                                           
15 http://www.kk.dk/nyheder/k%C3%B8benhavn-vinker-farvel-til-p-billetten  
16 https://easypark.dk/  
17 https://parkpark.dk/  
18 http://parkman.dk/  

http://www.kk.dk/nyheder/k%C3%B8benhavn-vinker-farvel-til-p-billetten
https://easypark.dk/
https://parkpark.dk/
http://parkman.dk/
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parking is the parking fee, plus a monthly subscription or a small fee on top of each parking, just 

like EasyPark. 

Simplyture19 

The abovementioned solutions are very similar, but they mostly cater to on-street parking. 

Simplyture is a new solution that is focused on off-street parking to begin with. The solution 

utilizes cameras with license plate recognition software to scan a vehicle’s license plate upon entry 

and exit of the parking area, making the need for barrier systems obsolete. Paying for parking can 

then be done in three different ways: Through Simplyture’s app, where you link your credit card to 

your license plate, after which payments will be done automatically upon exiting the parking area. 

Secondly, you can pay in regular payment machines in the parking area, by entering your license 

plate and paying with credit card, before exiting the parking area. Finally, you can just exit the 

parking area and pay later on the Simplyture website (the individual parking area decides the 

amount of time you have, before having to pay for the parking sessions) (Appendix 4: 8, T). With 

their solution, Simplyture hopes to revolutionize an old-fashioned industry, as CEO Jonas Ørting 

puts it. This was one of the main drivers for creating the company to begin with; looking at the 

parking industry and being convinced that the parking and payment solution could be done way 

better (Appendix 4: 6, M). 

2.2 Introduction to theoretical framework 

The area of payment solutions is very much affected by the digital technological development that 

has happened over the last years. With the likes of MobilePay20 and Swipp21, the market for digital 

payment solutions seems to have made a lasting impression on the society and has challenged the 

traditional payment solutions, such as cash and credit cards. Due to the limited research on payment 

solutions specific to the parking industry, it is hard to know what the best theoretical approach 

might be, to expand on the limited research in this area. Therefore, in this chapter, different 

research areas are presented with articles and theories that are deemed relevant for looking deeper 

into consumers’ use of payment solutions in terms of parking. The purpose is to introduce the 

different research areas that will be the basis of the theoretical framework and hypotheses of the 

thesis.   

                                                           
19 http://simplyture.com/en/private/  
20 http://www.mobilepay.dk/da-dk/Pages/mobilepay.aspx 
21 https://swipp.dk/  

http://simplyture.com/en/private/
http://www.mobilepay.dk/da-dk/Pages/mobilepay.aspx
https://swipp.dk/
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2.2.1 Consumption values and service convenience  

There has been done a lot of research on consumption values and service convenience. I have 

chosen to look more into some of the theories that I find relevant for the scope of this thesis. 

Sheth et al. (1991) focus on consumer choice behavior and presents the five values they believe 

influences consumer choice: 

1. Functional value: Focuses on the utility of an alternative solution to perform a specific task. 

Characteristics of a functional value are typically focused on reliability, durability, and 

price. 

2. Social value: Focuses on an alternative’s relation to one or more social groups. An 

alternative acquires social value with positive or negative association to social groups, such 

as socioeconomic, stereotyped, demographic, etc. 

3. Emotional value: Focuses on an alternative’s ability to arouse feelings in the consumer (e.g. 

a horror movie at a cinema). 

4. Epistemic value: The utility of an alternative’s ability to inspire curiosity or novelty from 

the consumer (e.g. trying a new type of food). 

5. Conditional value: Is related to the specific situation that the consumer is in. An alternative 

gains conditional value when there are antecedent contingencies. These contingencies can 

be very subtle (e.g. popcorn at the movies) (Sheth et al., 1991: 160-162). 

When making a consumer choice, there might be many different consumption values underlying 

such a choice, therefore you have to empirically test these to find the best suited ones for your 

particular case. It is important to note that even though you might want to make a product or 

service that caters to all the five consumer values, consumers will accept less of one value to get 

more of another (Sheth et al., 1991: 163). This makes very much sense since, in most cases, it is not 

relevant to investigate all the values for a given product or service. I will later in this chapter go 

more into detail about which of these consumer values I deem fitting for investigating the area of 

payments within parking. Generally, the theory can be useful to describe, predict, and explain 

consumption behavior, with the condition that it can only be used in a context of individual, 

systematic, and voluntary decision making (Sheth et al., 1991: 168-169). This fits very well with 

the situation of paying for parking, since it is systematic in the sense that it is not a random 

decision. It is voluntary which payment solution you choose, and it certainly is a voluntary decision 

to use a parking service and thereby also choosing a payment solution. 
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In relation to the five consumption values is the notion of service convenience. It focuses on 

conserving the time and effort a consumer has to spend when using a service or buying a product. It 

has shown to have an effect on consumer purchase decisions (Berry et al., 2002: 1). Berry et al. 

cites Copeland for defining convenience goods as “… intensively distributed products that require 

minimal time and physical and mental effort to purchase” (Berry et al., 2002: 1). Although they 

speak about products, you can argue that a service like parking also can be seen as a product in this 

sense. The convenience of a product or a service is an attribute that will reduce the nonmonetary 

price of a product or service, meaning that the more convenient a product or service is to purchase, 

the more a consumer is likely to purchase it. To build further on this, objectively you can view time 

consumption as an investment or a cost, but in most cases people tend to view it as a cost (Berry et 

al., 2002: 2). Scholars have come up with many different definitions on the notion of convenience, 

but they all agree that the concept has a big influence on consumers’ buying decision (Berry et al., 

2002: 3). Service convenience is related to the aforementioned consumption values, and in 

particular I find that it relates heavily towards the functional value, in the sense that reliability and 

durability can be related to the convenience of purchasing a product or a service. Convenience 

doesn’t directly influence the price, but it can reduce the nonmonetary price. The epistemic value 

can also be related to convenience in the sense that you might try a product or a service that is more 

intuitive and user-friendly than the service you are used to using, potentially arousing curiosity. 

So how do you measure service convenience? Seiders et al. proposes a model for measuring 

different kinds of conveniences, since consumers require greater and greater levels of convenience 

in service exchanges (Seiders et al., 2007: 144). The proposed model focuses on what happens 

before and after a consumer’s interaction with a service convenience, or expected antecedents and 

expected consequences, as they call it. They test whether there are positive or negative relations 

between numbers of antecedents towards different kinds of service conveniences, which in turn will 

have different kinds of consequences (Seiders et al., 2007: 151). In relation to the parking industry, 

I find that the proposed positive relationship between the antecedent ‘Number of recent 

interactions’, benefit, and decision convenience very relevant. Benefit convenience refers to the 

consumer experiencing the core benefits of the service, whilst decision convenience refers to the 

time and effort costs related to purchasing or using a service (Seiders et al., 2007: 145). These 

relationships are very relevant, because if a parking solution and its related payment solutions are 

time and effort saving, a consumer will be more likely to come back and have more interactions 

with the system, as they experience the core benefits of it. The documented relationships between 
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repetitive consumer interactions with a system and the benefit and decision convenience can then 

create a virtuous cycle that all parking companies would most likely strive to achieve.  

Another interesting relationship that the study confirms is the positive relationship between 

behavioral intentions and decision, benefit, transaction, and postbenefit convenience (Seiders et al., 

2007: 151, 153). Looking at the parking industry again, it then seems that it is very important to the 

different parking solutions that they focus on the aforementioned decision and benefit 

conveniences, but also the transaction benefit is interesting, since it speaks to the payment solution 

part of the parking service. Transaction convenience focuses on the time and effort needed for 

finalizing a transaction (Seiders et al., 2007: 145). Thus, in order to maximize the behavioral 

intentions of the consumers or to put in another way; to get the consumers to want to use your 

service, you need to create a service that caters to all of these conveniences. That might be very 

obvious when thinking about consumer behavior, but hard to embed in a system practically. 

Reviewing the literature on customer value, Paananen and Seppänen (2013) find that scholars have 

very different views, for example the aforementioned five consumption values introduced by Sheth 

et al. (1991) being closer to the individual, whereas others sees customer value from a utility point 

of view, etc. (Paananen and Seppänen, 2013: 711). One of the conclusions of their studies is that 

there are many different ways to approach and research customer value, including managing 

customer expectations, delivering a desired customer experience, and assessing customer 

evaluation, but importantly they are not mutually exclusive (Paananen and Seppänen, 2013: 723).  

Looking at consumption values and service convenience then, there are clearly many different ways 

to approach researching a field like payment solutions within parking. These approaches and 

theories are not mutually exclusive, and they can serve to complement each other. Later in this 

chapter, I will introduce my theoretical framework that the research in this thesis will be based on, 

including reasons for choosing specific elements from the different theories to look more into.    

2.2.2 Technology acceptance 

When it comes to researching the parking industry and payment solutions available to the 

consumers, I find it relevant to look more into different theories on technology acceptance, since it 

might have a big influence on the decision making processes of the consumers, when they pay for 

parking. 
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Davis et al. (1989) introduces the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and the Theory of 

Reasoned Action (TRA). They both investigate behavioral intention and actual use behavior. I will 

focus mostly on the TAM, since it focuses heavily on the perceived usefulness and perceived ease 

of use, whilst the TRA focuses on attitudes and subjective norms towards a product or a service 

(Davis et al., 1989: 983-985). I have chosen this focus, since I believe the TAM can be more fitting 

to use, when looking into the parking situation and choice of payment solution. I will later explain 

this further, when I elaborate the reasoning for the elements in my theoretical framework. 

The TAM doesn’t focus on the subjective norm in order to explain behavioral intentions. The 

reason for this is that subjective norm is very hard to measure and the status of it is hard to grasp 

theoretically (Davis et al., 1989: 986). The TAM defines perceived usefulness and ease of use like 

so: 

“Perceived usefulness (U) is defined as the prospective user’s subjective probability that using a 

specific application system will increase his or her job performance within an organizational 

context. Perceived ease of use (EOU) refers to the degree to which the prospective user expects the 

target system to be free of effort.” (Davis et al., 1989: 985) 

Although there, in their definitions, is an increased focus on doing a job in an organizational 

context, I will argue that the model easily can be used in a setting of consumer behavior, like 

paying for parking, since usefulness and ease of use of a system very much relates to the 

aforementioned consumption values and service conveniences. 

The ideal purpose of the TAM is to be able to explain behavioral intentions and use, whilst also 

being able to explain the underlying processes of this (Davis et al., 1989: 985). Empirically testing 

the TAM, Davis et al. found three main insights: People’s intentions to use a computer system 

explain their actual use of a computer system reasonably well. Perceived usefulness of a computer 

system explains a major part of people’s intentions to use it, whilst perceived ease of use is a 

significant secondary explanation for people’s intentions to use a computer system (Davis et al., 

1989: 997). 

Thus the TAM seems relevant for testing people’s behavioral intentions as well as actually using 

various payment solutions in the parking setting, whilst the still increasing amount of digital 

solutions in this area can be classified as computer systems. Furthermore, there is an obvious 

delimitation of the research done in this study; empirical data from the survey inquiry, will only 
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focus on people’s attitudes towards the use of existing payment solutions, as well as their intentions 

to use a new payment solution, Simplyture. Therefore, there will not be done actual user tests of 

payment solution behavior. Davis et al. then provides evidence to show that people’s intentions to 

use a computer system often is related to the actual use (Davis et al., 1989: 997), justifying the 

delimitation of the thesis. I will discuss this more later in this chapter.  

The TAM was one of the first IT acceptance models and over the years, many more competing 

models have emerged. Venkatesh et al. (2003) reviews eight of these models to then come up with 

a unified model; the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), which they 

also empirically try to validate (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 425). 

Based on the eight other models, they find that four constructs pay a significant role in the 

behavioral intention and use behavior of a technology. They are: 

- Performance expectancy: "Performance expectancy is defined as the degree to which an 

individual believes that using the system will help him or her to attain gains in job 

performance.” (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 447) 

- Effort expectancy: "Effort expectancy is defined as the degree of ease associated with the 

use of the system. Three constructs from the existing models capture the concept of effort 

expectancy: perceived ease of use (TAM/TAM2), complexity (MPCU), and ease of use 

(IDT)." (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 450) 

- Social influence: "Social influence is defined as the degree to which an individual perceives 

that important others believe he or she should use the new system." (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 

451) 

- Facilitating conditions: "Facilitating conditions are defined as the degree to which an 

individual believes that an organizational and technical infrastructure exists to support use 

of the system." (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 453) 

In the model they also include other secondary determinants; gender, age, experience, and 

voluntariness of use (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 453). 

The study proposes a number of hypotheses that they try to validate empirically. Their findings 

confirm that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and social influence are direct 

determinants of intention of use, whilst intention and facilitating conditions are direct determinants 

for predicting usage behavior. They also find that there are differences in the importance of the 
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different determinants, when you look at moderators such as gender and age. Although they 

validate many of the constructs of their model, Venkatesh et al. also proposes the need for further 

research, highlighting the results of the UTAUT study as preliminary. Furthermore, their results 

reveal that social influences matter a lot, but mostly in settings of mandatory usage. This also 

speaks to their important advice that every context is different, and therefore you need to always 

analyze the nature of the context, before making a strategy towards getting people to accept a new 

implementation of technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 467-471). 

To relate the UTAUT to the context of this thesis, most of the findings of the study are very 

relevant to look more into. Their finding that intention is a major determinant of actual use 

behavior supports the conscious delimitation of the thesis, to focus on only attitudes towards use of 

existing payment solutions, as well as intentions to use a new payment solution, rather than 

performing actual user tests. Furthermore, since using parking solutions, and thereby paying for 

parking, clearly is a voluntary setting, the findings of the UTAUT study supports that performance 

expectancy and effort expectancy will be the most accurate determinants of intentions to use and 

actual use of parking facilities and their payment solutions. This is very much related to the TAM 

and its focus on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, which will be used later in this 

chapter to design my theoretical framework. 

Over the years, there have been several critics of the TAM in particular. Shin (2009) studies the 

consumer acceptance of a mobile wallet. In his criticism, he points out three main flaws he sees 

with the TAM: Its lack of considering the social context, it assumes that there are no barriers to 

prevent an individual from using a technology, and finally it assumes that there is only one 

technology available to the users. Shin instead uses the UTAUT, because it takes into account more 

determinants in explaining intention and use behavior (Shin, 2009: 1344-1345). In his studies he 

finds validity in the concepts proposed in the UTAUT, but also finds that perceived security and 

trust are important predictors of intention in the case of the mobile wallet (Shin, 2009: 1352). With 

regard to the research done in this thesis, as mentioned earlier, the voluntary nature of payment 

solutions used in parking facilities makes the need for looking into the social context lower. The 

TAM tending to only focus on only one technology being available to the users is not applicable to 

the situation of parking solutions, since they tend to offer multiple different payment technologies. 

This is one limitation of the TAM, and therefore the theoretical framework will be designed from a 
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number of theories and models, to have the best possibility to accurately investigate the intentions 

to use different payment solutions in the area of parking. 

More criticism of the mentioned technology acceptance models came in Bagozzi’s article (2007), in 

which he criticizes scholars for blindly accepting the TAM, because it is conveniently simple, 

overlooking other essential determinants for intentions and action (Bagozzi, 2007: 244). He 

criticizes technology acceptance research for being too fragmented. The UTAUT is an example of 

trying to unify the technology acceptance models, but instead it ends up confusing even more, 

because of the potential 41 independent variables for predicting intentions, and at least eight for 

predicting use behavior. Furthermore, Bagozzi presents the most important shortcomings of the 

TAM. For example, he criticizes the lack of group, social, and cultural aspects of decision making 

(Bagozzi, 2007: 245). All in all, he praises the TAM and UTAUT, but argues that they are either 

too simple or too uncoordinated and unintegrated, respectively (Bagozzi, 2007: 252). The criticism 

seems somewhat reasonable, but using the TAM and the UTAUT for this study can still help to 

shed light on the intentions of consumers to use different payment solutions. The lack of taking into 

account the group and social aspects in using the TAM is not a problem in the context of parking, 

because it is very much an individual voluntary process, which therefore is less affected by these 

aspects. Furthermore, the UTAUT has indeed many different variables, but in their study, 

Venkatesh et al. (2003) lists the most important ones for explaining intentions to use and the same 

for predicting use behavior. I will not disregard the criticism of the different models, which is also 

the reason I don’t blindly accept either of them to be able to fully explain my research context. 

Instead, I will construct my theoretical framework, by mixing different aspects from different 

theories to get the best result possible.  

2.2.3 Use context 

As the focus of the thesis is contextual payment behavior, and more specifically the context of 

parking, the notion of use context is relevant to look into, since it will broaden our understanding of 

the impacts it can have on consumer behavior. I will introduce different examples on how scholars 

have included use context in their research and what the implications use context have had on their 

findings. 

In their article, Mallat et al. (2009) researches the influence of use context on a mobile ticketing 

system. They hypothesize that the perceived benefits consumers might find towards using a mobile 

system are very related to their contextual needs. Their findings backed this hypothesis in the sense 
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that availability of other payment solution and the time pressure were significant determinants of 

intention to use the mobile ticketing system. Furthermore, the use context was directly related to 

the perceived usefulness of the system, which supports the notion that the benefits of using an IT 

system are very dependent on the situation in which it is used, hence the use context (Mallat et al., 

2009: 190). Due to the aforementioned wave of digitalization and that most consumers have a 

digital highly connected device in their pockets means that we have to start looking into the use 

environment in which these mobile products are being utilized. The authors also refer to findings of 

Dabholkar and Bagozzi (2002), who found that the perceived waiting time and crowding had 

significant mediating effects on the formation of use intention (Mallat et al., 2009: 191). On the 

basis of their introduction to their research area, they introduce a number of hypotheses, some of 

which relates to the use context, e.g.: “H4. Use context mediates the effect of usefulness on 

consumer intention to use mobile ticketing service.” Furthermore, they introduce lack of alternative 

payment methods and urgency in getting a ticket as potentially mediating the benefits of the mobile 

technology, thereby affecting the intention to use the service. In their findings, they found support 

for all of their hypotheses regarding the impact of use context (Mallat et al., 2009: 192-194). 

With regard to the chosen context of this thesis, the findings of the abovementioned article are very 

relevant, since it seems you have to take into account the contextual needs of the consumers. This 

will be crucial to analyze through the findings of the interviews and survey respondents. Looking 

into these contextual needs will be introduced in the analysis chapter. 

Liu and Li (2011) look into the impact of use context on the adoption of mobile gaming. They call 

for more research being done on the impact of use context on the adoption of mobile innovations. 

They created a framework based on a number of constructs, including the TAM and use context 

(Liu and Li, 2011: 890-891). They quote other scholars in finding a definition on use context as: 

“…the very concrete environment in which a technology is going to be used’’ (Van de Wijngaert & 

Bouwman, 2009, p. 86). This context is highly important for the consumers in terms of them 

evaluating the given service in a positive or negative way, meaning that a consumer will be more 

likely to use a mobile service, if it is situated in the right context (Liu and Li, 2011: 893). What the 

right context is then, is hard to answer, but I will delve more into this, specifically to the parking 

context, at a later point. 

In their study, they found that there was a significant relationship between use context and 
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perceived ease of use, whilst the use context, besides from perceived usefulness, was the strongest 

predictor of the other variables, including behavioral intention (Liu and Li, 2011: 895). 

Their findings are interesting in the sense that they incorporate the use context in a theoretical 

framework that includes the TAM constructs. I will not directly include use context in my 

framework, but I will use TAM constructs to try and find relationships to the behavioral intentions 

of the consumers. It is very interesting that the use context is such a good determinant for 

behavioral intention, which is something I will take into account, when trying to confirm or reject 

my hypotheses. 

In their study, Wang and Yi (2012) also look into the impact of use context, specifically with 

regard to mobile payment acceptance in China. They utilize a theoretical framework built upon the 

UTAUT, whilst adding the constructs of use context and perceived risk. Because the needs of the 

users vary with the context in which they use a mobile payment, the user acceptance of a mobile 

payment solution will very much depend on the ability to meet the contextual needs of the 

consumers. Therefore, they hypothesize that use context has a direct positive effect on performance 

and effort expectancy (Wang and Yi, 2012: 293-294). Their main findings were that use context 

indeed positively affected performance and effort expectancy, which in turn both were the most 

significant determinants of behavioral intention. These findings are very much consistent with the 

work of Venkatesh et al. (2003). This direct link between use context, the performance and effort 

expectancy of the UTAUT, and the behavioral intention, is very much in line with the theoretical 

framework and hypotheses of this thesis, which will be introduced below. Although I will not 

directly include use context in my framework, I will still be discussing its impact on the findings in 

this thesis, based on the findings of the scholars mentioned in this section.       

2.2.4 Payment solutions 

When it comes to payment solutions, there are plenty of existing theories and a lot of existing 

research that has been done. I will look into some of this research to be inspired by how the 

theoretical frameworks were put together and the different empirical approaches they use, in order 

to create new knowledge. 

In their article, Hedman et al. (2013) looks into why people pay the way they do in the Danish 

society, focusing on cash, cards, and internet banking. In order to investigate this, they create a 

theoretical framework based on four of Sheth et al.’s consumption values; functional value, social 
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value, emotional value, and conditional value. Furthermore, they use the concepts of service 

convenience, habit, and risk (Hedman et al., 2013: 3-5). 

Their methodological approach includes several surveys, but in order to qualify the surveys, they 

first conduct a focus group and some pilot studies, before their final data collection (Hedman et al., 

2013: 4-6). 

Hedman et al. (2013) found that credit cards are the most prevalent payment solution, but that cash 

is still very used, suggesting that we are still a long way away from moving to a cashless society. 

Security and privacy concerns were negatively related to cards, but positively related to cash, 

showing that consumers still are more inclined to use cash in unfamiliar purchase situations. More 

important findings were that cards are used mainly because of their service convenience, whilst 

people that pay with cash mostly do, due to habit more than anything else (Hedman et al., 2013: 6-

9).  

With regard to the research done in this thesis, I have been inspired by the theoretical and 

methodological approaches done in Hedman et al.’s article. I have also used consumption values 

from Sheth et al., but have chosen differently, due to the nature of my focus on the specific context 

of paying for parking. I have found other theoretical constructs to support the chosen consumption 

values, to get a more comprehensive framework for explaining my area of focus, like it is done in 

this article. Furthermore, I have used a survey as my main empirical data, but have also used 

interviews and survey tests to build up a better understanding of the industry and thereby my 

research context. 

Although there has not been done much research on payment solutions within the parking industry, 

the research project Fremtidens Penge (2013) did a report on this particular topic. They conducted 

user tests with three alternative ways of paying for parking; SMS, NFC, and QR (Fremtidens Penge 

Parkering, 2013: 7). You can argue that SMS is not that innovative compared to what already exists 

(e.g. EasyPark), but nonetheless this research is very comparable to the topic of my thesis. The 

study found that the test users were generally positive towards the possibility of paying for parking 

with your mobile phone, because they associate parking with the traditional annoying ways of 

paying, including payment machines, coins, etc. Furthermore, the test users acknowledged the fact 

that mobile payment will be time saving, which is important to them, since payment for parking is 

something that should just be over with as fast as possible. Although they are positive towards 

mobile payment, they are a bit more skeptical with regard to the security of the new solutions, since 
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they are not familiar with them (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). 

The report found that most of the test users preferred NFC payment, although that wasn’t the case 

beforehand. This is again related to the lacking familiarity to the solutions and speaks to the notion 

that it is the lack of experience with a technology and not the technology itself that often is the 

barrier of entry (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). 

Furthermore, the report found that the Danish context caused the test users to be very willing to 

transition to new technologies, as shown in a study done by KMD22; the Danes are quick to adopt 

new technologies and are also welcoming towards them (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013:9). 

The report is very relatable to this thesis, because it introduces new payment solutions to the 

consumers in the context of parking. It is very interesting that the test users generally are positive 

towards payment for parking with mobile phones, but that when talking about which solutions they 

prefer, they lean towards the ones they already know. This is something I will have to take into 

account, when I analyze the results of my survey inquiry, because I will only be able to obtain 

intentional and attitude data, hence the results might be more in favor of existing payment 

solutions, compared to the new Simplyture solution I will introduce to the respondents of my 

survey. The fact that the users preferred the arguably most innovative solution NFC after the actual 

test is also relevant for my analysis, because I will not be able to let the test users try out the 

Simplyture solution. A final takeaway from this report is the Danish context, which is the same as 

the research I am doing in this thesis. The characteristics of this, is something I will also have to 

take into account, when looking at the results of survey inquiry and the validity of the responses. 

As mentioned earlier, there are very few scholars that have researched payment solutions specific 

to the parking industry, and more precisely why people pay the way they do. Arun Radhakrishnan 

introduces a solution for parking payment through the use of NFC23 technology, which, according 

to him, makes the parking payment system more reliable and easy (Radhakrishnan, 2015: 1). 

However, the article does not really look into the consumers and their reasoning for choice of 

payment solutions. Besides these two examples, there is a very limited amount of scholars that have 

spent any time on this topic. 

To look more into the field of mobile payments, Carton et al. (2011) researches how you can 

evaluate the integration of mobile payments, and their framework is built around considering both 

                                                           
22 http://www.kmd.dk/  
23 http://www.nearfieldcommunication.org/about-nfc.html  

http://www.kmd.dk/
http://www.nearfieldcommunication.org/about-nfc.html
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technological aspects of mobile payments solution, as well as the value proposition for the 

customers. The proliferation of the mobile phone has made mobile payments much easier to 

perform, but in many industries, existing players in the market are reluctant to welcome new 

technologies, because their current systems are highly profitable (Carton et al., 2011: 1). This 

problem is very much the case in the parking industry, where there are a few big players in the 

market that slows down the development and spreading of new innovative solutions for the exact 

same reasons as mentioned above (Appendix 4: 2, M-B). 

The framework is a 2-by-2 matrix focusing on the payment integration and the value proposition. 

One of the main takeaways from the research done in this article is that it explains the payment 

integrations’ contribution to the value proposition of the consumers; both in terms of the 

importance of convenience, but also the control and visibility requirements the consumers have 

towards new technologies and solutions. The framework is then useful in the sense that it is able to 

evaluate a payment solution from the standpoint of the customer value, which is undeniably a very 

important aspect (Carton et al., 2011: 6-7). When looking into the case of this thesis, the 

observations of this article are very relevant, because there can be drawn parallels to the parking 

industry, as highlighted before. Although I will not be using this particular framework directly as a 

part of my theoretical framework, the article gives insights into what makes one payment solution 

more appealing than the other.      

2.2.5 Theoretical framework 

My theoretical framework builds on three theoretical perspectives: Theories on consumption 

values, theories on service convenience, and theories on technology acceptance. Most of these 

theories have previously been applied to the area of payment solutions and below I will explain the 

specific choices of constructs from the different theories. 

The chosen theory of consumption values contains five different values that affect the consumer’s 

choice of consumption in different ways in different situations (Sheth et al., 1991: 160-162). In my 

theoretical framework, I have chosen to focus on the functional, epistemic, and conditional values. I 

have chosen to delimitate the framework from looking into the social and emotional values. I have 

decided to omit looking into the social value, because social influences are more relevant in 

mandatory usage settings (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 469), which is not the case of voluntarily using a 

parking facility and thereby committing to paying for the service used. The emotional value doesn’t 

seem relevant for parking, because most people just want to get the payment over with as quickly 
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as possible (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). The functional value is very relevant, because it 

focuses on durability, reliability, and price (Sheth et al., 1991: 160), which all, in theory, seem to be 

important aspects of parking and paying for parking. The epistemic value is interesting, because it 

focuses on innovation and the ability to inspire curiosity (Sheth et al., 1991: 162). Since there are a 

lot of different ways of paying for parking and a lot of new ones being introduced, the epistemic 

value makes very much sense to include in the framework. The conditional value focuses on 

specific situations and the antecedent contingencies there might be (Sheth et al., 1991: 162). This is 

deemed relevant to look into, since there might be different underlying conditions that have an 

impact on the consumer’s choice of service. 

The reasoning behind including the concept of service convenience in the theoretical framework is 

the nature of the concept looking at the time and effort used in order to buy a product or use a 

service (Berry et al., 2002: 1). This is immensely relevant in the context of parking and payment 

solutions, because the process of paying for parking should be as quick as possible. People don’t 

want to spend a lot of time on it (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9), because they might get too 

annoyed and choose a different place to park next time. 

With theories of technology acceptance, I have looked into both the TAM (Davis et al., 1989) and 

the UTAUT (Venkatesh et al., 2003), which both have a number of constructs that are interesting to 

use for my theoretical framework. I have chosen two from the TAM; perceived usefulness and 

perceived ease of use, which are very similar to performance and effort expectancy from the 

UTAUT. I have chosen these, because they all relate to the behavioral intentions of users as well as 

their use behavior. They can be compared to service convenience in looking at time and effort, and 

they are the best constructs in each of the models, for explaining behavioral intention (Davis et al., 

1989, Venkatesh et al., 2003). An example of delimitation from the UTAUT, is excluding the 

construct of social influence. The construct is, as mentioned earlier, more suited for mandatory 

settings (Venkatesh et al., 2003: 469).  
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See Figure 1 below, for an illustration of my theoretical framework: 

 

All of the constructs, chosen from the three mentioned perspectives, relate to the behavioral 

intentions of the users as well as their use behavior, which are the main aspects I will be looking 

into, when gathering empirical data for the thesis. It is a clear delimitation of the thesis to only look 

at attitudes towards use of existing payment solutions and intentions to use a new one, whilst not 

delving into actual user tests with different payment solutions. This is a conscious decision made 

for several reasons: To get as clear a result as possible, I found it best to focus on only intentions 

and attitudes towards use behavior. Furthermore, in many cases from previous research, use 

intentions have been able to explain use behavior well (Davis et al., 1989: 997), justifying the focus 

on behavioral intentions. Finally, the Simplyture solution is not up and running as of yet, making it 

impossible to do actual user tests. 

For the empirical data collection, I will be constructing a survey that focuses on attitudes towards 

the use behavior of existing payment solutions, as well as attitude questions towards the intentions 

to use a new payment solution, Simplyture. This is the reason for the split focus of the theoretical 

framework, as the constructs explain behavioral intention as well as use behavior. 
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There are numerous of other theories and constructs that could have been relevant to include in the 

theoretical framework, e.g. risk and habit, but you have to delimitate the thesis at some point, to be 

able to take all the factors of your framework into account, when collecting your empirical data. 

2.2.6 Hypotheses 

In the section above, I argued why I found the functional, epistemic and the conditional values 

important to look into in the theoretical framework. It might not be as clear, how they relate to 

behavioral intention, since they tend to be used to explain choice behavior (Sheth et al., 1991: 160-

162). The same can be said for the construct of service convenience, which relates to the 

consumption values. It focuses on the time and effort spent using a service or buying a product. It is 

used to explain the choices consumers make (Berry et al., 2002). The relations from these 

constructs towards use behavior are clear, but what about their relations to behavioral intentions? 

Gillholm et al. (2000) researches the relationship between choice and behavioral intention. They 

found that when subjects had a choice towards picking the topic of an essay to write, rather than 

being assigned a topic, far more subjects came back with a written essay. Furthermore, the subjects 

showed to have more intention to write the essay, when they had a choice in topic, suggesting that 

when you have a choice, the intention becomes self-generated (Gillholm et al., 2000: 1). So the 

context of which a consumer has to make a choice matters towards relating choice to behavioral 

intention. As previously mentioned, the parking context and specifically paying for parking is very 

much a voluntary situation, where you have several choices of both parking facilities and payment 

solutions. However, there are scholars that argue for the fact that you shouldn’t rely too much on 

behavioral intentions to predict use behavior: Manski (1990) finds that there is some correlation 

between intentions and use behavior, when people are filling out surveys, but they don’t necessarily 

identify with each other, meaning that you cannot predict behavior solely off of intentions (Manski, 

1990: 934). Chandon et al. also questions the effect intentions might have in explaining behavior, 

and find that there is a higher correlation between intentions and purchase behavior for consumers 

that participate in a survey than the consumers that don’t (Chandon et al., 2005: 1). However, 

Gillholm et al.’s findings fit well with the context of this thesis, due to the voluntary setting of 

parking. Thus, I would argue that you can see choice and intention behavior similarly in the 

parking situation. Based on this rationale, I have proposed the following hypotheses:  

- H1: (a) Functional value, (b) Epistemic value, and (c) Conditional value are positively 

related to behavioral intention/use behavior. 
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- H2: Service convenience is positively related to behavioral intention/use behavior. 

Numerous studies have been carried out that have found the relationships between the perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use from the TAM, as well as the performance expectancy and 

effort expectancy from the UTAUT, to be significant determinants of behavioral intention, leading 

to use behavior (Davis et al., 1989, Venkatesh et al., 2003, Mallat et al., 2009, Wang and Yi, 2012). 

All of these studies have been carried out in different contexts, but not the context of parking, 

which is why I have proposed the following hypothesis: 

- H3: (a) Perceived usefulness/Performance expectancy and (b) Perceived ease of use/Effort 

expectancy are positively related to behavioral intention/use behavior. 

The hypotheses will be tested based on the results of a survey inquiry, where survey instruments 

regarding the existing payment solutions will revolve around the use behavior, accounting for one 

half of the focus of the hypotheses. The other half will be tested based on survey instruments 

revolving around the intentions to use the new payment solution called Simplyture. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

In the following I will outline the methodological frame for the thesis. I will use the frame of 

deduction theory as described by Alan Bryman in his book Social Research Methods (Bryman, 

2012). It fits well with studying the area of payment in the parking situation, since I will do 

research on people’s intentions and attitudes towards using different payment solutions, based on a 

theoretical framework, created from existing theory. Furthermore, I will use Steinar Kvale’s book 

Doing Interviews (Kvale, 2007) for methodologically explaining the qualitative interviews and 

analytical approaches used in the thesis. Lastly I will be using Groves et al.’s book Survey 

Methodology (Groves et al., 2004) to describe the ways quantitative research will be carried out in 

the making of this thesis. 

3.1 A deduction study 

In my thesis, I will be looking into existing payment solutions within parking, but also introducing 

a new and upcoming parking solution, Simplyture, to the consumers, to get an understanding of the 

consumers’ tendencies to accept and be intrigued by new technologies. The theoretical framework 

was constructed with a partial focus on the behavioral intentions of the consumers for different 

reasons: Due to the fact that Simplyture’s solution, at the time of writing the thesis, was not yet up 

and running meant that it was impossible to test the use behavior of consumers with this solution. 

Furthermore, in order to get concise and precise results of the research done in the thesis, the 

conscious delimitation of only looking into behavioral intentions and consumers’ attitudes towards 

the use of existing payment solutions was made. 

Based on the theoretical framework, hypotheses were constructed and argued for, before they were 

empirically confirmed or rejected. This follows the principles of deduction, as Bryman explains it:   

"Deductive theory represents the commonest view of the nature of the relationship between theory 

and social research. The researcher, on the basis of what is known about in a particular domain 

and of theoretical considerations in relation to that domain, deduces a hypothesis (or hypotheses) 

that must then be subjected to empirical scrutiny. Embedded within the hypothesis will be concepts 

that will need to be translated into researchable entities. The social scientist must both skillfully 

deduce a hypothesis and then translate it into operational terms. This means that the social 

scientist needs to specify how data can be collected in relation to the concepts that make up the 

hypothesis." (Bryman, 2012: 24) 
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How I used this deductive approach in my thesis, more in detail: I used theories from different 

research areas (consumption values, service convenience, technology acceptance, and payment 

solutions); to construct a theoretical framework I applied in the gathering of my empirical data. 

Furthermore, I conducted expert interviews to get an extensive introduction to the domain of the 

parking industry, and especially the payment solutions. The theoretical framework combined with 

the obtained knowledge on the parking industry meant that I had a starting point for setting up 

hypotheses, but as Bryman says in the abovementioned quote, you have to be able to translate these 

hypotheses into something that makes sense. Therefore, I used the theoretical framework and 

hypotheses as a basis for creating questions for my quantitative data collection, in this case a survey 

inquiry. The survey questions focused on the consumers’ attitudes towards the use of existing 

payment solutions, as well as their intentions to use a newly introduced payment solution. 

Building on the analysis of the survey results, the hypotheses were then confirmed or rejected, 

making it possible to evaluate the relevance and validity of the research question and the proposed 

theoretical framework, following the deductive approach Bryman introduces above. Finally, I 

proposed avenues for further research on the topic, if other researchers were to show interest in the 

topic. 

3.2 Qualitative investigations 

In the thesis I have used different research methods, including qualitative as well as quantitative, to 

first get an introduction into the domain of the thesis that is the parking industry, via qualitative 

interviews. Then I have used the quantitative methods to get quantifiable results to confirm or reject 

my hypotheses. This mix of research methods can be advantageous, because they complement each 

other, as Kvale puts it: 

"In the present pragmatic approach, the different methods are different tools for answering 

different questions; qualitative methods refer to what kind, and quantitative methods to how much 

of a kind." (Kvale, 2007: 47) 

In his book Doing Interviews, Kvale introduces a systematic approach to the carrying out 

qualitative interview studies. Although the qualitative research interview has an open structure, 

Kvale introduces a number of techniques to be used in order to obtain the best result. He calls it the 

seven stages of an interview inquiry: Thematizing, designing, interviewing, transcribing, analyzing, 

verifying, and reporting (Kvale, 2007: 34-36). These were the basis of the qualitative investigations 

done in this thesis. 
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I used the theoretical framework as a departure point for thematizing the interview inquiry, figuring 

out the “why”, “what”, and “how” (Kvale, 2007: 37). The purpose of the inquiry was to get an 

understanding of the parking industry and its payment solutions as a domain. This meant that I, 

from the start of designing my interview questions, had a clear understanding of which areas that I 

wanted to know more about within the parking industry, and how they were related to the research 

areas of the theoretical framework. 

The second phase of the interview inquiry represents the actual planning and design of the entire 

interview inquiry (Kvale, 2007: 41-43). This will be explained more in detail in the following 

sections, where I will unfold the planning of the interviews, the persons interviewed, transcribing 

the interviews, and the analytical approach towards getting insights out of the interviews. 

3.2.1 Interview guides and the conducting of qualitative interviews 

Prior to conducting all of the qualitative interviews, I prepared interview guides, which formed the 

initial structure of the interviews.  

For all the qualitative interviews with Jonas Ørting, Per Moesgaard, and Jes Øksnebjerg, I used 

interview guides with some thematically similar questions regarding the nature of the parking 

industry in terms of payment solutions as well as the era of digitalization. This helped me to get an 

understanding of the different situations the interviewees came from and what that might have 

meant for their answers. I will delve more into this in the analysis. To build on those, I introduced 

individual questions, delving deeper into the specific situation of each of the interviewees 

(Appendix 1, 2, 3). All the interviews were conducted with the purpose of getting an empirical 

introduction to the examination area of the thesis. The interviewees were chosen based on their 

knowledge and understanding of; the history of the parking industry, the market of parking and 

payment solutions, the consumers of parking, and the many new solutions popping up in the 

industry. These interviews have created a foundation of understanding the parking industry, 

including its payment solutions and consumers. The survey has been created on the basis of this 

knowledge, together with the theoretical framework of the thesis. 

Common to all the interviews in the investigation is that they have been conducted as semi-

structured, which represents a more flexible structure, where themes have been outlined, but the 

openness of the structure allows for follow up and clarifying questions (Kvale, 2007: 51). 

Therefore, while conducting the interviews, I was open to new directions the interviewees took, due 
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to their understandings of the domain. In these situations, I changed the order of the questions, as 

well as used follow-up and specifying questions. 

3.2.2 Transcription 

The qualitative interviews were recorded with a voice recorder, and as the first step in processing 

the interviews, I transcribed the interviews, thereby translating the content from an oral to a written 

language (Kvale, 2007: 93). Doing the transcriptions made it easier to analyze the answers, helping 

to create meaning from what was said. As I am not researching languages, interpersonal 

communication, or social relations, fillers, sounds, and øh-words were not transcribed. However, I 

transcribed the qualitative interviews in a level of detail that supports the reliability, removing any 

doubts to what has been said (Kvale, 2007: 97-98). The three qualitative interviews were 

transcribed fully, except for a short passage in the interview with Jonas Ørting, due to his wish of 

keeping it confidential. 

3.2.3 Analysis: From data to results 

In analyzing the interview data, I will be doing meaning analysis, because it is a useful systematic 

approach that goes through three phases; meaning coding, meaning condensation, and meaning 

interpretation. I will first perform meaning coding, because it will help create a structure of the 

transcriptions through the identification of keywords that recur in the different sections, which in 

turn will make it easier to see the differences and similarities between the answers of the 

interviewees. Meaning condensation will then be used to specify the meanings of the transcription, 

by referring the main sense of what was said, in a concise way. This approach will be utilized to 

build on the keywords from the coding, in order to get a summarized understanding of the 

transcriptions, in other words structuring and getting an overview of the transcriptions (Kvale, 

2007: 105-107). 

The final step of the analysis of the transcriptions will then be meaning interpretation. I will 

interpret the meaning of the transcriptions to get a deeper understanding of the answers on a deeper 

level. It goes much beyond what was actually said, and I will try to figure out the relations of the 

different meanings, by critically processing the content of the transcriptions, which differs from the 

two first steps in the meaning analysis (Kvale, 2007: 108). The consequences for doing meaning 

interpretation in the case of this thesis is that it will force me to convey the actual meaning of the 

text segments in a concise way. Furthermore, it will serve to critically look into the statements of 
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the interviewees, in order to understand the reasoning for their convictions, taking into account 

their situation and where they are coming from.  

3.3 Quantitative investigations 

As described earlier, I have mixed qualitative and quantitative research methods in this thesis. The 

qualitative interviews served as a basis for understanding the topic area of the thesis, whilst the 

quantitative investigations, in this case a survey, served to confirm or reject the hypotheses formed 

from the theoretical framework of the thesis. 

In the book Survey Methodology Groves et al. (2004) introduces a definition of a survey: 

"A “survey” is a systematic method for gathering information from (a sample of) entities for the 

purposes of constructing quantitative descriptors of the attributes of the larger population of which 

the entities are members. The word “systematic” is deliberate and meaningfully distinguishes 

surveys from other ways of gathering information.” (Groves et al., 2004: 2) 

This systematic approach of doing a survey inquiry has been used to confirm or reject the 

hypotheses I have set up. In my data analysis I will have to be very aware of the fact that humans 

are involved, which means that I can create some sort of microcosm of a larger population, in this 

case the Danish drivers consuming paid parking, but perfection is very rarely achieved (Groves et 

al., 2004: 30, 33). 

Before conduction a survey investigation, it is very important to think about how to choose 

potential sample members, how you are going to contact them, how much time and effort will be 

used to test the survey questions, and what mode will be used to pose questions and collect answers 

(Groves et al., 2004: 33). In order to get as broad of a respondent group as possible, I have reached 

out to friends and relatives to get their help in distributing the survey to their network, both through 

social media and e-mail. Furthermore, I have enlisted the help of my own network to partake in the 

survey. There is an argument to be made, that getting survey responses through my social network 

and the networks of my acquaintances might not give accurate results, because they would 

potentially just answer the survey questions in a rushed manor, just to be polite towards me as a 

person. However, if you were to go to parking facilities and get consumers to answer the survey 

there, I would argue that they would be just as likely to rush through the questions and give an 

inaccurate result, due to the nature of the parking setting; you just want to get it over with as 

quickly as possible (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). Distributing the survey through social 
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media networks and e-mail, allows for the respondents to take their time, because they can decide 

when and where they want to fill out the questions.  

Before the final survey was to be distributed, I tested the quality of the survey on a couple of test 

persons, before making corrections to the questions. Finally, I chose to do an online survey with the 

tool surveyXact24. Although online surveys have a very low respondent rate, they are the cheapest 

to carry out, and it is easier to reach more people (Groves et al., 2004: 165). 

3.3.1 The process of a survey 

Groves et al. (2004) proposes a model (figure 2.4) for the process of a survey, which I have used in 

designing, conducting, and analyzing the survey. It includes figuring out the purpose and the 

sample frame of the inquiry, before you code and edit your data, making any needed post survey 

adjustment, before you finally can perform your analysis (Groves et al., 2004: 47). The purpose of 

the survey in this thesis then, was to get a real life empirical understanding of why people pay the 

way they do in terms of parking. Obtaining such an understanding would then help to answer the 

research question of the thesis. The sample frame of the survey was Danish driving adults, who 

were using or had used paid parking, since it would help make more generalizable results, in 

contrast to including all the countries of the world in the sampling frame. This choice also meant 

that the findings of the thesis would only apply to the Danish market for parking. However, the 

methodological and theoretical approach of the thesis can easily be mimicked to other countries. 

In doing this form of empirical study, I was only able to get intention and attitude data towards the 

use of new payment solutions as well as existing ones, from the parking consumers in my sampling 

frame. Doing actual user tests of different parking facilities and their payment solutions would have 

been optimal. I wanted to get clear and concise result and the fact that one of my chosen payment 

solutions was not yet fully functional, made getting actual use test data impossible. Furthermore, as 

mentioned earlier, the consumers’ intentions to use a service or buy a product, is closely related to 

their actual use of the service or product (Davis et al., 1989: 997), justifying the relevance of 

looking at the intentions for consumers to use the new payment solution, before it is up and 

running. 

 

                                                           
24 https://www.survey-xact.dk/  

https://www.survey-xact.dk/
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3.3.2 The survey questions 

When I started formulating the survey questions, I was very aware of the typical pitfalls of survey 

questions, when received by the respondents. I tried to formulate questions that everyone who had 

previously consumed paid parking would be able to answer, since it was a prerequisite for the 

respondents to be using or have used paid parking. They should easily be able to encode what 

information I was seeking with my questions. Furthermore, I tried to make the phrasing of the 

questions as easy to understand as possible, excluding any use of vague concepts and unfamiliar 

terms. To be on top of all these principles, I did tests with possible respondents of my sampling 

frame, which helped me to improve the quality of the questions. Finally, I was also considering the 

format of the possible answers of the questions, and decided on using no text field answers and 

mostly scale answers, besides the introduction questions on gender, age, etc. This will be explained 

more in detail below. These important principles of doing survey questions come from Groves et al. 

(Groves et al., 2004: 209-222). 

So how do you write good survey questions? When it comes to nonsensitive questions about 

behavior, which is one of the types of questions I have used, it is very important to include all 

possibilities in the response options, because respondents are not likely to volunteer answers 

themselves. You have to make the questions as specific and understandable as possible (Groves et 

al., 2004: 227). When asking attitude questions, it is very hard for respondents to explain their 

attitude, if you just provide them with an empty text box to fill out. Therefore, it is very important 

to assess the intensity of their attitude towards a question, using a response scale (e.g. “Strongly 

agree”). In this sense it is optimal to use closed questions with a response scale, making analysis of 

the sampling frame much easier, compared to 100 different text answers (Groves et al., 2004: 232-

233). Finally, there are three standards that all survey questions should meet: 

1) “Content standards (e.g., are the questions asking about the right things?) 

2) Cognitive standards (e.g., do respondents understand the questions consistently; do they 

have the information required to answer them; are they willing and able to formulate 

answers to the questions?) 

3) Usability standards (e.g., can respondents and interviewers, if they are used, complete the 

questionnaire easily and as they were intended to?)” (Groves et al., 2004: 241) 
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I have taken these principles into account, when formulating my survey questions, since I wanted to 

be very clear in conveying the purpose of the survey, making the respondents more likely to answer 

the questions properly, which in turn would help to facilitate more accurate results from the 

analysis. The survey questions I have used can be found in appendix 7 and 8. I have chosen these 

specific questions, because I believe they represent nice ‘translations’ of the constructs of my 

theoretical framework, specific to the context of payment for parking. 

3.3.3 Postcollection processing of data 

After collecting the survey data, the main goal of processing the data, is to be able to do variance 

estimation, which means assessing the survey estimates. Before you can come up with some 

general results however, there are six activities that might occur after data collection; coding, data-

entry, editing, imputation, weighting, and sampling variance estimation (Groves et al., 2004: 304-

305).  

Some of these activities have been made less important over the years, as computer-assistance has 

become a bigger and bigger part of doing surveys (Groves et al., 2004: 318), hence my choice of 

doing a web survey. Generally, the online tools can help with a lot of these activities, making for a 

swift transition to be able to assess the survey estimates. Furthermore, if you don’t have text 

answers, coding becomes obsolete (Groves et al., 2004: 304). I will talk more about this in my 

analysis of my survey findings, but surveyXact25 helped a lot with processing the data; there were a 

number of analysis tools present in the survey tool that helped me with getting closer to do sample 

variance estimations. Furthermore, since I didn’t use any text answers in my final survey, coding 

was not needed. Finally, since surveyXact is an online tool, data entry and other of the 

postcollection activities were not relevant or needed in order to get to the variance estimations. 

To get better results based on the respondents to my survey, I also used the software SPSS26 to 

make different types of analysis, including principal component and linear regression analyses. The 

results of these will be introduced in the analysis chapter. 

3.4 Language used in data collection 

As a final note to my methodology chapter, I will discuss the choice of using the Danish language 

in both the interview and the survey inquiries. I have used Danish in the empirical data collection, 

                                                           
25 https://www.survey-xact.dk/ 
26 http://www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/technology/spss/  

https://www.survey-xact.dk/
http://www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/technology/spss/
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because I have looked into the Danish market of parking solutions. It could have been interesting to 

look into other countries as well, but to make a clear delimitation and to get as precise a result as 

possible, I have chosen to only look at the Danish market. In order to get as many respondents as 

possible to participate in my survey, I have used the Danish language, because it is the mother 

tongue of the respondents. The same goes for the interviews; using the Danish language helped get 

the most extensive knowledge into the area of parking and payment solutions. Finally, for my 

analysis, I will be translating quotes from the interview transcriptions from Danish to English, to 

get a more accurate representation of what was said. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis 

As described in the chapter introduction in chapter 1, the analysis will be divided into three parts 

according to the methodological approach of the thesis. 

In part 1, I will shortly present and analyze the main findings of the three expert interviews. This 

will provide a relevant introduction to the parking industry and what the big challenges are for the 

players in it. It will serve as a foundation and reference point for the analysis of the survey results 

to compare with, which will be introduced in part 2. 

Part 2 is where I will analyze the results of my survey inquiry. I will start by looking into the 

characteristics of the respondents, before delving into the payment behavior and preferences of the 

respondents, when choosing payment solution. In the second half of the section, I will be 

performing principal component and linear regression analyses, in order to come up with more 

clear results of the survey that can help me evaluate my proposed hypotheses, which were based on 

my theoretical framework. 

Finally, in part 3, I will analyze and discuss other aspects that are deemed relevant to the thesis, 

such as security, trust, and habit. Furthermore, I look into aspects of context and how the specific 

context of parking affects the payment situation. Finally, I critically analyze the implications of 

intentional data in relation to the survey results. 

4.1 Expert interviews 

I will begin the analysis by identifying the main themes the three experts focused on, when I 

interviewed them about the parking industry and the payment solutions used in it. I see a tendency 

that the interviewees have positive views on the digitalization and what it can help to do for the 

parking industry and especially the consumers, which they agree on is the focus, as Jonas Ørting 

explains: 

“BMW right now has a vision to do it as easy as possible for the consumers, like everyone else 

have, it is what has driven the digitalization, you use the possibilities there exists in digitalizing an 

analog industry to make it easier for the consumers” translated (Appendix 4: 3, T) 

Jes Øksnebjerg also talks about digitalization and what the motivation was for the Copenhagen 

municipality to change to a digital parking system: 
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“The motivation was to try and do something good for the citizens. You can say that we are not a 

private company. We are a public company, and we have been put in this world, so that the tax 

payers get the best possible service for the money they pay in taxes … What we were motivated and 

inspired by, was to try and make it easier and smarter for the citizens” translated (Appendix 5: 5, 

T) 

It is clear then that both private (represented by Jonas Ørting and Per Moesgaard) and public 

(represented by Jes Øksnebjerg) parking companies focus their efforts heavily on the consumers, 

and making it as easy as possible for them to use parking. This focus relates heavily to the 

constructs of service convenience and perceived ease of use/effort expectancy; since they both 

focus on the time and effort you spend in order to use a service (Berry et al., 2002, Davis et al., 

1989, Venkatesh et al., 2003). According to the experts then, these factors are important to the 

consumers, but will the actual consumers have the same focus? This will be discussed later, when 

looking more into the results of the survey. 

The reasons for the focus on making parking easier for the consumers through digitalization might 

be different for the private and public companies. The private companies naturally have a big focus 

on making money, so they must operate from a clear calculation that making the parking 

experience easier for the consumers, will make the consumers more likely to choose their solution, 

thereby making more money in the end. As for the public companies, the turnover is not the focus; 

they just want to give the best possible public service. However, if the digitalization of the parking 

system makes it easier as well as saving money, it is a win-win situation for the Copenhagen 

municipality (Appendix 5: 5, T). 

Digitalization is then, according to the experts, an important part of helping to make parking an 

easier experience for the consumers. To relate the interviews to the research question of the thesis; 

focusing on why people pay the way they do in specific contexts, my focus being the parking 

context, I wanted to get the experts’ take on what factors they deemed to be important for the 

consumers, when choosing their payment method of choice. There was a clear tendency in their 

beliefs towards which factors are important to the consumers, as Jonas Ørting and Jes Øksnebjerg 

explain: 

“There is something called convenience in English, that it is easy to use. That it is safe. And finally 

it is, if you can save money on it” translated (Appendix 4: 5, M) 
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“Of course it has to be sufficiently easy to use, but other than that I obviously think that it is 

essential, how much it costs” translated (Appendix 5: 3, T) 

It might seem obvious, when you think about it, that the experts agree on the convenience or ease 

of use and the price of the parking. However, there might be other underlying factors that influence 

the consumers’ choice of payment method. The survey results will help to clarify this. When it 

comes to the reasons the two experts may have towards their stance on this question, I think that 

Jonas Ørting clearly believes that making a parking solution that is very easy to use, is the best 

approach to making money in the parking industry. This makes sense, since his company is trying 

to put this kind of solution on the market, so he has to believe in what he is doing. As for Jes 

Øksnebjerg, there are seemingly no hidden agendas on his choice of words on this matter. He 

simply believes the usability and ease of use are important factors, which he also confirms in the 

feedback they have gotten in the recent transition to a digital parking solution (Appendix 5: 2, N – 

3, T). 

To relate these findings to my theoretical framework, the factor that a system is easy to use, relates 

to service convenience (Berry et al., 2002) as well as perceived ease of use/effort expectancy 

(Davis et al., 1989, Venkatesh et al., 2003). The price of the parking as well as the security of using 

a given parking system, relates to functional consumption value (Sheth et al., 1991). It will be very 

interesting to compare and discuss the convictions of the experts on what is most important for the 

consumers, when choosing payment method, to the convictions of the actual consumers, found in 

my survey results analysis.  

As for the development of the parking industry moving forward, and specifically the payment 

solutions, there seems to be a consensus among the experts in the belief that both the parking 

providers and the consumers, will be moving more and more towards alternative payment methods 

to paying with credit card and cash in payment machines, as Per Moesgaard and Jonas Ørting tell: 

“There are many different payment solutions, but cash payment will disappear, and there will no 

longer be payment machines in the streets in the long term, I don’t believe that. It will be on the 

mobile phone that you input, how much you have parked” translated (Appendix 6: 1, B) 

“I think we are going to see the biggest move within payment solutions within parking; to make it 

possible to pay with EasyPark or an NFC payment in the payment machines … that is the exact 

development I think we will see in the next two, three years, whereas the completely frictionless, 
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where all the systems work together, and the integrations have been made, will not be a reality 

until five to 10 years from now” translated (Appendix 4: 9, M) 

For the private companies, which Jonas Ørting and Per Moesgaard represent, there clearly is, at 

least in the Danish market, a shift towards believing solely on the mobile payment for parking and 

generally trying to make the payment process smarter and easier for the consumers. When it comes 

to the public companies, there is also a heightened focus on the mobile payment solutions, such as 

EasyPark, ParkPark, ParkMan, etc. The Copenhagen municipality has moved in the direction of 

trying to get more consumers interested in using mobile phone apps to pay for their parking, since it 

will demand less payment machines on the streets, thereby reducing the maintenance costs of the 

municipality. The consumers have been very positive so far (Appendix 5: 2, N – 3, T). The claims 

of the experts are clearly supported by the actual numbers on development in choice of payment 

solutions for the parking consumers of the Copenhagen municipality: The use of cash to pay for 

parking has gone down 40 % from 2011-2015. The use of credit cards to pay for parking has risen a 

few percent each year, but is equal in the years 2011 and 2015. Finally, the use of mobile payment 

(e.g. EasyPark) has risen with 110 % from 2011-2015 in the public parking spots in Copenhagen. 

Furthermore, the same development is clarified in the percentage of total turnover each of the 

payment methods represents: Cash accounted for 33 % of the total turnover in 2011, but only 18 % 

in 2015. Credit card accounted for 48 % of total turnover in 2011, and 44 % in 2015. Mobile 

payment accounted for only 19 % of the total turnover in 2011, whilst increasing to 37 % in 2015 

(Appendix 9). These results will be important to compare to the survey results, both in terms of the 

correlation to the actual most used payment methods, as well as the preferred payment methods of 

the respondents. I will analyze and discuss these results against each other in the survey analysis 

section. 

The clear move from the consumers towards using much more mobile payment to pay for parking 

is very much related to constructs from my theoretical framework. In one way it is related to 

service convenience (Berry et al., 2002) and perceived ease of use/effort expectancy (Davis et al., 

1989, Venkatesh et al., 2003), because it will, in most cases, be quicker to use mobile payment, 

compared to paying with cash or credit card in a payment machine. This is especially the case for 

the public parking in Copenhagen, since they have cut the number of payment machines from 1600 

to 800 with the introduction of the new digital parking solution (Appendix 5: 4, B). Furthermore, 

the price of parking is, according to the experts, very important to the consumers, and with mobile 
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payment apps, the consumers can now pay for the exact amount of time they have parked, instead 

of having to guess how much time they need (Appendix 4: 5, M). This relates well to the functional 

value (Sheth et al., 1989) in the sense that you will most likely save money on your parking, by 

using mobile payment, and the mobile payment apps will be more reliable, since you can shorten, 

stop, or postpone your parking time as you please. 

In order for the parking industry to keep up with the technological development, Jonas Ørting 

believes that the big players in the industry inhibit the proliferation of more smart and innovative 

solutions (Appendix 4: 2, M). He thinks that there needs to be more standardized solutions that can 

work across multiple platforms: 

“So it kind of demands that you agree on using the same standards and interfaces put together, and 

this is what inhibits the digital development, but that is the way we are going and where we are 

moving right now” translated (Appendix 4: 3, M) 

Per Moesgaard echoes this perspective that you need to focus on getting the new technologies more 

into the parking industry: 

“I believe that all the companies that don’t focus on the technologies and think that they can just go 

and write invoices by hand, they will be set behind tremendously” translated (Appendix 6: 2, M) 

These convictions towards focusing on technological development in order to win in the parking 

industry seem very plausible, because of the aforementioned development in recent years in amount 

of consumers using mobile payment (Appendix 9). Furthermore, Jonas Ørting is an entrepreneur 

and therefore naturally an advocate for the new innovative solutions, so it makes very much sense 

that he believes in his solution and its place in the industry. It would be interesting to pose the same 

questions about the future of the parking industry to one of the big players that Jonas Ørting talks 

about (Appendix 4: 2, M), to see whether or not they see things the same way. You can argue that 

they would be more likely to be in favor of keeping the status quo, since their businesses have large 

market shares as it is. 

As for the public companies, in this case the Copenhagen municipality, they are much more reliant 

on politics, when it comes to the development of the parking solutions. It is a balance between 

wanting to make things easy for the consumers and not making it too easy, since that would maybe 

cause even more people to buy cars and thereby put more pressure on the road network (Appendix 

5: 2, M). 
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With the presence of these kinds of challenges for both public and private parking companies, I 

hope that the research done in this thesis can help with providing valuable information on the 

consumers and why they pay the way they do, in the specific context of parking, so they can make 

more informed strategic decisions moving forward. 

4.2 Survey analysis 

In this section, I will analyze the survey results, with regard to demographics and payment 

behavior, before looking into higher level analysis; principal component and linear regression 

analyses. 

4.2.1 Demographics 

The survey analysis builds on 95 survey respondents, gathered through spreading the survey to my 

own network as well as friends’ network. The implications of this choice of distribution channels 

have been discussed in the methodology. Table 1 summarizes the demographics of the sample. As 

shown in Table 1, the ratio between male and female respondents is around 60/40, whereas there is 

a bigger spread in the age groups, with 26-35-year-olds being the biggest, with 18-25-year-olds and 

46-55-year-olds contributing with big percentages as well. The three other groups only contributed 

with a combined 18 percent of the sample. 

 

Although I have many respondents in the 46-55-years-olds category, I would have liked to have 

had more respondents in the older categories, since it would have been interesting to look more into 

whether or not the older generations use the existing payment solutions and also if they would be 

open to brand new solutions such as the Simplyture solution, introduced in the survey. 

4.2.2 Payment behavior 

Table 2 provides an overview of the payment behavior of the sample, when it comes to number of 

times per month they use paid parking, what payment solutions they used the most, as well as the 
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payment solution they preferred. With regard to how many times per month the respondents use 

paid parking, by far the most only uses it 1-2 times, representing 68 %. The main reason for, why 

the respondents don’t use paid parking more often per month is, as Jes Øksnebjerg points out, the 

fact that the people that want to use paid parking many times per month, will most likely buy a 

yearly license. That is how it works for the public parking in Copenhagen at least (Appendix 5: 4, 

T).  

When it comes to the most used payment solutions of the respondents, 83 % use credit card, 6 % 

use cash, and finally 11 % use mobile payment. It clearly shows that credit card is still the most 

used payment solution, whilst cash is very seldom used. These numbers relate relatively well with 

the numbers from public parking in Copenhagen in recent years, where the tendencies were that 

cash went down, credit card was somewhat steady, and mobile payment went up a lot. In 2015, 

mobile payment contributed 37 % of the public parking payment in Copenhagen, whilst cash was 

18 %, and credit card was 44 % (Appendix 9). The difference between my survey results and the 

numbers from Copenhagen might be explained by the aforementioned focus of the Copenhagen 

municipality, to try and push the consumers in the direction of using apps to pay for their parking, 

in order to save money on maintenance of payment machines (Appendix 5: 2, B – 3, T). I don’t 

have any data from my respondents that clarifies from which areas of the country they are from, so 

it is hard to make a direct comparison to the numbers from Copenhagen. However, the rankings of 

credit card being the most used, to cash being the least used are evident in both cases. Furthermore, 

due to the insecurity of the geographical locations of the respondents, the friendly pressure of 

getting more people on to the payment apps will most likely be less evident, once you go to other 

areas than Copenhagen. 

Other aspects such as the employment status of the respondents and the typical nature of their 

parking, whether it would be for leisure or for work, could have been interesting aspects to have 

included in the survey, but in order to make a concise survey that the respondents would take the 

time to fully fill out, I chose to exclude these aspects from the survey. 

Moving on, an interesting difference is the change we see in the respondents’ opinions on what 

payment solution they prefer, rather than what they actually use. Here it is still the same ranking, 

but there is less support for cash and more than double that would rather use mobile payment. This 

could indicate that consumers of parking, in the Danish context, indeed are very open to new 

technologies as supported by the Fremtidens Penge report on parking (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 
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2013: 9). The finding also reflects very well the development seen in the choices of payment 

solutions in the public parking in Copenhagen, where mobile payment has gone up 110 % from 

2011-2015 (Appendix 9). It is interesting to look into this trend. Why do consumers of parking 

embrace these new technologies more and more? One argument, as mentioned above, is obviously 

the fact that public entities are pushing consumers to use these mobile payment apps (Appendix 5: 

2, B – 3, T), but another reason might be that due to the fact that the parking industry has been very 

slow to follow the technological development (Appendix 4: 1, B), other industries have already 

pushed new payment solutions out onto the market several years ago, such as MobilePay, Swipp, 

etc. This means that the consumers are already used to these innovative payment solutions, and are 

therefore more likely to adopt the use of them in the parking industry much quicker (Appendix 4: 4, 

B – 5, T). 

   

4.2.3 Most important factors for choice of payment solution 

Getting a bit deeper into the payment behavior of the respondents, Table 3 shows the distribution, 

in percent, of what factors are most important to them, when choosing payment solution. The 

survey instrument is constructed on the basis of the expert interviews, and entails five factors that 

the respondents needed to rank from 1 being most important, to 5 being least important in choice of 

payment solution. The factors were: Price, that the payment solution is simple and easy to use, that 

the payment solution takes a short amount of time to use, that the solution is stable, and finally that 

the solution is close to the person’s vehicle.  
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The table clearly shows price being the most important factor for the majority of respondents with 

55 % of them ranking it as number 1. This is very much in line with the experts’ assessment of the 

same question (Appendix 4: 5, M, Appendix 5: 3, T). It is hard to pinpoint the exact reasons for 

price being the most important factor, when choosing payment solution, but especially when it 

comes to parking, as Jonas Ørting points out, the product is a very generic good (Appendix 4: 3, B 

– 4, T). Therefore, the consumers will naturally seek the cheapest option, since they probably don’t 

care too much if it is a particularly fancy parking facility they park their car in. This might not be 

the case for owners of luxury cars, but I would argue that it is the case for the majority of 

consumers of parking. As for the next two factors, simplicity and time saving, they both have 

gotten significant amounts of respondents ranking them as the second most important, with 38 % 

and 26 %, respectively. Furthermore, time saving is by far the factor that has gotten most 

respondents ranking it third, with 42 %. This again, is echoed by the experts that focus on the 

simplicity and ease associated with using a payment solution, as being the second most important 

factor (Appendix 4: 5, M, Appendix 5: 3, T). The underlying reasons for this focus from the 

respondents may again be related to the context of parking and specifically the payment situation, 

as this is something the consumers will try to get over with as quickly as possible (Fremtidens 

Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). It is not like the consumers will want to stop up and take their good time 

with paying for parking. It is related to transportation, which is often a mean to get from A to B in 

an efficient manner. 

The factor of the stability of the payment solution is the fourth most important factor with 42 % 

percent. This seems very logical to me, since, I would argue, it is probably a minority of consumers 

of parking that have experienced a payment solution crashing or being down for maintenance. 

Therefore, it makes sense that it doesn’t come up as being very important, when choosing payment 

solution. The least important factor then is that the payment solution is located close to you, with 

42 % of the respondents putting it as number five. As I have shown earlier, both from my survey 

results as well as the numbers from public parking in Copenhagen (Appendix 9), more and more 

people are using apps to pay for their parking, which means that they won’t be thinking of location 

of payment solution being very important, since they always have it right at the tip of their fingers.  

There are a few problems with this particular survey instrument. One of which, is that the factors 

were initially ordered from 1 to 5 starting with price and going to location, as they are in Table 3. 

You could argue that this would cause respondents to not interact with the factor list and just leave 
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it as it were. Although price showed to be most important and location being least important, I 

don’t believe the results to be invalid, since the highest percentage is 55 %, it means that the 

majority of the respondents have in fact interacted with the list. Another problem is the limitation 

of the list, only containing the five factors I found to be most important, based on the expert 

interviews. You could have had an empty text box for respondents to fill in their own choices, but it 

would have given very inaccurate results, due to the endless possibility of factors. This is the reason 

for the conscious decision to limit the number of factors in advance. 

 

4.2.4 Descriptive of independent variables 

Table 4 and 5 show the descriptive of the independent variables of the existing payment solutions 

and the Simplyture payment solution, respectively. The scale used in the attitude survey 

instruments goes from 1-5, where 1 is “Strongly Agree” and 5 is “Strongly Disagree”. I have 

chosen this kind of answer method, because it is very important to assess the intensity of the 

respondents’ opinions (Groves et al., 2004: 233). 

Delving more into Table 4, looking at the survey instruments for the functional value, the 

respondents’ answers are all close to the value of 2, according to the mean values, which means 

that they tend to have answered “Agree” to the functional value instruments regarding the existing 

payment solutions. The functional value instruments for the existing payment solutions revolve 

around whether or not the existing payment solutions are sufficient for their needs, if they are 

working as they should, and if they are safe to use (Appendix 8). It seems as though the 

respondents, as a sample of the consumers of parking in Denmark, are very much content with the 

existing payment solutions within parking. How can this be? You would think that they would 

always want smarter and more innovative payment solutions, but as Steve Jobs emphasized heavily 

throughout his career, consumers often times may not know what they want, until you show it to 
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them27. In essence, the consumers of parking seem to put high emphasis on the functional value, 

when it comes to choice of payment solution. When it comes to the epistemic value then, the 

survey instrument focuses on, whether or not the respondents find the existing payment solutions 

innovative (Appendix 8). The mean of the respondents’ answers is around 3, which translates to 

“Neither Agree or Disagree”. The respondents are very much content with the existing payment 

solutions, hence the results from the functional value, but are still not really excited about them, in 

terms of them being smart and innovative. This could be a hint towards the fact that the consumers 

would be open towards new and smarter payment solutions; they just don’t know exactly what they 

want yet28. The results of the questions regarding intentions to use Simplyture’s new payment 

solution will maybe support this claim. This will be analyzed in the next section. 

When it comes to the support for the conditional value of the existing payment solutions, the survey 

instruments revolved around assumptions that consumers would only pay with credit card or app, 

when they knew the parking facility, and that they would use cash if they didn’t know the parking 

facility (Appendix 8). Hedman et al. (2013) found in their study of payment behavior in the Danish 

context that the more people cared about the security, the more they would lean towards paying 

with cash rather than card and internet banking (Hedman et al., 2013: 7-8). The respondents don’t 

seem to show the same tendencies in my study, hence the conditional value constructs have means 

from 3.58-4.23, which is closest to “Disagree”. There might be several reasons for the low focus on 

security and hence the conditional value; I would argue that the context of parking heavily 

influences these results, in that payment for parking is something consumers just want to get over 

with as fast as possible (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). They want to get on with their day, 

so they don’t stop up to think about the possible dangers there might be, when paying with their 

payment solution of choice. Another reason is that the parking industry has been around for a long 

time (Appendix 4: 1, B), so consumers will most likely be very familiar with the different payment 

solutions they choose, so they don’t have worries about security, the same way that it could be a 

problem, when looking into the context of internet banking (Hedman et al., 2013: 8-9). 

The constructs of perceived ease of use/effort expectancy, perceived usefulness/performance 

expectancy, and service convenience are closely related in the sense that they all focus on the time 

                                                           
27 http://www.forbes.com/sites/chunkamui/2011/10/17/five-dangerous-lessons-to-learn-from-steve-
jobs/#bc1f80860da3  
28 Ibid. 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/chunkamui/2011/10/17/five-dangerous-lessons-to-learn-from-steve-jobs/#bc1f80860da3
http://www.forbes.com/sites/chunkamui/2011/10/17/five-dangerous-lessons-to-learn-from-steve-jobs/#bc1f80860da3
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and effort spent using a service (Davis et al., 1989, Venkatesh et al., 2003, Berry et al., 2002), 

which is why I haven’t included survey instruments for each of them regarding the existing 

payment solutions. I have made this choice, in order to have a short and concise survey that the 

respondents would actually take time out of their day to fill out completely. 

The survey instruments for these constructs revolved around the existing payment solutions being 

easy and simple to use, as well as taking short amounts of time to use (Appendix 8). The means for 

these survey instruments were 2.19 and 2.53, respectively, translating to somewhere between 

“Agree” and “Neither Agree or Disagree”. This supports the previous finding that the consumers 

seem to be content with the existing payment solutions. However, it will be very interesting, when 

analyzing Table 5 with the independent variables for Simplyture’s payment solution, to discover if 

the respondents are willing and open to using a new payment solution, even though they seem to be 

satisfied with what they are currently using. Based on the previous finding that more respondents 

preferred to use mobile payment compared to how many actually used it, it is plausible that the 

respondents are willing to try new payment solutions. This will be highlighted in the next section, 

where Table 5 will be analyzed. 

 

Table 5 is interesting, since it revolves around the survey instruments concerned with 

understanding the respondents’ intentions to use the Simplyture payment solution. As mentioned as 

one of the delimitations of the thesis, the survey instruments can only focus on the consumers’ 
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intentions to use the Simplyture payment solution, based on a description of it within the survey. 

This may affect the results of the survey inquiry, which will be analyzed in the following. 

The functional value instruments for the Simplyture solution focused on whether or not the 

respondents could imagine paying for parking automatically with the Simplyture solution and their 

assessment of the safety of it (Appendix 8). The means were 2.24 and 2.61, respectively, translating 

into between “Agree” and “Neither Agree or Disagree”. The results then are generally positive 

towards the respondents’ willingness to use the Simplyture solution, and furthermore they are 

mostly agreeing that the solution would be safe to use. One reason for this openness might be that 

almost 60 % of the respondents are younger than 35 years old and are therefore more open to new 

technology, since most of these generations have not known a life without technology. Therefore, 

they will be less hesitant to try out new technological solutions29. Another reason to the positive 

responses towards the possible use of the Simplyture solution is the fact that we are in the Danish 

context, and the Danes are generally quick to adapt new technologies (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 

2013: 9). The arguments for the positive responses to the security question are the same as 

mentioned above, so I will not delve deeper into this. It is positive that the respondents are 

seemingly willing to use the Simplyture solution. It would have been optimal to have tested the 

respondents’ actual use of the system, instead of only studying their behavioral intentions. This 

was, as mentioned earlier, not possible. The intentions will, however, still be an indicator towards 

the respondents’ actual use of the Simplyture system, if they had the chance to use it (Davis et al., 

1989: 997). 

The epistemic value has the most influence of all the survey instruments regarding the Simplyture 

payment solution. With a mean of 2.11, translating to very close to “Agree”, generally the 

respondents think that the Simplyture solution is innovative (Appendix 8). Comparing to Table 4, 

the mean of the survey instrument regarding the epistemic value was 3.08. The difference is clear 

and speaks to the respondents’ openness and their curiousness towards this new solution. We 

should, however, still have in mind that the respondents had to assess the Simplyture solution based 

on a textual description, but the mean result of 2.11 still emphasizes the big influence the epistemic 

value has, when it comes to the Simplyture solution. 

                                                           
29 http://www.atechnologysociety.co.uk/how-young-generation-accepts-technology.html  

http://www.atechnologysociety.co.uk/how-young-generation-accepts-technology.html
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Like with the survey instruments regarding service convenience and perceived ease of use from 

Table 4, the instruments revolved around whether or not the respondents believed the Simplyture 

solution would save them time, as well as being easier to use compared to the existing solution 

(Appendix 8). With mean values of 2.14 and 2.23, respectively, translating into close to “Agree”, 

the tendency is that the respondents think that the Simplyture solution indeed will be easier and 

faster to use, compared to the existing payment solutions. The relatively low mean values for these 

instruments suggest that service convenience (Berry et al., 2002) and perceived ease of use (Davis 

et al., 1989) have strong influence towards the intentions of the respondents to use the system. The 

reason for this might be related to the fact that consumers in the specific context of parking, 

emphasizes the time spent using the system highly (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). The 

service convenience instrument directly relates to this, but also the perceived ease of use instrument 

logically speaks to this, since a solution being easy to use, necessarily also must be quick to use. 

The high influence from these constructs is also echoed by the experts as being pivotal in the 

consumers’ choice of payment solution within parking (Appendix 4: 5, M, Appendix 5: 3, T). 

Finally, the perceived usefulness instrument revolved around the respondents’ beliefs that they 

would rather use the Simplyture solution, instead of the existing solutions (Appendix 8). With a 

mean value of 2.51, translating to in-between “Agree” and “Neither Agree or Disagree”, there is a 

slight positive tendency towards intentions to choose Simplyture’s solution over existing ones. 

Although it is not a clear cut endorsement of the Simplyture solution, it still represents a significant 

influence, possibly relating to the aforementioned focus on the time and effort spent using a parking 

payment solution. Further research would be very interesting to see if the consumers in actual use 

of parking payment solutions, would then choose Simplyture’s solution over others. The 

implications of this finding will be analyzed and discussed further later in the survey analysis. 
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To summarize the findings from Table 4 and 5, the functional value seems to have a high influence 

both for the existing payment solutions as well as the Simplyture payment solution. The consumers 

are relatively content with the existing solutions, but neither agree or disagree to the statement that 

the existing solutions are that innovative. This relates well to the openness and willingness the 

respondents show towards using the Simplyture solution. As for the conditional value, it doesn’t 

seem to have much influence in either Table 4 or 5, which relates to the context of paying for 

parking, where the consumers often might be very familiar with the payment solutions, therefore 

not questioning the possible safety issues that may be present. Finally, service convenience, 

perceived ease of use, and perceived usefulness seem to generally have a high influence on the 

consumers, which makes much sense according to what we already know about the context of 

parking; that consumers want to get payment over with as quickly as possible (Fremtidens Penge 

Parkering, 2013: 9). 

To get a deeper understanding of the survey results, the next section will entail a principal 

component analysis (PCA) to understand the correlations of the different survey instruments, and 

thereby theoretical constructs, on a higher analytical level. 

4.2.5 Principal component analysis 

I have chosen to do a principal component analysis to get a better understanding of the correlations 

between the survey instruments, and if they load together in certain ways that would enable the 

reduction of variables into factors, which in turn would help to judge the validity of the proposed 

theoretical framework. The PCA is very similar to a factor analysis, but they differ in some aspects. 

The most important difference is that the factor analysis assumes that there is an underlying causal 

structure between the factors, whereas the PCA is simply a variable reduction procedure that 

typically ends up in a small number of components that account for most of the variance within a 

set of observed variables30. The choice to go with a PCA over the factor analysis is that the very 

foundation of my survey inquiry is my theoretical framework, which I have constructed using 

elements from a number of, more or less, unrelated theories and models. Due to the unrelated 

nature of these theories, I don’t find it analytically correct to go with a factor analysis, thereby 

assuming that there will be an underlying causal structure between the factors. 

                                                           
30 http://support.sas.com/publishing/pubcat/chaps/55129.pdf page 9-10 

http://support.sas.com/publishing/pubcat/chaps/55129.pdf
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I did the PCA as two separate analyses; one for the existing payment solution survey instruments, 

and one for the Simplyture payment solution survey instruments. I used IBM’s SPSS31 version 22 

to perform the PCA. For both I did KMO and Bartlett’s tests in order to figure out, if the two data 

sets were in fact relevant for doing a PCA32. With KMO values of 0.775 and 0.869 for existing and 

Simplyture, respectively, and with Bartlett’s test p-values of less than 0.001 in both cases 

(Appendix 10), the data sets were indeed found fit for PCA. 

Table 6 shows the correlation matrix for the survey instruments revolving around the existing 

payment solutions. I haven’t filled out the values in the top right half of the table, since it is simply 

a mirror of the values below the diagonal of 1.00 values. A quick glance at Table 6 shows that there 

are no correlation values that are ‘too high’ meaning values above 0.9, which would mean that 

there would be multicollinearity; that two items are too related, and one of the items should be 

removed from the analysis33. 

Delving into the content of the table, item 1, the first survey instrument for functional value, 

correlates strongly with a number of the other items, including Functional Value 2-4, Epistemic 

Value, Perceived Ease of Use (PEoU), and Service Convenience. It actually correlates more or less 

strongly with all the other items, except for the items for conditional value. The survey instrument 

for Functional Value 1 revolved around whether or not the respondents found the existing payment 

solutions sufficient for their needs (Appendix 8). The reason for these correlations might be that if a 

respondent is generally positive towards the existing payment solutions to fulfill their needs, I 

would argue that they will be positive towards the other instruments, as they address topics on ease 

of use, that the payment solutions are working as they should, etc. So if you generally think that the 

existing payment solutions are sufficient, you will also tend to agree that they are easy to use. I see 

some causality in these instruments. 

Following the abovementioned correlation, it is almost intuitive that there is a clear and strong 

correlation between the items focusing on the conditional value. They seem to be correlating well 

with each other and have no significant correlations with the other items. This makes very much 

sense, because as we saw in Table 4, there was generally a positive attitude towards all of the 

                                                           
31 http://www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/technology/spss/  
32 http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/spss/output/principal_components.htm  
33 Ibid. 

http://www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/technology/spss/
http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/spss/output/principal_components.htm
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survey instruments, except for the conditional value ones, where the means were close to the 

equivalent of “Disagree”.  

Overall for Table 6 then, there seems to be a tendency that the functional and epistemic values load 

well together with the perceived ease of use and service convenience. Although Functional Value 1 

correlates well with most of the other items, the other instruments for the functional value correlate 

slightly less with the rest of the instruments, still with the instruments for the conditional value 

being somewhat isolated. The group wise correlation of the functional value to the PEoU and 

service convenience goes down, when looking at the functional value 3 and 4, which revolved 

around the number of payment solutions available and the perceived level of security associated 

with using the existing payment solutions (Appendix 8). This seems accurate, since the first two 

instruments for the functional value focuses more on the overall sufficiency and usefulness of the 

existing payment solutions, which thematically correlates well with PEoU (Davis et al., 1989) and 

service convenience (Berry et al., 2002). Whether or not it is reasonable to group them together into 

factors, will be discussed in the analysis of the component matrix, later in this section. 

 

Table 7 shows the correlation matrix for the survey instruments used to gather attitude data on 

Simplyture’s payment solution. Again it is clear, that there are no instances of too high correlation 

or multicollinearity, as the highest correlation value is 0.78. Similarly to Table 6, Table 7 shows 

that the first instrument for functional value correlates strongly with the rest of the instruments, 

except for the conditional value one. It is very interesting that the strongest correlations are with the 

service convenience, PEoU, and perceived usefulness (PU), with values over 0.70. These strong 

correlations can be explained by the fact that the functional value 1 instrument is a general attitude 
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question towards the respondents’ willingness to use the Simplyture solution to pay for parking, 

whilst the three last instruments revolves around the time and effort they think it would take to use 

the Simplyture solution, as well as to their behavioral intention towards using the Simplyture 

solution rather than the existing ones (Appendix 8). In other words, if you are inclined to be willing 

to try the Simplyture solution, it is because you find it easy and quick to use, and therefore superior 

to the existing solutions. All of this is of course on a conceptual level, since the respondents only 

got a written description of the Simplyture solution, but as the thesis is partially focused on the 

behavioral intentions of consumers, these results are very much useful. 

As for the epistemic value, it correlates strongly with the last three instruments; service 

convenience, PEoU, and PU. The results in Table 5 showed that the epistemic value had the lowest 

score, meaning that the respondents found the Simplyture solution innovative, on a conceptual 

level. The reasons for these correlations might be that innovation is very much related to the 

functional performance of a product, including the perceived accomplishment improvement related 

to it (Hetet et al., 2014: 4). The fact that the respondents believes the Simplyture solution to be 

innovative, therefore has positive influences on the perceived performance of using it, which is 

exactly what the service convenience, PEoU, and PU focus on (Berry et al., 2002, Davis et al., 

1989). Furthermore, the context of paying for parking in Denmark seems to have a positive effect 

on the adoption of new technologies (Fremtidens Penge Parkering: 2013, 9), which most likely 

represents some of the explanatory power of the results regarding the epistemic value.   

To quickly summarize the main findings of the correlation matrices for the existing and 

Simplyture’s payment solutions, it is a recurring tendency that the first functional value instruments 

correlate well with all the rest of the instruments, except for the conditional value ones, which 

seems to be very much isolated and not correlate too well with the rest. 
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Moving on from the correlation matrices, it gets really interesting, when looking at the component 

matrices of the PCA. They can shed some light on the loadings of the variables, and give a result of 

the PCA in terms of the components, which are the factors that you may be able to reduce the 

variables to. For both of the component matrices (Table 8 and 9), I have removed values lower than 

|0.40|, since those values typically are regarded as being trivial34. 

Delving into Table 8, the PCA has yielded two components. The functional and epistemic values 

load well together with the PEoU and the service convenience, with moderate to strong correlations 

between them. The second component consists of the conditional value alone. These results relate 

very well to the correlation matrix for the existing payment solutions (Table 6). As for the 

component matrix for Simplyture’s solution, Table 9 gives more or less the same results; 

component 1 shows the functional and epistemic values loading moderately to strongly to the 

service convenience, PEoU, and PU. Component 2 is in the same manner simply the conditional 

value. Overall it then seems that component 1 consists of survey instruments that the respondents 

more or less agreed with. Component 2 consists of the survey instruments the respondents more or 

less disagreed with. What do these results tell us? To relate it to my theoretical framework, you 

could argue that it would be reasonable to reconstruct it with just two constructs, according to the 

components in Table 8 and 9. However, I will choose to keep the theoretical framework as it is, 

since the constructs are obviously very much related, but they do focus on different aspects that 

affect the formulation of the behavioral intentions. The correlations are there, but they are not too 

high35, which is why I argue for keeping the division of constructs as initially proposed. If there 

would have been a more substantial amount of survey instruments, it would perhaps have made 

more sense to group them in bigger components. Furthermore, the component and correlation 

matrices are clear indicators of what the respondents tended to agree and disagree with. I will use 

this in my linear regression analysis, when it becomes clearer what relationships towards behavioral 

intention and attitudes towards use behavior are statistically significant, and whether or not they are 

positive or negative relations. 

                                                           
34 http://surveyanalysis.org/wiki/Category:Principal_Components_Analysis  
35 http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/spss/output/principal_components.htm  
 

http://surveyanalysis.org/wiki/Category:Principal_Components_Analysis
http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/spss/output/principal_components.htm
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It is highly interesting to see the strong correlations evident between the different survey 

instruments. In the next section I will be performing linear regression analysis to get a better 

understanding of the explanatory power of the different survey instruments, when it comes to 

predicting behavioral intention and use behavior. 
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4.2.6 Linear regression analysis 

I ran linear regressions using IBM SPSS version 2236 within the two groups; survey instruments 

related to existing payment solutions and survey instruments related to Simplyture’s payment 

solution. 

The overall p-values for the linear regressions done in the two groups are both lower than 0.001, 

confirming that it is statistically significant to perform linear regression on the two groups37.Table 

10 shows the results of the linear regressions, divided into the two groups, in relation to the 

constructs from the theoretical framework, as well as gender and age. 

 

Starting from the top, there is a negative linear relationship between the people’s use of existing 

payment solutions and gender. This means that men are generally more inclined to use existing 

payment solutions. So why do we see this relationship? You could argue that with this result, the 

study shows that men are sticking more to the existing payment solutions, and might be hesitant to 

try out new ones. Women might be more open to newer payment technologies. Hedman et al. 

(2013) found that women paid with internet banking far more than men. However, on the same 

note, they found that women also pay with cash more than men (Hedman et al., 2013: 8-9). 

Therefore, we cannot conclude that women are more open to newer payment technologies such as 

the Simplyture solution. Furthermore, it would also have demanded a positive relationship between 

gender and intentions to use the Simplyture solution, in order to back this claim, because such a 

result would have meant that women were indeed more open to using the newer payment solution, 

but this was not the case. In summary, gender doesn’t seem to have the biggest impact on intentions 

                                                           
36http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSLVMB_20.0.0/com.ibm.spss.statistics.cs/regression_table.ht
m  
37 http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/spss/output/reg_spss.htm  

http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSLVMB_20.0.0/com.ibm.spss.statistics.cs/regression_table.htm
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSLVMB_20.0.0/com.ibm.spss.statistics.cs/regression_table.htm
http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/spss/output/reg_spss.htm
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to use payment solutions, but men are still more tilted towards using the existing payment 

solutions. 

When it comes to age affecting the people’s use of existing payment solutions or their intentions to 

use the Simplyture solution, there were no statistically significant relationships found. I’m not too 

surprised with this result, since, as previously mentioned, more than half of the respondents were 

between 18-35 years of age (Table 1). Due to the fact that there was a relatively low distribution of 

respondents from the different age groups, it is clear that there will be no positive or negative 

relationships towards behavioral intentions, since the respondents are mostly clustered in the two 

lowest age groups. 

Across both of the groups, the functional value is clearly an important factor that influences the 

people’s intentions and use of both existing payment solutions as well as the Simplyture one, as 

there are positive relationships for both groups. This means that people generally are satisfied with 

the existing payment solutions and think that they are safe to use. As for the Simplyture solution, 

people are generally open to using it and perceive the solution to be safe to use. The functional 

value focuses on the given utility to perform a certain task, and is often focused on reliability, 

durability, and price (Sheth et al., 1991: 160). To relate these relationships to the context of the 

study, paying for parking, the big emphasis on the functional value makes very much sense, 

because price, as a part of the functional value, is in fact the most important factor for the people, 

when choosing payment solution (Table 3). This is also backed by the experts that believe price of 

parking to be one of the most important factors in this regard (Appendix 4: 5, M, Appendix 5: 3, T). 

To summarize, the results of the linear regression shows that there are significant positive 

relationships between functional value and the two groups, which is also backed by the results 

found in Table 3 that suggest that price is the most important factor for people, when choosing 

payment solution. 

The epistemic value didn’t yield any significant results in terms of linear relationships towards the 

intentions or use of either of the groups, when paying for parking. The mean results in Table 4 and 

5 showed that people didn’t believed the existing payment solutions to be neither innovative nor 

old-fashioned, whilst they found the Simplyture payment solution to be somewhat innovative. The 

analysis of these results tells the story that there is a clear difference in people’s perception of the 

two groups, in terms of them being innovative, but it doesn’t have an impact on their choice of 

payment solution. Instead, the functional value has a much bigger impact. In this context then, the 
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evaluation of a payment solution being innovative seems less important, and is maybe merely a 

byproduct of the emphasis on other factors, such as service convenience and PEoU. In other words, 

I would argue that if a payment solution is easy to use and saves time, the people using it, will be 

more likely to find it innovative. This is also related to the fact that epistemic value is associated 

with the ability to create curiosity (Sheth et al., 1991: 162), but because of the context of parking, I 

find it natural that people are not that curious towards the specific payment solution they may use, 

since payment is something that should be over with as quickly as possible (Fremtidens Penge 

Parkering, 2013: 9). Therefore, the people will probably not take their time to explore the possible 

innovative aspects of the payment solution, in this specific context. 

As expected, the conditional value didn’t yield any results in terms of linear relationships between 

the two groups and the people’s intentions to use or actual use of a given payment solution. The 

results of Table 4 and 5 gave an inclination that people, at least in this context, don’t seem to care 

much about the conditional value, specifically when it comes to the security aspects of it. As the 

survey instruments that measured the conditional value very much related to the security and 

comfort associated with the different payment solutions, it is clear that, in the context of paying for 

parking, the people don’t see the security as a problem with the payment solutions, and at the same 

time, they are very much comfortable with the payment situation. This goes hand in hand with the 

fact that the parking industry hasn’t changed much in the last 20-25 years (Appendix 4: 1, B), 

meaning that consumers of parking are very much used to, and comfortable with the parking 

solutions. 

Looking into the results of the linear regression with regard to service convenience, there is a clear 

positive relationship, when it comes to Simplyture’s solution. As for the existing payment 

solutions, there was not found any significant relationship to service convenience. This means that 

the people tend to think the Simplyture solution will save them more time, when paying for 

parking, compared to the existing ones. Service convenience then seems to have a big influence on 

the intentions to use the Simplyture solution. So why was there no significant relationship to the 

use of existing payment solutions? One reason could be the simple fact that people are using the 

existing payment solutions, and they might not consciously evaluate them in terms of consuming 

time, because they are used to them. On the other hand, in evaluating the description of the 

Simplyture solution included in the survey, people were forced to think about, whether they thought 

the Simplyture solution would actually save them time or not. Most scholars agree that service 
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convenience has a big influence on consumers’ buying decisions (Berry et al., 2002: 3). As for the 

intentions of the people, they seem to positively evaluate the Simplyture solution in terms of 

service convenience, but it would probably have yielded even better results, if the Simplyture 

solution was up and running, so a more comparative test of the existing versus Simplyture’s 

payment solution would have been possible. 

Finally, the technology acceptance constructs of PU/Performance Expectancy and PEoU/Effort 

Expectancy, yielded significant positive relationships with the intentions to use the Simplyture 

payment solution, with PU being more significant than PEoU, but found no significant 

relationships to the use behavior with regard to existing payment solutions. The constructs focus on 

the subject’s conviction towards the fact that using a service will increase the overall performance 

of the task and the degree to which the subject can use the service effortlessly (Davis et al., 1989: 

985). As the survey instruments exactly focused on these definitions (Appendix 8), the results mean 

that the people believe the Simplyture payment solution will improve their overall ‘performance’ in 

completing the task of paying for parking. Less significantly, the people believe the Simplyture 

solution is easy to use. Due to the people’s convictions about the Simplyture solution’s 

performance in connection with these constructs, this will positively influence their intentions to 

use such a system. As for the lacking significant relationships between these two factors and the 

use of the existing payment solutions, although Table 4 tells the story that the people think the 

existing payment solutions take a short time to use and are more or less easy to use, it doesn’t relate 

to their actual use of them, in the same manner as for the Simplyture solution. The argument that 

the people don’t evaluate the payment solutions they are currently using in the same way, as new 

ones they are exposed to, might be relevant here as well. When forced to evaluate their currently 

used payment solutions, they may not be able to assess the payment solution’s ability to increase 

the performance in completing the task of paying for parking or the easiness associated with using 

the solution, simply due to the fact that they are so familiar with it. 

In connection to these two factors, Wang and Yi (2012) found evidence of significant relationships 

between use context and performance and effort expectancy, in the case of mobile payment 

acceptance (Wang and Yi, 2012: 297). In other words, the use context influences the way 

consumers perceive performance and effort expectancy. This is very much in line with Mallat et 

al.’s study (2009) that found the contextual needs of the users to be very influential, when 

evaluating the benefits of mobile services (Mallat et al., 2009: 190). With regard to the case of this 
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study, the contextual needs suggest that the time and effort spent in order to use a parking payment 

solution, are very important factors, since payment for parking is something that the users just want 

to get over with as quickly as possible (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). This focus makes the 

two constructs analyzed here very related to service convenience, since it also focuses on time and 

effort (Berry et al., 2002: 2). 

To summarize this section, the most important factors for the creation of intentions towards using 

the Simplyture payment solution, is the functional value, as well as service convenience, PU, and 

PEoU. As for the use behavior with regard to the existing payment solutions, the most important 

factor seems to be the functional value. These results align very well with what the experts of the 

parking industry believed, as they thought price would be very important (which is related to the 

functional value (Sheth et al., 1991: 160)), and that the payment solution should be easy and 

convenient to use (which relates to service convenience, PU, and PEoU (Berry et al., 2002, Davis et 

al., 1989)).  

In the following section, I will, based on the survey analysis, evaluate the hypotheses I proposed in 

chapter 2, in order to present clear results of the study done in this thesis.     

4.2.7 Hypotheses evaluation 

Based on section 4.2.6 mostly, but also the previous sections in the analysis chapter, this section 

will serve to evaluate the proposed hypotheses about payment behavioral intentions, in the specific 

context of parking. All the hypotheses predict relationships towards both behavioral intentions as 

well as use behavior. The behavioral intentions relate to the survey instruments that focused on the 

new Simplyture payment solution, whereas the use behavior relates to the survey instruments that 

focused on the existing payment solutions. 

With H1, I predicted that three of Sheth et al.’s (1991) consumption values; functional, epistemic, 

and conditional, would be positively related to behavioral intention and use behavior. The 

theoretical argument for the values impacting behavioral intention, was that when you have a 

choice and make it, the intention becomes self-generated (Gillholm et al., 2000: 1), justifying the 

transition between consumer choice behavior and behavioral intention (there are, however, scholars 

that don’t buy this correlation that much, which I have introduced in chapter 2), since in the context 

of parking, you certainly have choices to consume the parking products, but also towards the choice 

of specific payment solutions. The results offered support for only H1a; that the functional value 
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had a positive impact on both behavioral intention and use behavior in the context of paying for 

parking. H1b was rejected, meaning that the epistemic value didn’t have any impact on the 

formulation of behavioral intention or actual use behavior. People did find the Simplyture solution 

innovative, but not enough to impact the intentions in a statistically significant way. H1c was also 

rejected, and the results showed that, in the context of parking, people clearly didn’t pay much 

attention to issues revolving around the conditional value, both with regard to intentions to use the 

Simplyture solution, but also in using the existing ones. As mentioned earlier, the familiarity with 

the payment for parking situation may influence people to not worry about security matters as 

much, compared to other, less familiar contexts. 

The H2 hypothesis predicted that service convenience would have a positive relation to behavioral 

intention and use behavior. This theoretical construct also relates to consumer choice behavior 

(Berry et al., 2002), and the theoretical argument for relating it to behavioral intention was 

therefore the same as mentioned in the previous paragraph. The results from Table 10 show that in 

the case of Simplyture’s payment solution, the hypothesis was confirmed, as there was a positive 

relationship between intentions to use the solution and service convenience. As for the existing 

payment solutions, however, there wasn’t found any significant relationship for this factor, 

meaning that the hypothesis, in connection to behavioral intention, was rejected. This could again 

be related to the fact that consumers most likely won’t evaluate the payment solutions they are 

using, in the same manner as for new payment solutions they might be exposed to. 

With H3, I predicted that a) PU/Performance Expectancy and b) PEoU/Effort Expectancy would be 

positively related to behavioral intention and use behavior. In the same manner as H2, the results 

showed that H3a and H3b both were confirmed with regard to the Simplyture payment solution and 

thereby behavioral intention, whereas both the H3 hypotheses were rejected in terms of the existing 

payment solutions, as there weren’t found any significant statistically significant relationships to 

the use behavior. 

It is quite interesting that most of the hypotheses were confirmed in the context of Simplyture’s 

payment solution and behavioral intentions, but not in the context of the existing payment solutions 

and use behavior. Based on the descriptive of the independent variables (Table 4 and 5), I would 

have predicted more significant relationships for the existing payment solutions. It would have been 

interesting with an even higher number of respondents than 95. With more respondents, the results 

of the analysis would have given an even more accurate representation of the intentions and use 
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behavior of the consumers of parking in Denmark, when it comes to choice of payment solution. 

Furthermore, the survey instruments might have been constructed in different ways that could have 

given even clearer results. The part focusing on the existing payment solutions naturally focused on 

the actual use behavior of the respondents, rather than their intentions to use them. This meant, as I 

have argued before, that it might have been hard for the respondents to evaluate the existing 

payment solutions in terms of service convenience, PU, and PEoU, since they are used to the 

payment solutions, and therefore is less likely to find them easy to use. Finally, the phrasing of the 

questions could have had an impact on the number of people that understood them properly, which 

could have had an effect on the results in terms of number of statistically significant relationships. 

This discussion will be elaborated further in the next chapter. 

To give an overview of the hypotheses evaluation, see Figure 2 below, which graphically shows the 

results towards the proposed theoretical framework:      

 

4.3 Other aspects 

After my hypotheses evaluation, I find it relevant to look into other possible aspects and analyze 

their relation to the results found in the previous sections of this chapter. 
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In his study, Shin (2009) uses the UTAUT model, whilst adding constructs of security, trust, social 

influence, and self-efficacy, to understand the consumer acceptance of the mobile wallet, through 

predicting attitudes and intentions to adopt. He finds that the main factors from the UTAUT are the 

main antecedents for attitude and intention to adopt the technology, but they are also influenced by 

perceived security and trust (Shin, 2009: 1343). The context of the thesis, payment for parking, is 

relatively closely related to the topic of Shin’s study, since mobile payment is becoming a bigger 

and bigger part of parking, and the consumers want to use it even more than they already do (Table 

2). So would it have been relevant to include looking into perceived security and trust in this study? 

In some ways the conditional value survey instruments covered some aspects of perceived security, 

but the results showed that it wasn’t the biggest priority for the respondents (Table 4 and 5). When 

it comes to trust then, it makes sense that the users of the mobile wallet need to trust the system, 

before wanting to use it. Lu et al.’s (2011) study focuses on this trust, and they find that internet 

payment solutions have paved the way for mobile payment solutions. Consumers that have already 

established trust towards internet payment solutions are more likely to trust mobile payment 

solutions. They also find that trust, in this context, has a positive influence on behavioral intention 

(Lu et al., 2011: 393). The question is then, if the context of parking warrants the same high focus 

on trust. I would argue that the other constructs included in the theoretical framework are more 

important in this context, since, as mentioned earlier, the parking industry hasn’t changed much in 

the last 20-25 years (Appendix 4: 1, B). The parking facility then is an institution that consumers 

are very familiar with, and although there might come new payment solutions during this time of 

technological development, I think the fact that this institution has been around for so long, makes 

the consumers trust the different payment solutions more. Furthermore, the lack of influence by the 

security aspects of the conditional value (Table 4 and 5), echoes this notion. I am quite sure that if 

included, trust would have yielded positive results towards the behavioral intention to use a 

payment solution, but I think a context of a web shop for example, would demand a higher focus on 

trust. The same could probably be said for the construct of habit, which Hedman et al. (2013) found 

to have a big impact on especially people, who paid with cash (Hedman et al., 2013: 8). However, 

as previously mentioned, I had to limit the number of constructs in my theoretical framework at 

some point, and I chose to focus on other constructs, because I found them just as, or more relevant 

than habit.        

In line with the topic of use context, Liu and Li (2011) refer to Van der Heijden (2005), who claims 

that consumers are more likely to use a mobile service, if it is situated in the right context. The right 
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context indicates that a given mobile service application is perceived, by the user, as applicable to 

the social setting, as well as having a utilitarian value in the given context (Liu and Li, 2011: 893). 

So what is the right context? I agree that the mobile service should be applicable to the context to 

which it aims to be in. This seems fairly logical. However, when it comes to parking, I would argue 

that this particular context determines how the present mobile services should be made and not the 

other way around, since consumers of parking, at least in Denmark, are eager to get payment for 

parking over with, as quickly as possible (Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). Therefore, mobile 

payment solutions for the specific context of parking should indeed cater to this need, which can be 

translated to the constructs of service convenience and perceived ease of use/effort expectancy.   

As a conscious delimitation of the thesis was that I was only able to obtain intentional data from the 

respondents towards their possible use of the Simplyture solution, I worried that the respondents 

would simply choose to dismiss the solution, because they were only provided with a conceptual 

description of it. As the parking report from Fremtidens Penge found, the test users didn’t prefer the 

NFC payment solution (only 11 % preferred it) before the test, because they didn’t know much 

about the technology, but after the test, 96 % of the test users preferred the NFC solution 

(Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). This issue didn’t seem to be the case in my survey results, 

as the respondents were very open to the possibility of using the Simplyture solution. In fact, they 

showed intentions towards using the Simplyture solution rather than the existing ones. Whether or 

not it would be the same results in an actual user test with the Simplyture is hard to know, but the 

results towards behavioral intentions are still significant. It fits very well with the finding of the 

Fremtidens Penge report on parking that consumers expect something more, in order for them to 

change payment solution. They want to save money, time, and preferably have extra services 

(Fremtidens Penge Parkering, 2013: 9). The fact that the respondents of my survey inquiry are open 

to using the Simplyture solution over the existing ones, tells the story that they believe it to be 

better than existing payment solutions, in one or more of the abovementioned factors. 

When it comes to the accuracy to which the sample frame is an accurate representation of 

consumers of parking in Denmark in general, the fact that humans are involved will always mean 

that it is impossible to achieve perfection in the sampling frame accurately portraying the entire 

population (Groves et al., 2004: 33). The results of the thesis should therefore always be evaluated 

with the size and characteristics of the sample frame in mind. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

In the following chapter, I reflect on the results of the analysis, before discussing the used empirical 

data and theory.  

5.1 Analysis discussion 

The main findings of the analysis were that hypothesis H1a; that the functional value has a positive 

impact on behavioral intention and use, was confirmed. The hypotheses H2 and H3 revolved 

around service convenience, PU/Performance Expectancy, and PEoU/Effort Expectancy, and their 

possible positive impact on behavioral intention and use. Both of the hypotheses were confirmed 

with regard to the Simplyture payment solution, which focused on the behavioral intentions, 

whereas the hypotheses were rejected in terms of the existing payment solutions, which focused on 

the use behavior. So why weren’t more of the hypotheses confirmed, especially with regard to the 

use behavior of the existing payment solutions? 

As I have previously stated, it would have been interesting to have had more survey respondents. 

With more time, I would have been able to get more respondents and thereby the results would 

most likely have given an even clearer picture in terms of the hypotheses evaluation. Furthermore, 

the fact that the respondents answered attitude questions about the existing payment solutions they 

were using, might have affected the results negatively, since they would likely have a harder time 

evaluating the existing payment solution in terms of service convenience, PU, and PEoU, because 

they were so used to pay with the existing payment solutions. So how could the analysis have been 

done differently in order to get better results? 

The findings of the analysis naturally hinge on the quality of the survey results. As I will discuss in 

the empirical data discussion, there are some different approaches that could have helped make for 

better and more telling survey results, which would probably have increased the chances of more 

significant relationships being confirmed, according to the proposed hypotheses. 

Despite the limited nature of the findings, mostly confirming hypotheses regarding the Simplyture 

solution and thereby behavioral intentions, they still tell a story about the context that is payment 

for parking. Since my research question is: “Why do people pay the way they do when it comes to a 

specific context?”, I will relate the main findings to this, in order to be able give some answers to it, 

with regard to the specific context of paying for parking. Based on the hypotheses evaluation, 

people tend to put emphasis on the functional value. As the functional value revolves around 
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reliability, durability, and price (Sheth et al., 1991: 160), the price aspect seems to be the most 

relevant to people, when it comes to paying in the context of parking. This is backed by the parking 

experts (Appendix 4: 5, M, Appendix 5: 3, T) and Table 3. Not surprisingly is price important to 

people, when it comes to why they pay the way they do. So why is that? I believe the main reason 

is that parking in most cases is a very generic good, which creates a red ocean, meaning that the 

competition in the market is extremely high (Appendix 4: 3, M-B). The context of parking doesn’t 

seem to be a context, where people are willing to pay more for the good, even if there are extra 

services. The price is the most important part, and if the parking facility or payment solution 

provides extra services, that is just a bonus. People do sometimes pay more for parking, e.g. by 

using mobile apps such as EasyPark or ParkPark, because you pay a small fee for using their 

services, but in reality, in most cases, it ends up saving them money, because they pay exactly for 

the duration of their parking. Although using these apps might seem costly, they actually have their 

place in the industry, mostly because people tend to save money on parking, when using them. 

Price is indeed important for people in terms of how they pay in the specific context of parking. 

However, it is not the only important factor: The results from hypotheses H2 and H3 tells the story 

that, in terms of behavioral intentions at least, people put high emphasis on service convenience, 

PU, and PEoU, which translates to the time and effort you spend, when using a specific payment 

solution to pay for parking, and if the payment solution is easy to use. This is also backed by the 

experts that focus on two main aspects; price and ease of use to be the most important factors for 

why people pay the way they do in terms of parking (Appendix 4: 5, M, Appendix 5: 3, T). So what 

might be the reasons for time, effort, and ease of use to be important, specifically in the context of 

paying for parking? I think the main reason for people putting emphasis on these aspects, is the 

urgent nature of the context: When it comes to paying for parking, it is not something people want 

to spend a lot of time on, as they would rather get it over with as fast as possible (Fremtidens Penge 

Parkering, 2013: 9). Another reason might be that parking is related to transportation and is 

therefore often a mean to an end, meaning that people often use transportation to get from A to B. 

Therefore, parking is merely a necessity for people to be able to do their intended tasks in the area 

around the parking facility. 

To summarize; in the specific context of parking, people pay the way they do, primarily based on 

the price of parking, the ease of use of the payment solutions, as well as the time and effort you 

need to spend in order to use the chosen payment solution. 
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As Berry et al.’s (2002) introduction to service convenience and Sheth et al.’s (1991) consumption 

values both focus on choice behavior and not behavioral intentions, a premise of the thesis was the 

notion that behavioral intentions could be related to use behavior and thereby choice behavior. I 

used Gillholm et al.’s (2000) argumentation that when you have a choice, the intentions become 

self-generated (Gillholm et al., 2000: 1). As previously mentioned, other scholars argue against this 

premise, stating that intentions cannot predict use behavior, or that there is some correlation 

between the two, but not to the extent that it is an identity between them (Manski, 1990, Chandon 

et al., 2005). My argument for sticking with the premise, is the nature of the context of paying for 

parking, which clearly is a voluntary setting where you have a choice, which means that the 

intentions become self-generated, according to Gillholm et al. (2000).  

In the following section, I will critically discuss the empirical data used in this thesis and how it 

was collected.  

5.2 Empirical data discussion 

The empirical data of the thesis consisted of three qualitative expert interviews with people from 

the parking industry as well as a quantitative survey inquiry completed by 95 respondents. Below, I 

will critically discuss the quality of the empirical data obtained in this thesis. 

As for the expert interviews, there is a point in the fact that the parking experts represent different 

stakeholders in the industry and therefore are driven by different goals. Jonas Ørting and Per 

Moesgaard represent private companies and it is therefore likely that their statements have been 

colored by making their companies seem impressive. Jes Øksnebjerg represents the public, in the 

form of the Copenhagen municipality, and might therefore not have the same motives of 

advocating for his own company, although he also highlighted the excellent job his department had 

done, transitioning to the new system (Appendix 5: 5, B). Considering the situation of these 

experts, it makes very much sense that they are advocating their own companies, since they have to 

believe in their products for them to succeed. Furthermore, through the creation of my interview 

guides (Appendix 1-3), I have been able to get a much more nuanced view into the parking industry 

through the eyes of the experts, which has yielded analytical value. 

An important factor is that generally all of the experts were positive towards newer types of 

technologically advanced payment solutions. Therefore, it could have also been interesting to 

interview experts that were more critical of the development and more into the old-fashioned 
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systems; this could have been someone from SKIDATA or Scheidt & Bachmann as Jonas Ørting 

mentions (Appendix 4: 2, M).  

The survey inquiry was distributed through my network as well as the networks of friends and 

family, mostly through social media and e-mail. There is an obvious point of critique in the fact 

that the respondents might have participated just as a curtesy and not actually answering the 

questions properly. With more time and resources, I would have liked to have distributed the 

survey at different parking facilities, to get a more diverse respondent group. However, I would 

argue that the context of a parking facility also might have had implications on the quality of the 

responses, since people might be in a hurry to get on with their day. If I had introduced some other 

incentives, e.g. prizes, then I would have maybe been able to get more respondents. More time and 

resources could definitely have improved the number of respondents and thereby have given even 

more clear results in the analysis. Generally, a delimitation of the survey inquiry was that I was 

only able to look into the people’s intentions to use the Simplyture solution and their own words for 

how they were using the existing payment solutions. An interesting scenario would have been to 

have the Simplyture solution up and running, and then making actual user tests, where it would be 

crystal clear, what payment solutions they used and how they interacted with them. This is an 

obvious avenue for further research. 

Finally, the phrasing of the survey questions might have had an impact on the respondents’ ability 

to understand them properly, thereby affecting the analysis results. It is hard to say, but if more 

time and resources had been available, I would have liked to have done more test surveys compared 

to the few that I did, which would have heightened the quality of the survey questions, and in turn 

positively affecting the results of the survey. 

5.3 Theory discussion 

As previously mentioned, there aren’t many theoretical sources that look into payment behavior in 

the specific context of parking. Therefore, I have created my own theoretical framework from 

constructs from theories within consumption values (Sheth et al., 1991), service convenience 

(Berry et al., 2002), and technology acceptance (Davis et al., 1989, Venkatesh et al., 2003), and I 

have argued why I believe these theories to be relevant for examining the specific context of 

parking and payment within it. Consumption values and service convenience both revolve around 

consumer choice behavior, but I have argued for the validity of applying it to behavioral intentions. 

Through these constructs, I have been able to obtain attitude data from parking consumers on how 
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and why they use existing payment solutions, as well as their attitudes towards the Simplyture 

solution – which relates to the very purpose of the thesis; to figure out why people pay the way they 

do in the specific context of parking. 

Furthermore, other articles such as Hedman et al. (2013) and Fremtidens Penge Parkering (2013) 

give the investigation an increased validity, because they have successfully done similar research. 

Hedman et al. don’t look into the context of parking, but they utilize a similar theoretical 

framework as I do, to look into the payment behavior with different payment solutions. Fremtidens 

Penge Parkering performs user tests of different existing and future payment solutions in the 

specific context of parking, which is something that could be very relevant for further research with 

my proposed theoretical framework. Other than articles on payment solutions, I have also utilized 

contributions to the field of use context. Although I have not directly used the theories on payment 

solutions and use context in my theoretical framework, they have helped inspire me in creating my 

framework. They have given me insights into what you should be aware of in terms of context in 

general, but also the characteristics of the specific context of parking in Denmark.  

As mentioned in chapter 2, there has been some criticism of the different theories I have employed 

in my theoretical framework. For example, the TAM has been criticized for being too simple and 

the UTAUT for being too complex (Bagozzi, 2007). I have argued for using the models still, in that 

I have taken into account the criticism and therefore not solely used the technology acceptance 

models. In order to get a more nuanced view into the payment behavior of the parking context, I 

have implemented the most promising constructs from these models, and combined them with other 

constructs I deemed relevant for the context of the investigation. 
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Chapter 6: Methodology reflection 

I this chapter, I will reflect on the methodological approach of the thesis and thereby try to verify 

the results of the research done, both qualitative and quantitative. 

6.1 Verification of interview and survey methodology 

Verification covers an investigation’s validity, reliability, and generalizability, which I will use in 

the following section to evaluate the two main investigations of the thesis (Kvale et al., 2009: 122).  

6.1.1 Reliability 

Reliability relates to an investigation’s credibility and often refers to whether or not the achieved 

results can potentially be reproduced by other scientists at other points in time, meaning if they are 

repeatable and consistent as it were (Kvale et al., 2009: 271). As for the interviews, as I have 

previously argued, all of the parking experts seemed to be positive towards the development of new 

and innovative solutions, especially for paying for parking. This can have romanticized the facts 

and statements of the experts. Furthermore, as I have been working for Jonas Ørting in Simplyture, 

his answers specifically might have been different, if he hadn’t been interviewed by a person he 

knew very well. These factors affect the reliability of the interview inquiry, but I have tried to 

comply with these by comparing their statements with the survey inquiry, to be able to verify them 

from the survey results. With regard to the survey, the credibility can be questioned by the fact that 

I distributed the survey to my network and the networks of my acquaintances. The results would 

potentially have been more credible, if the survey was distributed more randomly to consumers of 

parking, for example at specific parking facilities. However, I would argue that due to the relative 

large spread in age and gender (Table 1), the data from the respondents is credible, although it 

would have been interesting with more respondents, which would have given even clearer results. 

Reliability also relates to timing and if the investigations had yielded the same results in a different 

point in time (Kvale et al., 2009: 271). As I have shown, the parking industry is undergoing a big 

development both in terms of parking and payment solutions, which means that the results of the 

interview and survey investigations might not be consistent if they were to be carried out at a 

different point in time. If similar investigations were to be carried out at a later point in time, 

Simplyture’s payment solution might be up and running, making user tests possible, thereby 

potentially getting different results.  
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6.1.2 Validity   

I find it important to validate the integrity of the methodological approach of the thesis. This refers 

to, if I methodologically investigates what I have had the intentions to investigate (Kvale et al., 

2009: 272). As an overall approach, I have performed a deductive study, which means that you, 

based on what is known about a particular domain and theories related to that domain, propose 

hypotheses to be subjected to empirical scrutiny, to then confirm or reject these hypotheses 

(Bryman, 2012: 24). 

Where the theories introduced in chapter 2 revolve around many different research areas, the 

empirical data relates directly to the subject field of the investigation. Both from a theoretical and 

empirical standpoint, I have been aware of my research question and consistently related my 

findings to this purpose. Furthermore, I have been able to confirm and reject my hypotheses, 

through analyzing my empirical data. Based on this, I believe that the results of the thesis build on a 

valid methodological approach. 

6.1.3 Generalizability 

The analytical generalizability denotes a considered assessment of, if the results of the investigation 

can function as guidance in similar investigations (Kvale et al., 2009: 288-289). I believe that the 

methodological approach of this thesis is a quality in the sense that I have combined several 

empirical data sources in qualitative as well as quantitative investigations. Through this deductive 

approach, I have obtained knowledge on this phenomenon that is payment behavior in the parking 

context, which gives a degree of analytical generalizability, because this knowledge not only relates 

to the payment behavior of the individual payment solutions, but also says something general about 

payment behavior in the context of parking. I cannot postulate that the results of the thesis are 

universally generalizable. The investigations are determined by context and timing, but nonetheless 

they do give a perspective on the phenomenon itself, which increases the generalizability of the 

results.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

Despite the extensive amount of research done on payment solutions, very little has been done in 

the specific context of parking. For the specific topic of what determines payment behavior in this 

context, the thesis gives results that point towards the functional value as well as a combination of 

service convenience, PU/Performance Expectancy, and PEoU/Effort Expectancy, as being the most 

significant determinants of payment behavior. 

As the survey was divided into questions about existing payment solutions and an upcoming 

payment solution, Simplyture, the results naturally became about the use behavior of existing 

payment solutions and the behavioral intentions towards the Simplyture solution. 

For the results regarding the use behavior of the existing payment solutions, only the hypotheses 

regarding the functional value impacting use behavior was confirmed, whereas the rest were 

rejected. I have argued that it would have been interesting with a higher number of respondents, 

which could have helped give even clearer results in terms of the hypotheses evaluation. 

Furthermore, the fact that the survey questions were attitude questions might have made it hard for 

people to evaluate the existing payment solutions in terms of ease of use, etc., as they were so 

familiar with them. 

The results regarding the behavioral intentions of using the upcoming Simplyture solution told a 

very different story in that most of the hypotheses were confirmed. As mentioned above, I believe 

the very design of my empirical investigation made it more likely for these results to be obtained, 

as it is much easier for the respondents to evaluate and formulate attitudes towards a new solution, 

rather than evaluating whether or not the existing payment solutions are innovative or easy to use. 

As I have previously highlighted, actual user tests with both the ‘old’ and new payment solutions, 

would maybe have given even clearer results to the question of what determines payment behavior 

in the context of parking.  

Overall, the analysis and discussion of the interview and survey results tell the story that price 

(relating to the functional value), the ease of use, as well as the time and effort spent using a 

payment solution (relating to service convenience, PU, and PEoU), are the most important factors 

that determine why people pay the way they do, in the specific context of parking. 
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Chapter 8: Other perspectives and further research 

In this chapter, I will quickly reflect on other perspectives you could have included into the thesis, 

as well as avenues for further research. 

8.1 Other perspectives 

There are a number of other interesting perspectives you could have included in the thesis, but I 

have chosen not pursue them due to the limitation of time and writing space, as well as my 

objectives of being concise and keeping a red thread throughout the thesis. 

As described in chapter 1, I have chosen to delimitate myself to focusing on the perspective of the 

consumers. It would have been interesting to also look into the perspective of the parking 

companies. Putting an emphasis on what drives their development and decision-making when it 

comes to introducing new products to the parking industry, and then comparing these results to the 

results from the consumer perspective. I have done this to some degree due to the expert interviews, 

but you could definitely have done more, if the business perspective was a priority. 

In my survey analysis, I have focused mainly on determining what factors have had a significant 

influence on the choice of payment solutions. My data included the respondents’ frequency of 

parking. This could have been interesting to make linear regression analysis on, for example with 

regard to choice of payment solution, if there was a significant relationship between the two. I tried 

to do this kind of analysis, but it didn’t yield any significant results, which is why I didn’t include it 

in my survey analysis. With more respondents, it would maybe have been possible to get more 

significant results for this. Another aspect, I found interesting, was to analyze if there was a 

correlation between age and frequency of parking. However, in the same manor, my analysis of the 

matter didn’t yield significant results, meaning that I excluded it from my survey analysis. Both of 

these perspectives could have been good in complementing my understanding of the context of 

parking, but I think more questions relating to these topics would have been necessary, in order to 

have gotten more significant results. 

Finally, questions regarding the employment status of the respondents, as well as whether they 

were mostly using parking for leisure or for work, would have been other interesting aspects that 

could have enriched the overall understanding of the parking context. 
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8.2 Further research 

There are a number of avenues for further research that would be relevant to look into. 

The results of the research done in this thesis highlight the price, ease of use, as well as the time 

and effort spent using a payment solution, to being the most significant determinants of payment 

behavior, in the context of parking. Further research could look to try and validate or reject these 

findings with actual user test of the payment situation in the parking context. As I have 

continuously pointed out, I was only able to obtain data on the consumers’ attitudes towards the use 

of existing payment solutions, as well as behavioral intentions towards the use of Simplyture’s new 

payment solution, because of the point in time of the creation of the thesis. Therefore, a similar 

investigation with a similar theoretical framework and hypotheses, but with different empirical 

data, in the form of user tests, would build on the findings of this thesis.  

Furthermore, as I have found validity for applying many of the constructs of my theoretical 

framework to the context of parking, further research might try to utilize a similar theoretical 

framework to investigate payment behavior in a different context. The framework should of course 

be tweaked according to the characteristics of the chosen context, in the same way that I would 

exclude looking into the epistemic and conditional values (Sheth et al., 1991) if I were to do further 

research in the context of parking. 
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Chapter 10: Appendix 

Appendix 1: Interview guide - Jonas Ørting (CEO, Simplyture) 

 Vil du starte med at fortælle hvem du er, og hvad du arbejder med? 

 Hvad er dit syn på udviklingen i parkeringsindustrien i nyere tid? 

 Vi lever på mange måder i et digitaliseret samfund. På hvilke måder ser du dette komme til 

udtryk inden for parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvad ser du af årsager til det øgede fokus på digitalisering i parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvad ser du af potentialer i digitaliseringen af parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvad ser du af udfordringer i digitaliseringen af parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvad er din oplevelse af brugernes accept af nye teknologier og betalingsmetoder? Hvordan 

håndterer I dette? 

 Hvad er efter din mening afgørende for brugernes valg af dels parkeringsløsning, men også 

specifikt betalingsmetode? 

 Hvilke betalingsmetoder oplever du, at brugerne foretrækker ift. betaling for parkering? 

 Hvad fik dig til at starte Simplyture? 

 Hvordan fungerer Simplyture’s løsning? 

 Hvordan fungerer betaling i Simplyture’s løsning? Hvad ligger til grund for valg af 

betalingsmetoder? 

 Hvad tror du, vi kommer til at se mere af i fremtiden inden for digitalisering af 

parkeringsindustrien og betalingsmuligheder hertil? 
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Appendix 2: Interview guide – Jes Øksnebjerg (Københavns Kommune) 

 Vil du starte med at fortælle hvem du er, og hvad du arbejder med? 

 Hvad er dit syn på udviklingen i parkeringsindustrien i nyere tid? 

 Vi lever på mange måder i et digitaliseret samfund. På hvilke måder ser du dette komme til 

udtryk inden for parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvad ser du af årsager til det øgede fokus på digitalisering i parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvad ser du af potentialer i digitaliseringen af parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvad ser du af udfordringer i digitaliseringen af parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvad er din oplevelse af brugernes accept af nye teknologier og betalingsmetoder? Hvordan 

håndterer I dette? 

 Hvad er efter din mening afgørende for brugernes valg af dels parkeringsløsning, men også 

specifikt betalingsmetode? 

 Hvilke betalingsmetoder oplever du, at brugerne foretrækker ift. betaling for parkering? 

 Kan du beskrive udviklingen i offentlige parkeringsløsninger og betalingsmetoder i 

Københavns Kommune i nyere tid? 

 Hvordan fungerer den nyligt implementerede løsning, hvor man fjerner p-billetter til fordel 

for indtastning af nummerplader? 

 Hvad var motivationen for at skifte til det nye system? Er I blevet inspireret af den private 

sektor af parkeringsindustrien? 

 Hvordan har feedbacken fra brugerne været indtil videre? 

 Hvad er kommunens fremtidige strategier på dette område? 

 Hvad tror du, vi kommer til at se mere af i fremtiden inden for digitalisering af 

parkeringsindustrien og betalingsmuligheder hertil? 
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Appendix 3: Interview guide – Per Moesgaard (CEO Onepark) 

 Vil du starte med at fortælle hvem du er, og hvad du arbejder med? 

 Hvad er dit syn på udviklingen i parkeringsindustrien i nyere tid? 

 Hvad er efter din mening afgørende for brugernes valg af dels parkeringsløsning, men også 

specifikt betalingsmetode? 

 Hvilke betalingsmetoder oplever du, at brugerne foretrækker ift. betaling for parkering? 

 Hvordan har parkeringsindustrien udviklet sig gennem den tid, du har været i branchen?  

 Hvordan har de tekniske løsninger og betalingsmetoderne udviklet sig? 

 Ser du en udvikling i brugernes krav til nye teknologier inden for parkeringsløsninger? Og 

hvordan har det ændret sig over den tid, du har været i branchen? 

 Hvad er Onepark’s tilgang til parkering? Og hvordan adskiller den sig fra andre 

virksomheder i branchen? 

 Hvordan tror du parkeringsindustrien vil udvikle sig i den nærmeste fremtid? 
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Appendix 4: Transcription of interview with Jonas Ørting, CEO at Simplyture 

 

 I: Interviewer 

 J: Jonas Ørting, CEO hos Simplyture 

… = mindre pause 

(…) = udeladt passage eller utydelige ord 

[] = forklarende tekst 

____ = til når taler understreger noget 

 

I: Vil du ikke starte med at fortælle om hvem du er, og hvad du arbejder med? 

J: Jo det vil jeg gerne. Jeg hedder Jonas Ørting, og jeg er cand.merc. som baggrund, fra Aarhus 

Universitet og CBS. Sidste overbygning på CBS, hvor jeg læste inden for ledelse, innovation, og 

forretningsudvikling på en af de linjer de har der. Og jeg har arbejdet. Jeg har været selvstændig før 

tre gange, bl.a. med Hummel direktøren, hvor vi startede en webshop og så desuden har jeg været 

selvstændig konsulent, arbejdede i London. Før jeg begyndte som iværksætter arbejdede jeg i PA 

Consulting Group som er et management konsulenthus her i København. Det er et engelsk 

konsulenthus. Når jeg ikke har siddet der, har jeg forvaltet nogle penge, hvor jeg har været til en del 

investorsamtaler. Til en af de her samtaler har jeg så mødt bl.a. Robert Jensen og Per [Moesgaard], 

som begge er partnere i virksomheden nu, og ligesom med så mange andre ting, så sidder man og 

snakker og kommer på en eller anden lille grundidé til, hvordan man kunne ændre en traditionel 

kedelig industri, og så begyndte det egentlig at blomstre derfra, og så endte det med at jeg startede, 

i samarbejde med dem, den her virksomhed i juli sidste år.  

I: Hvad er dit syn på parkeringsindustriens udvikling her i nyere tid? 

J: Det går lidt hånd i hånd med det jeg sagde før. Traditionelt set, når man kigger på forskellige 

industrier, så er parkering jo ikke det mest sexy, som man siger, og der ligger flere ting til grund for 

den er kedelig: 1. Der sker ikke så meget udvikling, dvs. den måde man har gjort tingene på, den 

måde den kører på har ikke ændret sig markant de sidste 25 år. 

I: Altså rent teknisk eller? 
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J: Rent teknisk … men også hvordan den er bygget op. Selvfølgelig er der kommet nye spillere på 

markedet, men den måde man håndterer og administrerer parkering på, den måde som brugeren 

oplever parkering på, har ikke ændret sig markant de sidste 20-25 år … Grunden til jeg så siger den 

er kedelig er, når man så sammenligner med andre industrier, så har der været en 

digitaliseringsrevolution, som har disruptet de forskellige andre industrier, og det næste man er ved 

at se nu, det er jo banksektoren bl.a., hvor parkeringen ligesom har haltet lidt efter, der er ikke sket 

så meget, der har sket lidt … men der står vi overfor nu, at der nok højst sandsynligt er mange 

virksomheder især der popper op, specielt indenfor app verdenen med betaling, der begynder at 

komme selvkørende biler, hvor der begynder at ske en masse ting indenfor parkering som jeg ser 

det. Tingene begynder at hænge mere og mere sammen og der er nogle udfordringer i 

parkeringsindustrien pga. det som man kan kalde legacy systemer. Det kan vi jo tage senere, men 

for lige at vende tilbage til dit spørgsmål, så er det, at lige nu og de sidste fem år, der er der ikke 

sket specielt meget, udover der er kommet nogle flere betalingsmuligheder i form af apps, i form a 

mobilbetaling, og det er bl.a. de her tre store i Danmark EasyPark, ParkPark og ParkMan. Og det er 

sådan set noget af det nyeste, og det er jo ikke specielt meget, for det er egentlig bare en forlænget 

arm, i stedet for at skulle betale forud her i København, så kan man få lov til at betale bagud (…) 

Og det er meste der er sket. 

I: Du snakker om de her legacy systemer. Kan du lige forklare hvad du mener med det? 

J: Jeg tror det er vigtigt først at prøve at forstå industrien og hvordan det er bygget op, og hvad for 

nogle spillere der er. Der er nogen der ejer nogle arealer, det kan være pensionsfonde, det kan være 

privatejede, det er sådan set ligegyldigt. Der er nogle forskellige ejere af nogle arealer. Det kan 

være åbne p-arealer, det kan være shopping centre, hvor der er p-arealer, det kan være p-kældre 

som både kan være offentlige og private igen. Der er nogle ejere af p-arealer … Så har du nogle 

spillere på markedet der laver p-tekniske løsninger. Det er dem man rent lavpraktisk bruger til at 

administrere parkeringen, og det er traditionelt og typisk set de her bomanlæg. Der er der nogle 

store, en fra Østrig, der hedder SKIDATA, SWARCO i Danmark, der har distributionsret på dem. 

Så er der Scheidt & Bachmann, der er noget der hedder Designa, der er Hub Technologies, der er 

ZEAG, der er flere af de her leverandører af det [bomsystemer]. Derudover er der leverandører af 

alt lige fra skilte, til betalingsautomater, og pointen er, at vi har en klump vi kan sætte sammen vi 

kan kalde den p-tekniske løsning. Derudover så har vi nogle … der administrerer parkering for de 

her ejere. Dvs., at det er p-selskaberne (…) det er Onepark, EuroPark, eller de hedder APCOA i 
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dag, Q-Park, osv. Dvs. de laver aftaler med dem, der ejer p-arealerne, så køber de den p-tekniske 

løsning alt efter hvad der er behov for; skal det være en p-vagt der går rundt, så er det bare en p-

automat de skal bruge. Skal det være en bomløsning? Hvad skal det være? De køber en p-teknisk 

løsning og så administrerer de parkering for dem [ejerne]. Jeg synes det er interessant, når man 

kigger på p-teknisk løsning, fordi det er egentlig dem der ligger i bunden af den her technology 

stack … det er den laveste fællesnævner, og det er dem der dikterer hvad der er af udvikling, og 

hvad for nogle betalingsmuligheder der er, osv. Det er den p-tekniske løsning, og den er traditionelt 

set meget siloopdelt eller er stadig rigtig siloopdelt. Du har de her forskellige leverandører af 

bomme, men de kører alle sammen deres egne systemer, de er meget proprietære. De beskytter 

deres egen teknologier, de åbner ikke op. Dvs., at du sidder i en industri nu, en kæmpe industri, 

parkering. Der er rigtig mange penge i det, men hvert p-hus, i princippet, har hver deres egen 

løsning, og det vil sige, at al udviklingen om at have en eller anden fælles betalingsapp eller 

administrationssystem, gør det ekstremt komplekst, fordi 1. De er meget lukkede. 2. Der er mange 

forskelige af dem. Det er bare lige for at give lidt baggrund for, hvordan det hænger sammen. Det 

er sådan set groft sagt, hvordan de systemer fungerer. Det er de her legacy systemer jeg taler om 

her, det er de p-tekniske løsninger. 

I: I mange andre industrier og på mange andre områder, har vi set en høj grad af den her 

digitalisering i nyere tid. Hvordan ser du det komme ind i parkeringsindustrien? 

J: Jeg ser flere kræfter i markedet lige pt, hvor en af dem … selvfølgelig er den teknologiske 

udvikling og de teknologiske muligheder der er, men jeg ser ligeså meget, at i de forskellige 

bilproducenter … selvkørende biler i virkeligheden er en af de [kræfter], der skubber det her, men 

det er ikke nødvendigvis kun selvkørende biler. Det er ligeså meget bilproducenterne selv, der 

begynder at integrere deres navigationssystemer i bilerne, BMW bl.a. er nok det bedste eksempel 

på dem, men de andre prøver også. BMW lige nu har jo også en vision om at prøve at gøre det så 

nemt for brugerne ligesom alle andre har, det er ligesom det der har drevet digitaliseringen, det er 

jo, at man bruger de muligheder der er i at digitalisere en analog industri for at gøre det nemmere 

for brugerne. En af de ting, det kan fx være, at man i bilen direkte kan reservere en p-plads. Når jeg 

skal parkere inde i København centrum, så viser den de forskellige p-huse, det er det det koster, her 

er der ledigt, vil du reservere en plads? Ja. Og når du kører ned, så åbner den automatisk for dig. 

Det er ligesom visionen og synet, men der er vi igen blevet udfordret af de her legacy systemer som 

vi talte om før, men det er ligesom der hvor vi gerne vil hen. Vi vil gerne hen hvor man kan 
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begynde at 1. Betale automatisk, reservere pladser, så man er sikker på at have pladser. Det er ikke 

det største problem i København ift. San Francisco og nogle af de andre storbyer, så er det et 

ekstremt stort problem at finde parkeringspladser (…) Så det kræver ligesom, at man bliver enige 

om at benytte de samme standarder og interfaces sat sammen, og det er det, der hæmmer den 

digitale udvikling, men det er den vej vi kommer og går lige nu. 

I: Sådan en spiller som BMW. Har du indtryk af, om de har meget indvirke på industrien, hvis de 

begynder at tage sådan nogle skridt som du snakker om?  

J: Det har de bestemt! Men deres udfordring er ligeså meget, at for at deres løsning skal fungere 

godt, så skal de lave en masse integrationer til de forskellige bomsystemer der er rundt omkring. Så 

kommer de tilbage til de her legacy systemer som vi snakker om. Der er mange af de her 

bomsystemer (…) de er af ældre dato, dvs. at selvom de laver en integration til deres nyeste, så 

fungerer det ikke med det der er tre år gammelt, eller fire år gammelt, osv. Så BMW er hæmmet af, 

at de ikke kan … at de kun kan tilbyde automatisk reservering af en plads, til få steder i en by, hvor 

de har de her helt nye systemer. 

I: Hvad ser du af årsager til, at man er begyndt at fokusere mere på den her digitalisering af 

parkeringsindustrien? 

J: 1. Er jo en naturlig udvikling i … i teknologien. Altså at vi har alle sammen smartphones 

efterhånden, der er internet, der er også begyndt at blive installeret internet nede i alle p-kældre, 

osv. … Så det ene det er jo klart det er jo teknologi, de teknologiske muligheder, og det andet det er 

drevet af et behov, et behov for at systemer … hvis du ser verdenen som en masse forskellige 

systemer, at de begynder at kunne arbejde mere sammen … At en bil lige pludselig kan begynde at 

snakke sammen med en p-kælder, det var utopisk at tænke på for bare et par år siden, men at 

teknologien begynder at gøre det muligt skubber også på. Så klart teknologi, og slutbrugerne, noget 

af det der er i hvert fald inden for betaling for parkering, der går man traditionelt set hen mod at 

gøre tingene nemmere og billigere, nemmere og billigere at administrere, men så man også ligeså 

meget kan gøre det nemmere og billigere for ens slutkunder, for det er i sidste ende slutkunderne 

der er prisbevidste, og hvis der er en p-kælder lige ovre på den anden side af vejen, der er 10 kroner 

billigere i timen, så vælger du den. Dvs., der hvor vi er ved at bevæge os henad, det har været i lang 

tid indenfor administrering af parkering, at priserne er blevet presset i bund, her har det været et red 

ocean for dem, fordi det er en generisk vare de sælger, men når det kommer til at vælge et sted at 
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parkere, så er det meget uigennemsigtigt hvad det koster de forskellige steder, du finder nærmest 

først ud af det, når du er der, men der hvor vi er ved at se vi bevæger os hen ad, det er at i og med vi 

kan begynde at digitalisere … de her p-områder, og dermed begynder slutbrugerne at få et større 

indblik i, hvad er der af forskellige options, også med Google Maps, hvor du kan finde ud af, hvor 

der er en p-kælder, så vil den konkurrence også blive hårdere. Dvs. de p-steder der kan tilbyde 

BMW løsningen fx, hvor man kan reservere en plads, man kan få butler-løsning [a la valet 

parkering], man kan betale gratis, osv., det er dem, der på sigt vil vinde. Og når jeg siger vinde, så 

er det ikke, at de overtager alle de andre, men de vil være mere succesfulde end de andre, så den 

udvikling er vi så småt ved at se den spæde start til nu. (…) Det er derfor jeg siger, at det går lidt 

langsomt i parkeringsindustrien. Det her er noget vi begynder at bevæge os hen af, dvs. om to år, 

tre år, så vil vi se den her konkurrence om, at de forskellige steder også bliver tvunget til at 

opdatere deres systemer og gøre dem digitale, for at kunne få alle de her fx nye BMW biler ned, så 

det er noget af det som jeg spår vi vil se de næste par år. 

I: Hvad ser du som de ypperste potentialer for den her digitalisering i den her industri 

[parkeringsindustrien]? 

J: Jamen jeg ser, at der bliver lavet flere integrationer, dvs. de her betalingsapps, det kan også være 

MobilePay eller Swipp, eller Apple pay. Hvis man begynder at snakke betaling, så åbner man jo op 

for en lidt større boks, men … så ser vi også den revolution inden for bankverdenen, og det er der 

den i virkeligheden starter, det er; hvordan kan vi betale? Det kan være BitCoin, det kan være alle 

mulige former for betalingsmåder, og for at relatere det tilbage til parkering det er, at lige pt, der 

kan du nærmest kun betale med mønter eller kreditkort, og så har du de her apps, men hvis de her 

spillere er klar på den her digitalisering, åbner op for platforme, åbner op for de her forskellige 

integrationer, så betyder det også på sigt, at man kan betale med alle de her forskellige 

betalingsmåder. Så det bliver ikke kun EasyPark eller ParkPark eller MobilePay, det er bare 

ligesom at sige, om du vil betale med Visa eller MasterCard … Men hvis man begynder at åbne op 

for det, så åbner du op for 1. At du kan betale på mange flere forskellige måder. 2. Du kan gøre det 

mere automatisk, så du ikke skal gå hen til en p-automat, hver eneste gang du kommer ned til et 

sted, men at du rent faktisk bare er identificeret, og det er der jeg ser, hvis de begynder … at 

samarbejde på en eller anden måde, blive enige om nogle fælles standarder, ligesom man har set 

nogle af de andre industrier har. Der er noget der skal blive dominant design for at man kan 
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begynde at … og det er en kamp der skal udkæmpes først, men når der så er det, så begynder man 

at kunne lave de her smarte integrationer. 

I: Ser du nogen udfordringer i selve digitaliseringen, når det kommer til parkeringsindustrien? 

J: Jeg vil sige, hver eneste gang, du implementerer noget nyt, så er der både tekniske udfordringer, 

altså hvordan gør man det rent faktisk, men det er noget man overkommer forholdsvist hurtigt på et 

eller andet tidspunkt. De tekniske udfordringer har vi allerede snakket lidt om; der er noget med 

sikkerhed, der er noget med, hvordan man implementerer det de forskellige steder, hvis man bare 

tog udgangspunkt i selve implementeringen, så er det sådanne nogle ting man overkommer. Så er 

der hele det aspekt omkring, hvordan man får nye brugere tilvendt til nye løsninger, og det er jo 

noget … jeg ser det med to briller; der er både dem der rent faktisk skal købe de her løsninger og så 

dem sat op, dem der ejer og administrerer stederne, men der er også dem der skal begynde at bruge 

og benytte stederne. Sætte sig ind i den nye BMW eller bruge den nye app til at betale med, og med 

hensyn til det, så handler det om, at lige nu er der ikke så mange løsninger derude, der åbner op for 

det, dvs. der er ikke så mange … jo jeg tror der er omkring 90.000 i København, der bruger 

EasyPark fx, så folk er ved at vende sig til det, og det jeg i virkeligheden prøver at sige er, når det 

lige præcis kommer til betaling, så er vi efterhånden ved at vende os til MobilePay, vi er ved at 

vende os til nogle af de andre løsninger. Det kan godt være, at du ikke kan betale med MobilePay 

for parkering, men det betyder trods alt, at man vender folk, dvs. i og med, at andre industrier er 

længere foran med hensyn til forskellige betalingsmåder, så ser jeg det ikke som et særligt stort 

skridt for brugeren at begynde at betale på nye måder, inden for parkering, men det kræver blot, at 

de kan få lov til det, og at det bliver markedsført, og de får at vide at man kan. Så i virkeligheden, 

så ser jeg ikke, at brugernes tilvænning til det eller brugernes adoption til nye betalingsmåder som 

en udfordring i parkeringsbranchen, men nærmere, at det rent teknisk lige er muligt at gøre det for 

dem, at der er nok steder til, at det giver mening. Man gider jo ikke have fem forskellige 

betalingsapps, fordi der er fem forskellige steder, hvor du kan bruge den ene og den anden … Men 

grundet, at vi er bagud i industrien med hensyn til både betalingsmuligheder, men også generelt 

digitaliseringen, så når det engang er muligt rent teknisk og det er implementeret nok steder, så ser 

jeg det sådan at brugerne vil … adoptere de nye muligheder ret hurtigt. 

I: Hvad er, efter din mening, afgørende for, hvilke betalingsmuligheder de [brugerne] vælger, når 

de skal parkere? Dels tekniske løsninger, men også ift. hvilken betalingsmåde de vælger 
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J: Der er noget der hedder convenience på engelsk, altså at det er nemt. At det er sikkert. Og så er 

det, at hvis man kan spare penge på det … Og grunden til, at de her betalingsapps er blevet så 

populære i Danmark som de efterhånden er ved at blive og som der er flere og flere spillere der 

prøver at komme ind, de nyeste er ParkMan og ParkPark der kom ind for nogle år siden. EasyPark 

har været der lidt længere tid. Grunden til de er blevet så populære som de er, det er pga. i store 

træk, efter min mening, at der har været forudbetaling i Københavns Kommune fx. I hele 

København har der været forudbetaling, dvs. du skal på forhånd sige, hvor lang tid du holder et 

sted. Enten så underestimerer du det, og risikerer en bøde, eller også så putter du for meget i, og så 

når du kommer tilbage, så har du betalt for meget for din parkering. Det er brugere trætte af. De er 

trætte af at have betalt for lidt, så skal man betale for en bøde, som så gør det endnu dyrere, og de 

er trætte af at betale for meget. Dvs. den p-tekniske løsning kan vi vel kalde den er, fra et 

forretningssynspunkt forholdsvis smart, fordi man som udgangspunkt betaler mere end man har 

brug for, for at være sikker, dvs. der er flere penge i det, men fra et brugers synspunkt så er man jo 

trætte af det. Vi er jo alle sammen trætte af at betale mere end vi egentlig har brugt … Og den 

fundamentale ting omkring den løsning har gjort, at de her parkeringsapps er vundet frem, i min 

optik i hvert fald, fordi at det betyder, at der er mere fleksibilitet. Hvis man lige skal bruge en time 

længere, så kan du forlænge det. Du betaler kun for det du har brugt. De tager selvfølgelig en lille 

fee dem her, jeg kender ikke de reelle tal, men de markedsfører sig med, at det stadig er billigere 

end at skulle gætte på, hvor meget du skal betale. Og det er lige præcis det omkring, at man sparer 

penge på det og den convenience effekt i, at man selv kan bestemme, hvornår man går tilbage til 

bilen, som har drevet den form for betaling for parkering. 

I: Hvilke betalingsmetoder oplever du, at brugerne [parkeringskunderne] foretrækker? 

J: Det er faktisk sådan, at som vi generelt i markedet, ikke kun parkering, men sådan generelt, så er 

kontantbetalinger og kontantbetjening generelt dalende, og det er det jo dermed også automatisk 

inden for parkering. Så hvis vi husker det og har det in mente, så er det sådan, at lige pt så er der 

flest der betaler med kreditkort … og så kommer møntbetaling og så kommer mobilapps. Sådan er 

det lige nu. Der er det vigtigt at holde for øje, at der er faktisk forskel efter hvor vi snakker. Fordi 

hvis du snakker p-kælder i det centrale København, så er der omkring, der har jeg helt konkrete tal, 

så det kan du godt quote, der er omkring 8-10 %, der bruger kontantbetaling. Resten er med 

kreditkort, fordi i de fleste p-kældre, er det ikke muligt at betale med betalingsapps. Igen vender vi 

tilbage til de forskellige udfordringer der er, med de forskellige legacy systemer, og der er ikke 
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lavet integrationer endnu. Der er du nærmest tvunget til enten at betale med kreditkort eller kontant. 

Der er det, som sagt, 8-10 % som betaler med mønt. De her tal har jeg ikke, men hvis du tager 

længere væk, hvor parkeringen er knap så dyr, hvor det kun bliver 10 eller 20 kroner for parkering, 

så er den procent lidt højere, den er stadig ikke markant højere, men den er højere. Hvad de præcise 

tal er der, ved jeg ikke. Dvs., hvis du tænker på parkering som helhed, så er det rigtigt det jeg siger 

med så først er det kreditkort, så er det mønt, og så er mobilapps, men hvis du så tager nogle af de 

steder hvor du kan betale med mobilapps på offentlige steder, så er der nogle steder inde i det 

centrale København, hvor, jeg kender ikke tallene her, men mit umiddelbare bud er, at tallene vil 

være højere end … end kontant. Inde i rød zone i København koster det 31 kroner i timen, så hvis 

du holder der bare et lille stykke tid, så skal du altså have ret mange kontanter på dig, for at kunne 

betale for det, og der er der rigtig mange mennesker i København, der bruger EasyPark.  

I: Hvad fik dig til at starte din virksomhed Simplyture? 

J: Jamen det var lidt det vi har snakket om. Jeg så, at der var et behov i markedet for at få en digital 

platform. Du skal simpelthen have den laveste fællesnævner inden for parkering af de her p-

tekniske løsninger. Om det enten er en p-automat eller hvad det er der administrerer det, så kræver 

det, at for at kunne supportere den her fremtid som jeg talte om før med at man kan reservere 

pladser og betale automatisk, og betale med BitCoins, hvis det er det der skulle til, eller dit Matas 

kort, eller flypoint, hvad end det skulle være, så kræver det at du har en digital platform … Og ved 

at vi har lavet et administrationssystem til det, så … så kan vi supportere det, ved at have åbne 

standarder, lave integrationspoints som man kalder dem, altså API’er, der er frit tilgængelige til de 

forskellige andre services der gerne kunne tænke sig at køre på det, jamen så kan vi være med til at 

supportere denne udvikling … Den har tekniske forklaring er først kommet lidt senere, da vi kom 

ind og forstod det. Det der egentlig bare var den oprindelige driver var, at parkering er kompliceret 

for slutbrugeren, men også for administratoren af parkeringen. Det må vi kunne gøre noget ved, der 

må være en plads i markedet til rent faktisk at kunne revolutionere det og gøre det nemmere. Både 

for dem der ejer stederne og administrerer dem, men også for dem der bruger dem. Og det var 

noget af det, der drev den udvikling, og så har det så senere hen vist sig, at … ved at have den her 

digital platform så kan vi så … dermed supporterer vi så den vision, så det var det, der blev 

løsningen på det.  

I: Hvordan fungerer Simplyture’s løsning? 
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J: Det er i bund og grund et stykke software, SaaS, altså Software as a Service, hvor vi har gjort det 

muligt, at digitalisere administrering af parkering, dvs. at man ikke længere behøver at udskrive 

billetter, man behøver ikke længere at have nøglekort, fordi nu bliver den administreret ved, at man 

sætter kameraer op ved hver indgang og udgang, og ved at gøre det, så aktivt identificerer vi folk, 

når de kører ind og ud, ved hjælp af deres nummerplade. Det betyder lige pludselig, at vi i stedet 

for, at man skal skrive billetter ud til folk, i stedet for at medarbejdere og kontraktkunder skal have 

et nøglekort, jamen så har vi allerede på forhånd identificeret dem, så kan vi styre parkering, og de 

kan få lov til at betale enten ved hjælp af vores app eller en tredjeparts app, så kan man begynde at 

betale for parkering på den måde. Indtil videre hare vi ikke bygget ind, at man kan begynde at 

reservere pladser, men det er bare et spørgsmål om tid før vi gør det muligt også … Og det vil sige, 

lige nu står vi med et stykke software redskab, hvor vi så skal bruge nogle leverandører i form af 

kameraer, i form af software til at opsamle nummerpladen, men vi kan sådan set samarbejde med 

hvem end det skulle være, om det så er den førende leverandør i USA eller i Tyrkiet, eller hvor det 

nu skulle være, kunne vi sådan set samarbejde med. (…) 

I: Er i stødt ind i problemer i forhold til brugernes accept af opsamling af data? Jeg har læst artikler 

om lignende systemer der er stødt ind i problemer med dette. 

J: Det er faktisk en diskussion der er ved at blusse op, men det er ikke kun i parkering, langtfra! Det 

er nok parkering der gør sig mindst bemærket … men det er hele det der privacy, og det startede jo 

med Snowdens lækage af NSA filer osv. Vi har Facebook og Twitter, osv., så vi kommer ind i et 

overvågningssamfund, hvor vi bliver overvåget på alle mulige måder, både fra kameraer i det 

offentlige rum, men det er også på vores telefoner med alle de applikationer vi bruger, alle de nye 

services vi bruger, så hele det her privacy er ekstremt følsomt, dvs. at … og der er heller ikke rigtig, 

med hensyn til persondata, så kommer der en fælles EU lov nu omkring, hvordan man skal 

håndtere det, og de bliver strengere med kravene til virksomheder såsom os. For at vende tilbage til 

spørgsmålet, det her var for at give lidt baggrund, så er det … vi oplever, at de folk som vil bruge 

vores app, det vil være dem som man vil kalde early majority … når man deler markedet op i hvem 

det er, der springer med på bølgen, så er vi stadigvæk, fordi det er en hel ny måde at gøre det på, i 

den helt spæde begyndelse. Det er dem, der er teknologi nørder, dem der synes det er interessant og 

spændende, der vil springe med på det, og det er først når, at vi har bevist, at det er sikkert, og der 

er nok til at tippe skalaen, der vil gå ind på den her betalingsform … Dataopsamling er jo i vores 

branche ikke noget, der har været et problem overhovedet, og vores løsning er stadig så nyt, at vi 
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ikke har nogen konkrette, jo vi har ét konkret eksempel som var ret nyt, og det er en konkurrent til 

os, der har gjort det muligt, at man kan, på internettet faktisk, søge på sin nummerplade, så kommer 

der et billede op da man kørte ind i et given shopping center … Og det kom der lidt postyr over i 

Ekstra Bladet her i Danmark. Dvs., at jeg tror ikke vi skal … Don’t kid ourselves som man siger, at 

folk vil gå meget op i det her, hvis de føler, at deres data vil blive udnyttet. Dvs. vi som 

leverandører af de her løsninger hele tiden skal være påpasselige på, hvordan håndterer vi 

persondata. Vi skal passe på ikke at udgive enkelte personer og sige den person var her og vise 

billeder af personer, fordi så er det vi begynder at, i hvert fald i Danmark, føle at vi bliver 

overvåget. I England er der jo kameraer på hvert eneste gadehjørne, så der er de lidt mere vant til 

det, men lige præcis i Danmark skal man begynde at overveje lidt, eller man skal være meget 

påpasselig omkring, hvor langt går man i form af … at vise bl.a. billeder, og hvad bruger man data 

til, osv. Det er også noget vi tænker på, derfor har vi også truffet en beslutning om, at de data vi får, 

de bliver omdannet til meta data, dvs. anonymiseret data der gør, at vi ikke udgiver nogen personer 

der kører ind og ud. Det er 1. For at være sikre på, at det er lovligt, men vi kunne jo godt få 

personligt data, ved at få folks accept via app’en fx, men som det er lige nu, så vil al data der bliver 

brugt og videresolgt totalt anonymiseret.  

I: Hvordan fungerer betaling i Simplyture’s løsning, og hvad ligger til grund for hvilke 

betalingsmetoder i har valgt at have i jeres system? 

J: Lige pt der har vi jo administrationssystemet, der sørger for at administrere parkeringen, dvs. når 

du kører ned, så har du nogle forskellige muligheder for at betale. 1. Du kan betale på den helt 

traditionelle måde, ved at gå hen til en betalingsautomat. Vi er gået fra at betale med mønter, dvs. i 

de systemer vi har, kan man kun betale med kreditkort i betalingsautomaten. Løsning 2: At du kan 

betale på hjemmesiden, når du kommer hjem, dvs. du kan køre ud af stedet, og så kan du betale ved 

at søge på din nummerplade, vi viser ikke billeder der af folk, men der kan du finde din bil og så 

betale indenfor 48 timer eller hvad nu stedet beslutter sig for. Tredje løsning, som er lidt den 

smarte, den vi gerne vil promovere, det vi gerne vil have folk over på, det er vores bruger. Den kan 

manifestere sig i form af den app vi har lavet, eller det kan være, hvis du går ind på vores 

hjemmeside og opretter dig som bruger. Ved at gøre det, der parrer du dit kreditkortinfo med din 

nummerplade, og ved at gøre det, så identificerer vi dig aktivt; det her kreditkort er koblet til den 

her nummerplade og den her bruger. Vi kan sende en personlig hilsen ud, og når personen kører 

igen, så ved vi lige præcis, hvor lang tid brugeren har holdt der, og hvad det har kostet. De penge 
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bliver så trukket automatisk. Det er jo den automatiske betaling, der hvor brugeren skal gøre mindst 

muligt, og han betaler akkurat kun for det han har brugt, og det er den løsning som vi fra starten af 

har tænkt ind i vores system, altså den automatiske, friktionsfrie oplevelse ved at betale automatisk 

og betale kun for det du har forbrugt. Det er de tre betalingsformer der er i vores system som det er 

lige nu. Vi har lige nu et API, som gør at vi kan connecte op til EasyPark, ParkPark, ParkMan, osv., 

så de også kan benytte, deres brugere kan komme til at betale de steder, hvor vi er … På sigt vil vi 

åbne det her API op, som udgangspunkt for alle, men jeg kunne godt tænke mig at åbne op for … at 

man fx hvis BitCoin er fremtiden, at man kan betale med det, eller at man kan betale med nogle lidt 

alternative metoder som fx ens Matas point eller frequent flyer point, eller noget i den stil. Der er vi 

lidt længere ude i fremtiden, men det er den retning jeg ser det går. Eller man kan få nogle promo 

codes fra de omkringliggende butikker, hvor du bruger nogle penge, hvor de så kan betale for ens 

parkering. Dvs. jeg ser det lidt for slutbrugerne sådan, at de går meget op i at spare penge, som jeg 

nævnte før, jeg ser at ved at vi har denne digitale platform, så kan der være rigtig mange forskellige 

måder, hvorpå den her parkering den kan blive betalt. Ejerne vil stadig have pengene for … det 

man har parkeret, men om pengene kommer i form af, at flyselskabet betaler fordi de bruger 

frequent flyer point, eller Matas betaler det, eller at butikken ved siden af betaler, det er ejeren, som 

hovedregel, ligeglad med, han skal bare have pengene for den parkering der er blevet lavet. En 

sidste pointe er, at rent fysisk, så i betalingsautomaterne, vil vi gerne gøre det muligt, i de næste 

budgetter, at få NFC betaling, dvs. Apple pay eller nogle af de nye former for NFC 

betalingsmuligheder der nu kan være, MobilePay Apple pay, osv. 

I: Hvad er det der ligger til grund for de her valg af betalingsmuligheder? 

J: Vi har tænkt det ud fra en slutbrugers synspunkt. Vi er af den opfattelse, at ved at lave den 

absolut bedste løsning til slutbrugeren, ved at være meget produkt orienteret, så vinder vi også i 

markedet. Det er sådan en filosofi, om du vil, at ved at have fokus på dem, der rent faktisk skal 

bruge det, så bliver du også det foretrukne valg, fordi du har den bedste løsning, og derfor så er det 

her med, at det bliver helt automatisk, at du ikke skal tjekke ind, tjekke ud, og lave alle de her ting, 

så har vi en løsning, der rent faktisk er bedre end mange andres.  

I: Hvad tror du vi kommer til at se mere af i fremtiden i forhold til digitalisering af 

parkeringsindustrien? Også i forhold til betalingsmuligheder? 
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J: For at opsummere, hvis vi nu tager den tekniske løsning først, så tror jeg, at inden for den 

nærmeste fremtid vil vi stadig have den her siloopdelte industri, hvor de forskellige store aktører i 

markedet vil forblive dominerende. De vil til gengæld også bestræbe sig på at prøve at digitalisere, 

og hvordan kommer til at manifestere sig, jeg tror det bliver skuffende … ikke ligeså meget som vi 

gerne vil. Det bliver enkelte services der får lov til det, og det er kun de nyere anlæg, på deres nyere 

systemer det kommer til at fungere. Så lige præcis ved dem og i det vi kan kalde mass market, der 

tror jeg der går et stykke tid, før vi er helt oppe på den vision vi har snakket om i løbet af i dag. Vi 

er selvfølgelig en ny spiller inden for det, der vil prøve at åbne op for det her, men inden for de 

næste to år, tre år, når vi ikke at få mass market penetration på det. Dvs. vi vil stadig se, at der vil 

være enkelte løsninger og enkelte forbedringer i form af digitalisering af det, men det er ikke der vi 

kommer til at se det rykke mest. Jeg tror vi kommer til at se det rykke mest indenfor 

betalingsmulighederne indenfor parkering; at gøre det muligt at betale med EasyPark eller en NFC 

betaling i betalingsautomaterne, for de fleste p-tekniske løsninger, der laver betalingsautomater, de 

er ved at tænke de her løsninger ind i, dvs. du skal stadig gå hen til betalingsautomaten, men til 

gengæld bliver betalingen lidt hurtigere, for nu kan du gøre det via Apple pay, MobilePay, eller et 

eller andet i den stil, så der tror jeg vi kommer til at lige præcis den udvikling indenfor de næste to, 

tre år, hvorimod den helt friktionsfrie, hvor det hele hænger sammen systemer, og integrationerne 

er lavet, den kommer vi først til at se om fem til ti år. 
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Appendix 5: Transcription of interview with Jes Øksnebjerg, Leader of Center for 

Parking at Copenhagen Municipality 
 

 I: Interviewer 

 J: Jes Øksnebjerg, Leder af Center for Parkering hos Københavns Kommune 

… = mindre pause 

(…) = udeladt passage eller utydelige ord 

[] = forklarende tekst 

____ = til når taler understreger noget 

 

I: Jeg sidder her med Jes Øksnebjerg og vil du ikke starte med at fortælle hvem du er, og hvad du 

arbejder med? 

J: Jeg er centerchef i center for parkering under teknik- og miljøforvaltningen i Københavns 

kommune. Det er center for parkering som har ansvaret for parkeringen og parkeringskontrollen i 

København, og vi har nogle enheder i vores center. Vi har selvfølgelig den enhed, hvor alle p-

vagterne, så har vi en enhed, hvor alle vores teknikere er, og hvor vi har en vagtcentral, der 

overvåger alle vores automater ude i byen. Så har vi en enhed med nogle sagsbehandlere, der 

sagsbehandler klager, og så har vi en enhed, som står for økonomien, som afstemmer, at de faktiske 

beløb også passer.  

I: Hvad er dit syn på den udvikling parkeringsindustrien har været igennem i nyere tid? 

J: Man kan sige, at parkeringsforhold og parkeringsindustrien er under den udvikling, at der er 

mange steder i de store byer er knaphed om pladsen, og det vil sige, at parkering og 

parkeringspladser er en milliardindustri, der er ekstremt mange penge på spil, når man snakker om 

parkeringer. Der er parkeringspladser fx i London eller andre storbyer, som bliver solgt for 

millioner af kroner for en parkeringsplads, så der er rigtig mange penge på spil. Ift. … en offentlig 

kontekst, hvor vi jo er, er der også meget politik i det. En ting er de diskussioner man har, om man 

skal åbne eller lukke plejehjem eller om man skal sørge for, at der er noget bedre mad i skolerne. 

Det fylder rigtig meget i den politiske debat, men parkering fylder også ekstremt meget i den 
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politiske debat, altså hvor mange parkeringspladser skal der være, hvor meget skal det koste, osv. 

Så det fylder rigtig meget. 

I: Vi bliver et mere og mere digitaliseret samfund, hvordan ser du det komme til udtryk inden for 

parkering? 

J: Det kommer sådan til udtryk, at der i langt højere grad, set over de seneste 5-8 år, er der en meget 

stor udvikling inden for digitalisering og parkering. Det er jo sådan i dag, at der er rigtig mange 

steder, hvor man, og vi er også startet i København, skanner nummerpladerne, så man ikke længere 

bruger parkeringsbilletter, så skanner man bare nummerpladerne, og så skal man bare indtaste 

nummerpladen enten på en smartphone eller et eller andet, og så betaler man via sit credit card den 

vej rundt. Der er også masser af steder, hvor at man jo overvåger alle parkeringspladser med 

sensorer i asfalten, som ser om parkeringspladsen er fri, eller om den er optaget, og så kan man via 

Google få rutevejledning hen til de pladser, der er frie, osv. Så man kan sige, at der er en meget stor 

digital udvikling ift. at få den her mobilitet, man gerne vil have så god som mulig, til at blive så 

optimal som mulig, der er det her med at finde rundt i parkeringspladser meget fremme i tiden.  

I: Hvad ser du af årsager til det her øgede fokus, der har været på digitalisering? 

J: Det handler om, om man samlet set kan gøre det smartere for de samme eller færre penge, og så 

handler det om, at man har adskillige undersøgelser, der viser, at samfundet går glip af millioner 

kroner ved, at folk ikke kan få stillet deres bil og komme på arbejde. Man ved, at her i København, 

er utrolig meget af den trafik vi har i København, det kommer fra det man kalder søgetrafik, altså 

folk, der sådan set er kommet fra til deres bestemmelsessted, nu skal de så bare køre rundt i 

området i 20-25 minutter for at finde en parkeringsplads, men de er sådan set kommet fra, og det er 

jo skidt for samfundet, det er skidt for miljøet, osv. … Der kigger man så på, er der nogle 

teknologiske løsninger, er der nogle digitaliseringsløsninger, som gør at vi kan ændre den her 

søgetrafik, så folk hurtigere kan få parkeret deres bil. 

I: Hvad ser du af potentialer, hvis du kigger et par år frem eller længere, af den her digitalisering 

inden for parkering? 

J: Potentialet er selvfølgelig, at vi samlet set kan få en så optimal trafikafvikling som muligt, og det 

handler om at finde nogle teknologier, der kan gøre det. Meget af det, er ved at være udviklet, det 

er måske ikke fuldt implementeret rundt omkring endnu, men mange af teknologierne er udviklet 
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til, at man kan få noget god rutevejledning, og man kan få overvåget parkeringspladserne, hvad der 

er frit og hvad der ikke er frit … Det man kan sige der er udfordringen, det er, at i den 

sammenhæng jeg er, en politisk holdning til, hvad er det man skal prioritere? Skal man prioritere … 

at bruge mange penge på, at der kommer mange gode løsninger til bilisterne, og hvis man gjorde 

det, betød det så bare samlet set, at der kom endnu flere bilister? Det er det, der er problemet; hvis 

man gjorde det super let at være bilist og parkere, så vil der måske bare være endnu flere, der er 

motiveret for at købe en bil, måske også ligefrem bil nummer to og nummer tre, og så har vi jo bare 

endnu mere pres på vejnettet, eller det pres vi lige havde fået til at gå væk på grund af 

digitalisering, jamen få år efter, så er det bare kommet, fordi endnu flere mennesker har valgt at få 

en bil, og der er der selvfølgelig nogle politiske holdninger til, er det den vej man skal gå? Eller 

skal man satse på at bruge nogle penge på endnu flere cykelstier og endnu mere på kollektiv trafik? 

Og der er der selvfølgelig nogle holdninger, fordi man ved jo, at det kan godt være vi udvider 

motorvejen fra to sport til tre spor, men typisk 12-15 år senere, så er det sådan set lige meget, for så 

er der bare kommet endnu flere biler, og igen, så er der en diskussion om, hvis vi nu ikke havde 

brugt pengene på motorvejsspor nummer tre, men havde brugt dem på en supertogbane, hvad ville 

der så have sket? Og der er der selvfølgelig nogle diskussioner på politisk niveau omkring det.  

I: Ser du andre udfordringer i, at man udnytter mere og mere digitalisering i parkeringsindustrien? 

J: … Det handler samlet set om at gøre tingene så begavede som muligt, og det er den her 

digitalisering også meget et udtryk for, at vi prøver få det meste ud af de resurser vi har, og folk 

bliver selvhjulpne og sådan nogle ting.  

I: Hvad er din oplevelse af kundernes accept af nye teknologier, og mere specifikt 

betalingsmetoder? 

J: Min oplevelse er, at folk generelt tager godt imod det. For vores vedkommende har vi lige 

digitaliseret vores betalingssystem inden for få uger, og det skal folk selvfølgelig lige vende sig lidt 

til, men ellers er det mit indtryk, at folk er glade for det, og det fungerer. Vi er jo i gang med at 

prøve at se, om vi ikke kan få folk til at bruge apps i højere grad end at bruge vores automater, og 

det synes vi folk tager meget godt imod, og vi kan også se, at folk i stigende grad downloader apps, 

og bruger dem til at betale med, i stedet for at bruge vores automater.  

I: Hvad er, efter din mening, afgørende for, hvilken betalingsmetode kunderne vælger? 
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J: Det skal selvfølgelig være tilstrækkelig let at bruge, men ellers tror jeg selvfølgelig også, at det er 

afgørende for, hvor meget det koster. Det er jo sådan, at parkeringen koster de antal kroner den nu 

engang koster per time, men hvis du vælger at bruge nogle af de digitale løsninger som de private 

udbydere har lavet, fx EasyPark, ParkMan eller ParkPark, så tager de også et vederlag for at bruge 

deres services og det er klart, at kostede måske 18 kroner i timen at parkere, men i virkeligheden 

endte du ud med at betale 20 kroner for at parkere den her time, fordi de også skal have deres 

vederlag. Selvfølgelig har folk en holdning til, hvor meget ekstra vil de betale for at bruge de her 

digitale løsninger, det er klart.  

I: Så det er en afvejning, efter din mening, af brugervenlighed og pris? 

J: Ja og services. Det man kan sige er, at hvis du nu fx kigger på … der er nogle af de her 

mobiludbydere, hvor du bare betaler for parkering, og den service app’en kan, det er betaling for 

parkering. Så er der andre udbydere, hvor at app’en jo har flere funktioner; det er både 

rutevejledning, p-guidance og p-betaling i samme app, og det vil sige, at hvis du åbner den her app, 

og bor i Frederikssund, og du skriver, at du skal til Tivoli, så vil app’en starte med at være 

rutevejledning, fuldstændig ligesom Google rutevejledning til Tivoli. Når du så når 1000 meter fra 

Tivoli, så vil app’en lave sig om, og blive p-guidance, så vil den sige, hvis du kører til højre nu, vil 

du statistisk set finde en parkeringsplads inden for syv minutter, når du så har fundet din 

parkeringsplads, så har du 17 minutters gå gang til Tivoli. Hvis du derimod drejer til venstre nu, 

finder du statistisk set en parkeringsplads inden for 20 minutter, til gengæld har du kun tre 

minutters gå gang til Tivoli. Så kan vi ligesom vælge, hvad man vil gøre. Hvis du så vælger at dreje 

til højre, og du har fundet din parkeringsplads inden for syv minutter, så vil app’en lave sig om 

igen, og sige; nu har du fundet din parkeringsplads, nu kan du så betale via den her app. Det er 

klart, at den her app er langt mere avanceret, end en anden app, som er ren hardcore betaling. Det er 

klart, den koster selvfølgelig noget mere … Folk vurderer så, vil jeg betale ekstra for de her 

services eller vil jeg ikke? … Derfor er det selvfølgelig sådan, at nogle siger; jeg vil gerne betale 

for de services og nogle siger de ikke vil, og så vælger man selvfølgelig de apps man synes man vil 

betale for. 

I: Lidt mere specifikt for Københavns kommune og jeres betalingsløsninger, kan du gennemgå de 

parkeringsløsninger i har haft i nyere tid, jeg ved i lige er gået over til et digitalt system? 
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J: Vi har dybest set kun haft et forgående system … Vi har haft nogle parkeringsautomater ude på 

gaden, hvor at man på automaten kunne købe noget parkeringstid. Der var simpelthen et ur i 

displayet, og efterhånden som du puttede penge i den her automat, så kunne se uret tælle op fra den 

du er tid nu, du er nu kommet og klokken er 13:39, og efterhånden som du puttede mønter i, så 

udviklede den her tid sig, og når du så har sagt, at jeg har puttet nok penge i som modsvarer den tid 

jeg gerne vil have, så trykker du på en OK knap, så var der en printer inde i automaten, der printede 

en billet ud, som sagde, at du må nu være indtil 15:24. Den billet lagde man så i sin forrude, og vi 

havde så nogle parkeringsvagter, der gik rundt og kiggede på de her billetter, og når de her billetter 

så var gyldige, fik man lov til at blive der, og hvis den var udløbet, fik man så en parkeringsafgift, 

som blev skrevet i hånden af parkeringsvagten. Så det var sådan det startede. Sidenhen er det blevet 

sådan, at vi har fået flere og flere produkter. Det er sådan, at man stadigvæk har 

parkeringsautomaten, men man har nu også nogle særlige produkter til dem, der er bosiddende i 

København; de behøver ikke gå hen til en automat, de kan i stedet få en licens, der gælder for et år 

ad gangen, som ligger i deres forrude, og man har også forskellige licenser til erhvervslivet. Man 

har nogle forskellige licenser, så hvis du har en bil, der går i stykker og du får en lånebil på 

værkstedet, så kan den her bil fra værkstedet få en lånebilslicens i x antal uger osv., så der er 

forskellige produkter, men konceptet er dybest set det samme, nemlig at man har noget papir i 

forruden. Det har vi så lavet om nu til, at man har det digitalt, så i stedet for, at man har noget papir 

i forruden, så går du ind på en hjemmeside og køber de produkter, du gerne vil købe. Alt efter, 

hvem du er, har du så adgang til forskellige produkter. Hvis du er bosat i Københavns kommune, så 

har du adgang til nogle andre produkter og priser, end dem, der ikke er bosat i Københavns 

kommune. Nu kommer jeg personligt fra Gladsaxe kommune, så hvis jeg gik ind og skulle betjene 

mig selv på Københavns kommunes hjemmeside omkring de her produkter, der hedder 

pbutikken.kk.dk, så ville jeg få adgang til nogle produkter. Hvis jeg går ind med mit NemID og 

man kan se, at du er bosiddende i Københavns kommune, så ændrer billedet sig simpelthen. Du får 

nogle flere features at vælge imellem, du får simpelthen nogle flere priser at vælge imellem, nogle 

bedre priser. Når jeg så har købt mit produkt, jamen så bliver jeg simpelthen uploadet i en database, 

og når jeg er uploadet i den her database, så har jeg med mit registreringsnummer fået købt nogle 

produkter, og jeg er nu uploadet i en database med retten på de her produkter. Når så en p-vagt 

kommer ud, så har han en håndholdt skanner i stedet for at have en kuglepen. Den skanner 

nummerpladen … når nummerpladen er skannet, så bipper skanneren, som dybest set ligner en 

smart phone, grøn, så er det OK, at den bil er her lige nu, og hvis den bipper rød, så er det ikke OK, 
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at den bil er der, og så får man en afgift i stedet for, så der er ikke længere nogen papirbilletter, nu 

er det simpelthen bare en database, hvor alt data ligger, og så er det knyttet til den nummerplade 

bilen har.  

I: Du snakker om de her produkter, det er så fx hvis man har et månedsabonnement? Der findes vel 

også normal timebetaling? 

J: Det vi gør nu er, at den automat vi før havde, som spyttede en papirbillet, det gør den ikke i dag. 

I dag, er automaten dybest set en fingertouch skærm a la en iPad, og når du trykker på automaten, 

jamen så kommer der bare et billede op, hvor du indtaster dit registreringsnummer, siger OK, 

indsætter dit kreditkort eller putter nogle mønter i, og så siger automaten ”Tak for det! Du har nu 

købt parkeringstid til kl. 14:48. Hav en god dag!” Så har du indtastet dit registreringsnummer i 

automaten, og når vagten så kommer, så siger den OK, men hvis du kommer efter 14:48, så siger 

den ”Nej, der er ikke betalt”. Du er kun inde i databasen i det tidsrum du har betalt for, så ryger 

registreringsnummeret ud af databasen igen. 

I: Så hvis jeg forstår det rigtigt, så fordelen ved at bruge de her apps er så, at man kan betale for 

præcist det man forbruger, i modsætning til at gå hen og taste ind og betale på forhånd i automaten? 

J: Det er en af fordelene. En af fordelene er, at hos os, når du bruger automaten, der skal du betale 

for den tid du synes du skal bruge. Hvis så, at dit møde stoppede en time tidligere, så har du dybest 

set betalt en time for meget, hvis du bruger automaten, hvorimod at nogle af de features, der gør sig 

gældende for apps er, at du kan gå ind og stoppe parkeringen med det samme, og derved ikke tabe 

den time på gulvet. En anden fordel er, at antallet af automater i København er jo ikke så mange 

som de har været, vi er fået fra 1600 automater ned til 800 automater, og det vil sige, at hvis du 

parkerer din bil, så skal du faktisk gå en smule længere før du finder en automat, hvorimod hvis du 

har en app, så kan du bare med det samme få det gjort, uden at skulle lede efter en automat, så det 

er en anden feature. 

I: Hvad var motivationen for at skifte til det her digitale system? Er i blevet inspireret af den private 

sektor inden for parkering? 

J: Motivationen var at prøve at gøre noget godt for borgerne. Man kan sige, at vi er ikke et privat 

firma. Vi er et offentligt firma, og vi er sat i verden til, at skatteborgerne får den bedst mulige 

service for de penge de betaler i skat … Det vi var motiveret og inspireret af var at kunne vi ikke 
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prøve at gøre det her lettere og smartere for borgerne og kunne vi samlet set prøve at spare nogle 

penge, så vi kunne bruge skatteborgernes penge på nogle andre ting; rydde op i Fælledparken noget 

mere eller et eller andet. Det bestemmer politikerne jo hvad man gør de penge, men det var det, der 

var motivationen. Det der i virkeligheden var motivationen var, at man har digitalisering på en lang 

række områder: I gamle dage havde vi et lånerkort, når vi skulle låne en bog på biblioteket, det gør 

vi jo ikke mere. Nu tager vi vores gule sundhedskort, og så er det bare det vi bruger. I gamle dage, 

skulle man skrive sine børn op ved at sende et brev til kommunen for at få skrevet sine børn op til 

daginstitutionsplads. I dag der går du ind på en selvbetjeningsløsning på din computer for at gøre 

det. I gamle dage, der skulle man jo printe sit boardingpass ud, i dag, der går du bare ind på din 

smart phone og køber din flybillet til Rom, du tjekker dig selv ind, og dit boardingpass har du på 

din smart phone, du har ikke papirer ligesom i gamle dage. Det var i virkeligheden det der var 

inspirationen. Det var ikke inspirationen, hvad de andre private udbydere af parkering gør, det var 

inspirationen af, hvordan fanden gør vi det bare lettere for borgerne generelt at betjene sig selv, og 

der var det vi kiggede på, kan vi samlet set gøre det her lettere for borgerne, og kan vi spare nogle 

penge, så skatteborgernes penge kan bruges på noget, der er endnu mere fornuftigt? Der var det 

sådan noget med lufthavnen, terminalerne kender man fra lufthavnen, hvor du kan betjene dig selv. 

Lufthavnen var i virkeligheden nok den største inspirationskilde for mig. Vi har i flere år forsøgt at 

lave den her digitalisering, men det var først nu her for nyligt, at politikerne sagde ok til at vi skulle 

bruge de her penge på det, men den største inspirationskilde for mig har været lufthavnen. Du kan 

betjene dig selv hjemmefra, hvis du vil det. Du kan også møde op i lufthavnen og betjene dig selv 

via en automat, den kan du også her [med Københavns kommunes nye p-løsning], eller endeligt, 

hvis du har brug for nogle til at hjælpe dig, så kan du gå til en borgerservice. Du kan også finde 

servicemedarbejdere i en lufthavn, som kan hjælpe dig med at betjene automaten, så det var noget 

med at sige, at … det er faktisk op til den enkelte borger, hvor vidt jeg vil gå. Mange unge 

mennesker er jo ekstremt selvhjulpne. De har deres smart phone og så skal de nok fixe den der selv, 

men der er måske også et ældre ægtepar i 65-års-alderen som måske ikke lige er så bekvemme med 

en smart phone, og hvis de skal til Rom, så kan de stadigvæk godt gå ind til et rejsebureau og købe 

sig en rejse. De kan stadigvæk godt gå ind i lufthavnen og tjekke sig ind på en automat, eller få 

hjælp til at gøre det, og det er det de også kan her [med parkering i Københavns kommune], hvis de 

ikke gider downloade de apps, så kan du faktisk finde en automat, og hvis du ikke kan finde ud af 

at betjene den, så vil der faktisk være nogle folk ude i bybilledet, fx p-vagter, eller du vil faktisk 
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kunne gå hen til en borgerservice og få noget hjælp. Så vi tager ikke nogen som gidsler, og det var 

rigtig vigtigt for os.  

I: Hvordan har feedbacken fra brugernes side været ift. Implementeringen af det her nye system? 

J: Den har været rigtig god. Den har også været god, fordi den kommunikationsindsats vi har lagt 

for dagen her, har været ekstrem omfattende. Vi har haft kommunikationsfolk, konsulenter og 

pressefolk inde fra teknikforvaltningen, altså den forvaltning vi er en del af. De har gjort et 

fuldstændig vanvittigt godt stykke arbejde ift. at kommunikere det her ud med pressemeddelelser, 

lave videoklip om, hvordan man skal betjene sig selv. Vi har været på de sociale medier, Facebook 

og alt muligt andet, hvor der er blevet lagt en strategi for, hvordan vi kommunikerer det her ud til 

borgerne, og derfor har vi faktisk haft meget lidt kritik af den her omvæltning. Normalvis får man 

… hvis man ændrer en betalingsordning eller hvis man ændrer åbningstiderne, eller hvis man 

ændrer måden man går på biblioteket, så vil der altid være en del kritik, fordi nogle synes det er 

irriterende, hvis man ændrer noget, men her har kritikken faktisk været meget lille, fordi vi 

simpelthen er lykkedes ekstremt godt med kommunikation, pressemeddelelser og events. Det er 

faktisk gået godt, men det er klart, at hvis vi har mødt en kritik, så er det jo, at vi har gået fra 1600 

automater ude i bybilledet, til 800 automater. Vi har halveret antallet af automater, og det har vi jo 

gjort fordi vi vil jo gerne presse folk over på at bruge deres egen smart phone. Det er ret dyrt for 

kommunen at servicere de her automater. De bliver udsat for hærværk, graffiti, de bliver sprunget i 

luften nytårsaften, de går i stykker, de skal tømmes for mønter, og det vil sige, at vi har haft en 

interesse i, at få antallet af automater ned og presse folk med en kærlig hånd, over på smartphones, 

fordi det var der, vi kunne spare mange penge, når vi ikke skal renovere automater, og de penge vi 

så sparer kan politikerne så prioritere på alle mulige andre ting og sager, til glæde for borgerne. 

Derfor kan man sige, at når vi har mødt noget kritik, så har det været, at folk skal gå en smule 

længere for at nå en automat, men det er fordelen med den model vi har, og det der har været vores 

argument, det er, at årsagen til, at automaterne var meget tæt på hinanden i gamle dage var, at du 

skulle parkere din bil, gå hen til en automat, trække en billet og gå tilbage til din bil. Det skal du 

ikke mere; nu skal du parkere din bil, og så skal du bare gå i biografen. Når du så møder en automat 

på din vej til biografen, så skal du betale for din parkering. Du skal ikke gå tilbage, du skal bare 

fortsætte i biografen, du skal ikke gå tilbage. Dvs. det med, at du ikke skal gå tilbage til bilen gør 

jo, at du bare skal parkere din bil, så skal du bare gå i biografen. Når du så møder en billetautomat 

på din vej før eller siden, for der er trods alt 800, så skal du selvfølgelig lige huske det. Du skal ikke 
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tilbage mere, du skal bare fortsætte i biografen, eller til møde, eller alt muligt andet. Derfor kan der 

godt være længere tid mellem automaterne. Det har folk lidt svært at vende sig til kan du sige. De 

har det der behov med at finde automaten med det samme, men du skal bare gå, og når du så støder 

på den, så skal du betale.  

I: Har kommunen nogle fremtidige strategier på det her område, nogle projektet i pipelinen til at 

udvikle det mere? 

J: Vi har i kommunen … en udviklingsafdeling, som hedder Copenhagen Solution Lab … de 

arbejder med smart city teknologier generelt. Det er lige fra intelligent belysning, til intelligente 

skraldespande, der selv fortæller, hvornår de skal tømmes. Det er intelligente parkeringspladser og 

parkeringsløsninger, altså hvornår er pladserne frie, og hvordan kan man bruge dem, og hvordan 

kan man ikke bruge dem … Det er intelligente lysregulering, som selv regner ud, at når der er så og 

så mange cyklister, så skal der være mere grønt cyklerne end der skal være for bilerne. Hvis der 

lige pludselig kommer rigtig mange gående, så skal det ændre sig til, at der er mere grønt for de 

gående, og ikke så meget grønt lys for bilerne, osv. Hele det her smart city teknologier, er der nogle 

folk, er der nogle enheder, som helt specifikt sidder og bruger deres tid på. De sidder også og 

overvåger og vurderer, hvad der er af parkeringsmuligheder. De snakker med os om det, men vi er 

ikke som sådan en udviklingsafdeling, det er mere nogle andre, der gør det … Vi er så med inde 

over det kan du sige, men det er forankret et andet sted, men ellers kan man sige, at det der ligger i 

det for vores vedkommende, det er, at nu har vi lavet den her skannerløsning, vi har fjernet 

papirbilletterne, og vi er gået over til at skanne. Vi har nu fået skannerbiler, der skanner, og vi har 

fået håndholdte skannere til vagterne. Det er der vi er i første omgang. Hvordan man så lige prøver 

at komme spadestikket dybere, der handler det nok meget om, at vi nu genererer en masse data for, 

hvor bilerne holder henne, med vores skannerbiler, og det er så den vi kan bruge efterfølgende til at 

sige, giver det så anledning til at vi skal lave vores byrum anderledes, giver det anledning til at vi 

skal ændre nogle af de vilkår der er for bilisterne? Det vil det her data så kunne understøtte om man 

skal eller ej. 

I: Hvis vi ser lidt bredere på hele parkeringsindustrien, hvad tror du så vi kommer til at se mere af i 

fremtiden, både mht. parkeringsløsninger, men også betalingsløsninger? 

J: Det der kommer til at ske det er … at i bilindustrien, der er det sådan nu, at der er krav om, at alle 

de biler, der bliver produceret i Europa efter 2015 … der er det pålagt, at bilerne bliver produceret 
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med modem og SIM-kort i alle bilerne. Det der ligger i er, at der er kommet en beslutning fra 

Europa-Parlamentet, som siger, at hvis en bil bliver involveret i et trafikuheld, hvor der bliver 

udløst tilstrækkelig meget g-kraft, så skal bilen selv kunne ringe op til en vagtcentral og sige, at den 

er blevet udsat for en ulykke, så ambulancer og brandbiler kan sendes afsted. Dvs. hvis du kommer 

kørende alene på en landevej og hamrer ind i et vejtræ, så vil bilen selv kunne regne ud, at der er 

noget galt, så vil den selv kunne sige, at der er en kollision her, og der skal sendes brandbil og 

ambulance til den her location, så du behøver ikke vente på, at der kommer en forbipasserende og 

gør det, fordi det gør bilen selv, hvis g-kraften er tilstrækkelig stor. Det er klart, hvis du og jeg 

kører ind i hinanden med 5 km/t og får en bule, så gør den det jo ikke, men der er nogle regler for 

det. Dvs. alle nye biler kan kommunikere via satellitter til omverdenen. Det er der rigtig mange 

biler, der er begyndt at udnytte til at sige, hvis alle nye biler nu kan snakke med omverdenen med et 

SIM-kort og et modem, så kan vi også downloade apps til parkering til bilen, og dvs. Volvo fx er 

meget langt fremme med at lave en app, hvor de bare siger, vi overvåger din kørsel, som vi i øvrigt 

også kan bruge til at dokumentere, hvilket forsikringsselskab du skal vælge, og hvor billigt du kan 

få din forsikring, for nu ved vi godt, at du ikke er en der kører 180 km/t på motorvejen, vi ved godt, 

at du er en der altid kun kører 110 km/t på motorvejen. Alt det der kan man overvåge, så derfor kan 

forsikringsselskaberne overvåge det, og finde de rigtige produkter til dig. Volvo er nu også i gang 

med at sige, du skal bare parkere din bil, og lade lortet være. Ligeså snart hjulene ikke drejer rundt 

på bilen i mere end fem minutter, så vurderer vi, at du er parkeret, og når hjulene begynder at dreje 

rundt igen, så vurderer vi, at du er begyndt at køre, så skal vi nok overvåge hvilke betalingszoner 

du er i, hvilke byer du er i, hvordan parkeringsreglerne er, og vi skal nok sørge for, at der bliver 

betalt for din parkering, og så får du bare en regning fra Volvo, for den parkering du har haft på 

månedsbasis. Du skal slet ikke bekymre dig om det. Fuldstændig på samme måde som du har 

betalingsservice, hvor du betaler for din husleje eller du betaler for dine forsikringer, eller for dine 

børn i børnehave, jamen så får du bare en regning fra Volvo over din parkering, og du gør ikke en 

skid selv, du parkerer bare din bil, så klarer teknologien alt andet. Det er fremtiden. Det er pisse 

smart. Det der så, ud fra en politisk kontekst, kan være problemet … det er, at jo smartere det 

bliver, jo lettere det bliver, og jo mere problemfrit det bliver, jo flere benytter det selvfølgelig også. 

Det vil samlet set betyde mere pres på vejnettet, fordi når du kigger på København, så er store dele 

af byen jo en by, der er blevet bygget af Christian d. 4., og dvs. det vejnet vi har, den måde det hele 

er bygget op på har jo selvfølgelig en smertegrænse, uanset hvor smart byen bliver lavet med 

smarte teknologier, betalingsløsninger, overvågning af satellitter og alt muligt andet, så er byen 
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stadigvæk bygget af Christian d. 4., med vejnettet der nu engang er som vejnettet er. Derfor er der 

selvfølgelig en grænse for, hvor smart man kan gøre det her. Hvorimod, hvis man bygger helt nye 

bydele eller byer som måske kun har 40 år på bagen, så kan man tænke det her ind på en helt anden 

måde, men der har gamle byer altså en begrænsning. 
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Appendix 6: Transcription of interview with Per Moesgaard, CEO at Onepark 

 

 I: Interviewer 

 P: Per Moesgaard, CEO hos Onepark 

… = mindre pause 

(…) = udeladt passage eller utydelige ord 

[] = forklarende tekst 

____ = til når taler understreger noget 

 

I: Vil du starte med at fortælle hvem du er, og hvad du arbejder med? 

P: Det kan jeg sagtens. Jeg har været direktør i EuroPark og stoppede for tre et halvt år siden. Jeg 

fik en ny tysk koncernchef, og mig og ham vi kunne ikke, og så startede jeg Onepark for tre et halvt 

år siden, og i dag er vi 150 ansatte inden for parkering. Så er jeg en af de første der har været med i 

privat parkering i Danmark, så jeg har været med i over 20 år. Jeg har været med til at lave 

lufthavnen i Billund og en masse andet, og ejer også selv parkeringsanlæg rundt omkring, bl.a. i 

København. Så har jeg et søsterselskab oppe i Aalborg, ParkPark, der laver mobilbetaling [for 

parkering], og så har jeg et it firma [Simplyture] med Jonas [Ørting] derinde, som vi lige er ved at 

løbe i gang med hensyn til nummerpladeregistreringer.  

I: Hvad er dit syn på den udvikling, der er sket i parkeringsindustrien i nyere tid? 

P: Det ændrer sig. Der kommer nogle redskaber nu, så jeg tror det vi kender med normale 

parkeringsvagter, der går og udskriver girokort, det vil vi ikke se. Københavns Kommune har jo 

også erkendt det og lavet om på det, så i dag når du, nogen steder i København, er det for et par 

måneder siden blevet sådan, at du ligger din nummerplade ind i betalingsautomaten, så kommer der 

en bil, der kører ned af vejen og skanner og kan se det, så er der heller ingen mennesker, der skal 

røre ved det. Det er den samme teknologiske udvikling vi er i gang med.  

I: Bruger de også kameraer i Københavns Kommunes løsning? 

P: De sidder på en bil, der kører ned af rækkerne, så man kan kontrollere om folk har betalt.  
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I: Hvad tror du er afgørende for, hvad for nogle betalingsmidler brugere af parkering de vælger? 

P: Der er mange løsninger; der er app løsninger til boligforeninger, og vi har det der 

nummerpladeaflæsning til registrering af kunder, så er der jo mobilbetalinger. Det er mange 

forskellige betalingsløsninger, men det der hedder kontantbetaling det forsvinder, og der bliver 

heller ikke betalingsautomater i gadebilledet på sigt, det tror jeg ikke på. Det bliver på 

mobiltelefonen at ligger ind, hvad man har parkeret.  

I: Hvordan har dels de tekniske løsninger i p-husene udviklet sig gennem den tid du har været i 

branchen? 

P: I starten var det almindeligt, at de gik med en håndblok og skrev folk, og så p-vagter der kom i 

nogle perioder og besøgte parkeringspladserne. I dag kører med kameraer, der laver 24-timers 

overvågning, i modsætning til at det er manuelt folk, der går rundt og skriver biler op, og vi har 

også bomanlæg i vores parkeringsanlæg med betaling med en billet, hvor bommen går op og ned. 

Det vil også forsvinde. Det er ikke konkurrencedygtigt mere.  

I: Mener du, at brugerne stiller større og større krav til de tekniske løsninger i p-husene? 

P: Nej det tror jeg egentlig ikke. Det er udviklingen der har gjort det, der er kommet nye produkter 

på markedet man så kan benytte. Det er ikke noget brugerne har bedt om, men det er selvfølgelig 

noget, der gør det nemmere, men det er ikke noget de har sat et krav om, men det er noget der har 

udviklet sig, teknologisk er det muligt at gøre nu.  

I: Hvad er Onepark’s tilgang til lave parkering? 

P: Vi er det tredjestørste [parkeringsfirma i Danmark] på tre et halvt år … vi er nødt til at købe op 

eller gøre noget andet, fordi det vi kender i dag … vi har mange pladser med p-skiver, men de biler 

der bliver købt i dag, der sidder automatiske p-skiver der sætter sig selv, så det marked vil falde 

drastisk. Der er kun én ting, det er at øge volumen, og så lave det mere smidigt med at køre 

igennem, også de digitale systemer til kontoret, så det ryger direkte igennem.  

I: Adskiller den måde i gør tingene i Onepark sig fra andre p-selskaber i Danmark du kender? 

P: Det ved jeg ikke. Vi er ikke så koncentreret på, hvad de andre gør, vi gør bare vores egne ting. 

I: Hvordan tror du parkeringsindustrien vil udvikle sig i den nærmeste fremtid? 
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P: Jeg tror alle dem, der ikke koncentrerer sig om teknologien og tror de bare kan rende og skrive 

girokort, dem tror jeg bliver kørt bagud i dansen. Da jeg startede for 20 år siden, der var vi to, i dag 

der vi 20 [parkeringsvirksomheder]. Selvfølgelig er markedet også større, jeg vil tro der bliver 

omsat for omkring 800 millioner [danske kroner] i private selskaber, så kommer Københavns 

Kommune og det er nok noget af det samme, så tæt på 1,5 milliard, der bliver omsat for i betalt 

parkering, men de små selskaber der ikke følger med teknologien, de overlever ikke … Det er det 

vi ser ved Nokia og B&O og vi kan blive ved, det er det samme.  

I: Mange mener, at parkeringsindustrien har været langsom til at følge med den teknologiske bølge. 

Hvordan tror du kan være? 

P: Det er fordi, nogle af de store selskaber, specielt to af dem, de er kapitalfondsejede. De operer 

ikke i markedet, de operer i forhold til nogle revisionskontorer, så de sidder bare og rapporterer og 

rapporterer, så de tænker ikke på kunder (…) eller markedet, jeg har selv været der, så jeg ved det. 

I: De to virksomheder du snakker om, hvem er det? 

P: Det er Q-Park og Apcoa [tidligere EuroPark]. 
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Appendix 7: Introduction survey instruments in English and Danish 

Introduction Survey Instruments Mean Std. Deviation 
Missing 

Values 

Sex: (1) Male (2) Female (3) Other 

Køn: (1) Mand (2) Kvinde (3) Andet 
1.39 0.490 0 

Age: (1) 18-25 (2) 26-35 (3) 36-45 (4) 46-55 (5) 56-65 (6) 66+ 

Alder: (1) 18-25 (2) 26-35 (3) 36-45 (4) 46-55 (5) 56-65 (6) 66+ 
2.62 1.346 0 

How many times per month do you use paid parking? (1) 1-2 (2) 3-5 (3) 6-10 (4) 10+ 

Hvor mange gange om måneden anvender du betalt parkering? (1) 1-2 (2) 3-5 (3) 6-10 (4) 10+ 
1.49 0.810 0 

What payment solution do you use the most, when paying for parking? 

(1) Credit card (2) Cash (3) Payment app (EasyPark, ParkPark, etc.) 

Hvilket betalingsmiddel anvender du som oftest, når du betaler for parkering? 

(1) Betalingskort (2) Kontanter (3) Betalingsapp (EasyPark, ParkPark, osv.) 

1.28 0.663 0 

What is most important to you, when choosing payment solution for parking? (Ranking from 1-5, 

where 1 is most important) 

Price/The payment solution is simple to use/The payment solution takes short time to use/ The 

payment solution is running stable/The payment solution is close to my car. 

Hvad er vigtigst for dig i valg af betalingsmetode i forbindelse med parkering? (Rangering fra 1-

5, hvor 1 er mest vigtig) 

Pris/Betalingsmetoden er simpel at anvende/Betalingsmetoden tager kort tid at 

benytte/Betalingsmetoden kører stabilt/Betalingsmetoden er tæt på min bil 

Price: 2.08 

Simplicity: 2.45 

Time: 2.83 

Stability: 3.82 

Location: 3.81 

Price: 1.541 

Simplicity: 

1.1183 

Time: 1.017 

Stability: 1.082 

Location: 1.266 

0 

What payment solution do you prefer to use, when paying for parking? 

(1) Credit card (2) Cash (3) Payment app (EasyPark, ParkPark, etc.) 

Hvilket betalingsmiddel foretrækker du til betaling for parkering? 

(1) Betalingskort (2) Kontanter (3) Betalingsapp (EasyPark, ParkPark, osv.) 

1.53 0.873 0 
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Appendix 8: Attitude survey instruments in English and Danish 

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree or 

Disagree 

Disagree Strongly Disagree 

Helt enig Enig Hverken enig eller uenig Uenig Helt uenig 
 

Existing Payment Solutions Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Missing 

Values 

Functional Value    

I think that the possibilities with existing payment solutions are sufficient for my needs 

Jeg mener, at mulighederne med eksisterende betalingsløsninger er tilstrækkelige til mine behov 
2.18 1.010 0 

I think that the existing payment solutions are working as they should 

Jeg synes de eksisterende betalingsløsninger fungerer som de skal 
2.32 0.926 0 

I experience to be able to use all the existing payment solutions in the parking facilities I use 

Jeg oplever at kunne anvende alle de eksisterende betalingsløsninger i de parkeringsanlæg jeg anvender 
2.48 1.147 0 

I think it is safe to pay with the existing payment solutions 

Jeg synes det er sikkert at betale med de eksisterende betalingsløsninger 
1.89 0.676 0 

Epistemic Value    

I think the existing payment solutions are innovative 

Jeg synes de eksiterende betalingsløsninger er innovative 
3.08 0.953 0 

Conditional Value    

I only pay with card, if I know the parking facility 

Jeg betaler kun med kort, hvis jeg kender parkeringsanlægget 
4.08 0.919 0 

I pay with cash, if I don’t know the parking facility 

Jeg betaler med kontanter, hvis jeg ikke kender parkeringsanlægget 
4.23 0.994 0 

I only pay with a payment app, if I know the parking facility 

Jeg betaler kun med betalingsapp, hvis jeg kender parkeringsanlægget 
3.58 1.078 0 

Perceived Ease of Use/Effort Expectancy    

The existing payment solutions are simple and easy to use 

De eksisterende betalingsløsninger er nemme og simple at anvende 
2.19 0.854 0 
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Service Convenience 

The existing payment solutions takes a short time to use 

De eksisterende betalingsløsninger tager kort tid at benytte 
2.53 1.100 0 

 

Simplyture Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Missing 

Values 

Functional Value    

I could imagine to use automatic payment for parking with Simplyture’s solution 

Jeg kunne forestille mig at benytte automatisk betaling for parkering med Simplyture’s løsning 
2.24 1.118 0 

I think it is safe to pay via Simplyture’s solution 

Jeg tror det er sikkert at betale via Simplyture’s løsning 
2.61 0.914 0 

Epistemic Value    

I think Simplyture’s solution seems innovative 

Jeg synes Simplyture’s løsning virker innovative 
2.11 0.984 0 

Conditional Value    

I would only pay with Simplyture’s solution, if I know the parking facility 

Jeg vil kun betale med Simplyture’s løsning, hvis jeg kender parkeringsanlægget 
3.28 1.069 0 

Service Convenience    

I think Simplyture’s solution would save me time in connection with parking 

Jeg tror Simplyture’s løsning vil kunne spare mig tid i forbindelse med parkering 
2.14 0.930 0 

Perceived Ease of Use/Effort Expectancy    

I think parking and payment will be easier with Simplyture’s solution 

Jeg tror parkering og betaling vil være nemmere med Simplyture’s løsning 
2.23 0.983 0 

Perceived Usefulness/Performance Expectancy    

I would prefer to use automatic payment for parking with Simplyture’s solution rather than using the 

existing payment solutions 

Jeg ville foretrække at benytte automatisk betaling for Parkering med Simplyture’s løsning fremfor at 

bruge de eksisterende betalingsløsninger 

2.51 1.081 0 
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Appendix 9: Payment data for different payment solutions in the Copenhagen 

municipality (2011-2015) 

 

The data was provided by Jes Øksnebjerg in connection with the interview I did with him. I 

promised to omit the exact turnover numbers, but the data is based on the real turnover data. I 

have simply included the percentage changes in this appendix. 

Distribution of yearly turnover in percent for the different payment solutions: 

Year Cash Card Mobile payment 

2011 33 48 19 

2012 30 49 20 

2013 27 50 22 

2014 23 49 28 

2015 18 44 37 

 

Percentage change in turnover for the different payment solutions (2011 as referring 

point): 

Year Cash Card Mobile payment 

2011 0 0 0 

2012 -6 6 10 

2013 -14 8 20 

2014 -27 6 50 

2015 -40 0 110 
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Appendix 10: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Elements 

 

KMO and Bartlett’s test – Existing payment solutions 

 

KMO and Bartlett’s test – Simplyture payment solution 

 

 

 


